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ABSTRACT

In this study of modern historical fictions by female

writers I argue that there is an "invisible intertext" in

women' s writing in Ireland that challenges the tradition

discerned by mainstream critics. The mainstream tradition

is, in fact, a male tradition and it includes only those

historical fictions that inscribe a view of modern Irish

history as "the story of the struggle to overcome British

domination."

In an extended first section, I examine modern Irish

literary and historical discourse to reveal the particular

ways that women have been written out. I demonstrate that

a major project of mainstream critics and historians has been

to explain a "clash of cultures" (Protestant and Catholic).

In its insistence that cultural difference has produced

distinct literatures, this project has tended to obscure

cross-cultural similarities in the lives of women. These

similarities, I argue, are evident in women's writing. I

demonstrate also that mainstream literary criticism has fused

a male-dominated literature to a militaristic history to

create a literary canon that excludes female authors.

I then compare historical fictions by female authors
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from Elizabeth Bowen (1929) to Jennifer Johnston (1987) to

show that not only do women's texts bear striking similarities

to one another (whether the authors are Catholic or

Protestant) but also that taken together they challenge the

picture of Irish history presented by male authors.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION: HISTORY TAKEN

At the end of W.B. Yeats' play Cathleen Ni Houlihan

(1902), two male characters discuss the whereabouts of a

voluble and uninvited female guest. "Did you see an old

woman going down the path?" asks one. "I did not," replies

the other, "but I saw a young girl, and she had the walk of

a queen" (231). The old woman, the symbolic representation

of Mother Ireland, has been refurbished by the willingness

of the young hero to leave his bride and do battle against

the English for Irish independence.

Near the beginning of Iris Murdoch's 1965 novel The Red

and the Green, a group of male and female characters allude

to this dialogue in their discussion of the nature of the

Irish personality.

The Irish are so used to personifying Ireland as a

tragic female, any patriotic stimulus produces an

overflow of sentiment at once.

"Did you see an old woman going down the path?" "I did

not, but I saw a young girl and she had the walk of a

queen."

Precisely, Frances. st Teresa's Hall nearly fell down

when Yeats first came out with that stuff. Though in
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fact if you recited the Dublin telephone directory in

this town with enough feeling you'd have people

shedding tears. (42)

The comparison of these passages reveals an interesting

example of Irish intertextuality. Murdoch's allusion to

Yeats' play is obviously ironic. It draws attention to his

use of the symbolic figure of the old woman as a device to

excite his audience's nationalism. In Cathleen Ni Houlihan

the dialogue occurs at the climax of the play. The arrival

of the old woman as a disruptive element on the eve of a

wedding, the struggle of the hero with his family, the

conflict between romantic love and the excitement of

patriotism all build to the final words "the walk of a

queen." They are designed to burst upon the consciousness

of the audience with the force of revelation.

In The Red and the Green, by contrast, the dialogue

occurs in chapter two, long before the plot begins to

concern itself with the Easter 1916 Rising. It is part of a

chapter mostly given over to urbane, after-tea chat and has

no apparent dramatic significance attached to it. Indeed,

the chapter begins with a humorous scene in which the family

try to find a play to attend that evening. They dismiss a

visit to the Abbey to see "some stuff by W.B. Yeats" because

they don't "feel strong enough for that," and instead opt

for D'oyley Carte's The Yeoman of the Guard (29).
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In Irish Identity and the Literary Revival, George

watson argues that with Cathleen ni Houlihan "Yeats has

embodied and unleashed, in an extraordinarily powerful way,

the definitive myths of the republican nationalist movement"

(88). By embedding the climactic moment of Yeats' play in

dialogue that comments ironically on it, Murdoch's novel

robs the moment of its dramatic vigour, undercuts its mythic

import, and defuses its power.

History may provide us with a motive for Murdoch's

textual disarming of Yeats' work. The years between the

writing of the play and the novel were some of the most

savage in Ireland's history. Between 1902 and 1965 Irish

people lived through the Easter Rising, the Anglo-Irish War

and the Irish Civil War before settling down to life under

one of the most repressive governments in Europe. In 1902

Yeats could make an idealistic, optimistic appeal to his

audience's nationalism and urge them, by the example of his

hero, to rise up and cast off their chains. At the other end

of these events in 1965, Murdoch is ironic, even cynical,

about Irish patriotism and sentimentality. Freedom from

England brought all kinds of new repressions under an Irish

government, including state censorship of Irish literature.

To one of Murdoch's Anglo-Irish background, independence may

well be seen as something of a mixed blessing.

While hindsight plays a part in explaining some of

the differences evident in these passages, the gender of the
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authors is a more significant factor. By using a female

figure to represent Ireland, especially for the purpose of

stirring patriotic fervour, Yeats drew on a long-established

literary tradition. In Cathleen Ni Houlihan, as Margaret

Maccurtain observes, "Yeats perpetuated into the twentieth

century the femaleness of Ireland, linking with her destiny

that of men ready to die to free her" (37). This literary

practice has persisted in ballads and in other literary

forms down to the present day, and it is, predominantly, the

practice of male writers. Richard Kierney in his essay Myth

and Motherland has traced its historical development from

after the plantations of the seventeenth century when

Ireland was "frequently identified as a vulnerable virgin,"

through the eighteenth century Aisling poems where "she" has

become the "visionary daughter," and into the nineteenth

and twentieth centuries where "the passive daughter seems to

assume the more militant guise of a mother goddess summoning

her faithful sons to rise up against the infidel invader so

that through the sacrificial shedding of their blood, she

might be miraculously redeemed from colonial violation and

become pure and free again" (21). This last image is

certainly reminiscent of the one which Yeats gave his

audience in Cathleen ni Houlihan.

As well as perpetuating the tradition by importing

established symbolic females into his text, Yeats has been

more than proficient in augmenting the national storehouse
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with some idealised, symbolicised female figures of his own.

According to the most recent analysis of the roles of Maud

Gonne and Constance Markiewicz in the struggle for Irish

independence, both women were dedicated revolutionaries,

serious in their commitment to politics, and, in the case of

Markiewicz, prepared to risk imprisonment and death for her

activities.' They are immortalised in Yeats' poetry,

however, not as committed women, but as "beauty" gone awry,

blighted by an excess of thinking. In poems such as "On a

Political Prisoner," for example, Yeats laments that

Markiewicz' mind has become "a bitter, an abstract thing"

and he recalls the beautiful image of her riding, in true

Anglo-Irish fashion, "to the meet" (397). (This is before

she got involved in politics.) Similarly, in "A Prayer for

My Daughter," Yeats refers to Maud Gonne and asks,

Have I not seen the loveliest woman born

Out of plenty's horn

Because of her opinionated mind

Barter that horn ... ? (405).

Both women had served Yeats as representations of different

aspects of Ireland, but, in spoiling their beauty in this

willful way, they have destroyed their symbolic value. In

the Yeats ian schema, it seems that women's responsibility,

above all else, is to safeguard their beauty for the use of

poets. Their actions are curtailed, in short, by their

representational function.
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The emphasis on woman as symbol has, I suggest,

resulted in a de-emphasis of "the hard facts . . . of many

women's lives in Irish history and many women's lives in

Ireland today" (Ni Chuilleanain 2). Kierney argues that the

"mythic idealisations of Irish womanhood might be somehow

related to the social stereotypes of the Irish woman as pure

virgin or equally pure son-obsessed mother." He argues

that "since women of colonized Ireland had become, in James

Connolly's words, the 'slaves of slaves,' they were, in a

sociological sense at least, obvious candidates for

compensatory elevation in the realm of myth and mystery"

(20). Indeed, women have become so familiar as symbols and

stereotypes in the Irish male literary imagination, they are

often overlooked as human beings.

This assertion is validated by a brief examination of

the critical stance of one literary critic. In his chapter

on Yeats in The Imagination of an Insurrection, William

Irwin Thompson seems unable to disentangle his own viewpoint

from that of Yeats. Thompson talks of Maud Gonne as though

she were a symbol: "the crime of Maud Gonne's beauty had

been committed in 1902" (148). (She played Cathleen Ni

Houlihan in that year.) Or again, when describing Yeats'

disenchantment with Dublin: "when he saw the transformation

hatred worked upon the once lovely women, Maud Gonne and

Countess Markiewicz, he wondered about the reality of the

Ireland upon which he had based his art" (150). Who is
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speaking here? It is hard to tell the difference between

the writer and the critic. Because the symbols have

changed (become less beautiful, one presumes) the reality

they represented seems to be compromised. This is very odd

reasoning that certainly makes no attempt to see the women

as real human beings, and, of course, it is based on the

disturbing premise that a woman's only real value is her

physical beauty. There is a definite "gap," as Eilean ni

Chuilleanain tells us, between "Irish woman's image through

history" and "what many Irish women have actually

experienced" (2).

If Yeats' play is symbolic, Murdoch's The Red and the

Green is predominantly realist, and, significantly, does not

employ idealised female figures as rhetorical devices. In

fact, this novel seems to be part of an entirely different

tradition in Irish literature. In a recent study of the

Irish novel, James M. Cahalan remarks:

In my next chapter I shall examine a group of male

novelists who retreated into fantasy, but Irish women

novelists, from Maria Edgeworth in 1800 to Jennifer

Johnston in the 1980s, have seemingly always remained

devoted to the realist mode (even if adopting a

romantic approach to it, as Sydney Owenson did) .

(Irish Novel 205)
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mainstream Irish literary criticism. As I shall presently

demonstrate, Irish literary and historical discourses have

focused so sharply on the project of explaining religious

and cultural difference through the course of Irish history

and illuminating the links between it and the production of

literature that other human experience has remained

unexamined and unacknowledged. When literary critics have

noticed that women might be doing, thinking, or saying

something other than the established model predicts, the

acknowledgement of female difference often only serves to

intensify women's exclusion.

Robert Hogan is just such a critic. In his chapter

"Old Boys, Young Bucks, and New Women" in The Irish Short

Story: A critical History he examines recent Irish short

fiction and finds there are "about as many fine new women

writers as men, and the general quality of the women's work

seems consistently higher." However, he continues:

"overwhelmingly, of course, the content of their fiction is

an investigation of Irish life as it affects women" (202).

Hogan's sentence implies that "Irish life" is not lived by

women; it is something that "affects" them. "Irish life",

thus, is lived only by men. He moves on to discuss

particular writers and says of Eithne Strong: "One has a

mild wonder that a liberated woman should write such

conventionally trapped and depressed stories. If such a

woman writes such stories, we might expect that much modern
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woman's fiction in Ireland is going to be examples of

exorcism" (205).

Hogan seems to have missed the point. He implies that

the "liberated woman" has no business feeling "trapped and

depressed" and seems oblivious to the possibility that

recognition of one's constraints does not necessarily free

one from them, and indeed may intensify one's awareness of

them. His use of the word "exorcism" is also suspect

because it suggests that the causes for the concern with

entrapment in women's fiction are spiritual or psychological

rather than social and material. Hogan's analysis is a

paradigm of a hopelessly androcentric reading. His "Irish

life" sentence signals the reader that this critical view

locates the male perspective at the centre and measures

women's experience in relation to it, when it recognises the

difference at all. Not all commentators on Irish life and

literature are so unilateral as this, but the overwhelming

tendency, as we will discover, has been to "write women

out."

The subject of this study is Irish women's historical

fictions. I am interested in fictions that look back to

events earlier in this century during what has been

described as "the last great chapter in the story of Irish

nationalism ... the period from 1916 to 1923" (Cahalan,

Great Hatred 40). In this period came the "Easter Rising of
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1916, the guerrilla war of independence, the civil war which

followed the signing of the treaty with Britain, and the

uneasy settling-down of the Catholic 'Free state'" (Watson

13). During this "chapter" when the last fight for

independence was fought and won, Irish women played an

active part. Yet, once the Irish government was

established, women were once again excluded from public

life.

The participation of women in the national struggle was

a short-lived phenomenon. Overtaken by the forces of

the counter-revolution (again, a familiar pattern in

Third World revolutionary uprisings in the twentieth

century) Irish women retreated into a secondary role

with the setting up of the northern state in 1920 and

the Free state in the south in 1922. Around Irish

women, as in a cage, were set the structures of family

life . . . . (MacCurtain 49)

Maurice Manning in his essay "Women in Irish National and

Local Politics 1922-1977" refers to a short, but "vigorous"

tradition of women as "accepted and valued participants in

political life . . . based on the exploits of Cumann na mBan

of 1916 and after, the women who spoke and campaigned

against conscription in 1918, the women elected to

Parliament in 1918 and most of all on the achievements of

Countess Markievicz, appointed Minister for Labour in the

first Republican Government in 1919." Manning notes how
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hopes that women could continue to make contributions to the

"new and evolving state" Were dashed early. He traces

women's involvement and influence on Irish public life

measured by the number of seats they held in the Dail and

finds that "in 1952, thirty years after Independence there

were fewer women in elected politics than in 1922 and their

impact and effectiveness were undoubtedly less" (92).

The years after 1922 saw a series of government

measures that effectively curtailed women's ability to lead

a public life: divorce and contraception were outlawed,

women were prevented from serving on juries, the censorship

act allowed for suppression of any publication that showed

"the unnatural prevention of conception," and the

constitution of 1937 firmly planted women back in

domesticity with its declaration that "by her life within

the home, woman gives the state a support without which the

common good cannot be achieved" (Maccurtain 49). It is only

in recent years, since the growth of the Irish women's

movement in the late 1960s and 1970s and Ireland's entry

into the Common Market in 1973 that things have begun to

change slightly: for example, the Juries Act of 1927 was

found to be unconstitutional in 1976. Yvonne Scannell's

essay "Changing Times for Women's Rights" documents some of

these changes and the role played by the women's movement

and the Irish constitutional courts in bringing them about.

She also quotes Gemma Hussey, an Irish politician, who in
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the Irish Times in 1980 remarked that Ireland is being

dragged "kicking and screaming into the twentieth century"

(Scannell 62-65).

Nuala O'Faolain in her essay "Irish Women and Writing

in Modern Ireland" describes a void in women's writing

during the time from Parnell to the present day: that is,

the time that includes the "last great chapter" of

nationalism, the short-lived political activity of women,

their firm re-planting in domesticity, and their recent

challenges to their circumscribed role:

And during that same century since Parnell, millions of

Irish women lived. Their absence is the void. The

period was that of nation-making and national

consolidation, and in the imaginative arts of that time

-- in the artefacts, like novels, plays and poems, that

are the only sure guide to why things happened as they

did there is a huge silence. That of women. (128)

O'Faolain's essay was published in 1985. If it is true that

women were silent during the earlier years of this century,

and many critics would dispute this, it is certainly not

true now. The historical fictions I am interested in

represent only one genre in a steadily growing body of

writing by women, and within this one genre there has been a

marked growth in recent years. Elizabeth Bowen wrote The

Last September in the 19205. In the sixties Iris Murdoch

published The Red and the Green on the fiftieth anniversary
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of the Easter Rising. In the seventies, Eilis Dillon wrote

Across the Bitter Sea and Blood Relations and Val Mulkerns

published her short story collection, Antiquities. In the

1980s, Jennifer Johnston and Julia O'Faolain have both

written about this historical period of national upheaval

when freedom, for women, seemed to be offered, only to be

later denied.

James M. Cahalan says of Irish historical fiction:

"The Irish historical novelist has explored his history in

order to understand it and to define a mature, contemporary

nationalism according to which modern Irish history is seen

as the story of the struggle to overcome British domination"

(Great Hatred 19). I wonder whether this is not a

description of what the male Irish historical novelist does

and if perhaps female historical novelists explore their

history to illuminate a different struggle? Cahalan's use

of the masculine possessive pronoun ("his history")

certainly suggests that for him Irish history is the story

of a male struggle. One aim of this study is to discover

what female writers make of their history.

If women's legacy from the historical events of 1916-

1923 has been a repressive body of legislation and a general

diminishing in the choices available to them in life, women

writers have inherited from the literary re-enactment of

historical events a repressive body of critical discourse
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that might be said to constrain their literary lives. I

suggested earlier that a major project of Irish literary and

historical discourses has been to analyse cultural

difference. A product of this endeavour has been a body of

writing that seeks to trace the links between the struggle

for independence, when different cultures clashed, and the

Irish literary imagination. These texts discuss the work of

various writers, but, apparently inevitably, they centre on

Yeats. Collectively, they foster a particular view of Irish

history and literature and they are, therefore, material to

a study of women's historical writing. I want to suggest

now that this body of critical discourse has helped create

an inhospitable environment for women writers in Ireland,

an environment in which a literary canon has been

established and welded to a militaristic history.

It is the very interconnection between an Irish

literary canon and a militaristic history, I believe, that

has contributed to the formation of a monolithically male

cultural structure. In western literary traditions, canons

are an established critical phenomenon. Only lately has

critical theory highlighted the mass of assumptions about

privilege, value, and significance they embody.2 In the

case of British literature, a few women have usually been AR

included as producers of literature worth studying: Austen,

the Brontes, George Eliot, Woolf, to name but most of them.
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The Irish literary canon allows no female work to intrude.

Maria Edgeworth, Lady Gregory, Somerville and Ross,

Katharine Tynan, Elizabeth Bowen, and Kate O'Brien are

discussed, it is true, but they are not included.

Feminist critics might argue that, in fact, female

authors in the British canon are often examples of tokenism

and are accepted only in so far as they can be studied with

the same critical apparatus as can be applied to males. I

certainly agree that there is truth in this argument. At

the same time, writers such as Austen and Eliot have been

extensively studied, even if with unsatisfactory lenses.

Irish women writers, by contrast, have often been neglected.

I want to argue that a root cause for this disparity is the

role the canon has played within their respective cultures.

In Britain, major tribal and religious (although not

class) conflicts have been settled a long time ago.

Twentieth century British history has not included a

struggle for independence; rather, Britain has not had to

struggle for its own independence. The British literary

canon has remained unconnected with political upheaval. In

Ireland, the modern literary canon has been formed, almost,

as part of political and military upheaval. Indeed, it is

often unclear whether literature is a response to or a cause

of events in modern Irish history.

In Ireland: A Social and Cultural History 1922 to the

Present, Terence Brown documents the arguments of historians
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such as Conor Cruise o'Brien who, in the 1970s, warned

against the "'unhealthy intersection' between literature and

politics" (222). Writing in the Irish Times in 1975, for

example, Cruise O'Brien decried the "literary current in

Irish history" and, as Brown reports, he made "much of the

way in which in the period leading to the Rising literature

and life intertwined" (221). Thus, there seems to be a

recognised link between literature and historical events in

Irish discourse. We should remember, however, that it is

not politicians or even historians alone who make literary

canons; it is literary critics and theorists, universities

and publishers.

I do not want here to examine the entire body of basic

surveys and critical studies of modern Irish literature that

lead the unwary reader to assume that Irish literature has

"an almost exclusively male output" (Madden-Simpson 3).

From my reading of these materials, I can certainly agree

with Madden-Simpson that "the commentators who have shaped

the Anglo-Irish literary tradition have been concerned with

assessing and formulating hierarchical opinions only about

selected, usually male, writers ... " (3). It is the texts

whose particular concern is to connect historical event to

literature that are of greater significance to my study

because it is they who have helped fuse a canon dominated by

male writers to a history dominated by male heroes.
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I will concentrate on three main studies here: William

Irwin Thompson's The Imagination of an Insurrection, Malcolm

Brown's The Politics of Irish Literature, and Peter

Costello's The Heart Grown Brutal. There are other

relevant texts in this area, but these three appear

consistently in bibliographies, critical studies, and

reviews of research, and it seems safe to assume that they

have been influential in shaping perceptions of the nature

of Irish literature.

The earliest of the three, The Imagination of an

Insurrection (1967), focuses on the Easter 1916 Rising. It

is divided into three main sections: "The Movement toward

the Event," "The Poets in the Event," and "Three Images of

the Event." (The mid-section underlines a state of affairs

that critics in this area occasionally use as a kind of

justification for their emphasis on the connection between

the nationalist struggle and literature: namely, that the

rebels themselves were poets.) Thompson admits that he

could have included more writers in his third section and

gives the example of novels by Liam O'Flaherty or Iris

Murdoch. However, he "preferred a tightly articulated book

to a loosely extended survey" (xi). A possible reason for

this preference, in the case of Murdoch at least, is the

difficulty posed by attempting to fit a realist novel into

the paradigm Thompson has created to explain the event and

its literary importance. He sees the "Rising as a movement
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led by myth-possessed men who willingly perish into images,"

and he wants to talk about the historical "moment" which a

revolutionary may seize and which brings a "new coherence"

to a "formerly broken self" (x). One of the things

Murdoch's novel does, as I shall demonstrate later, is to

militate against any such "coherence" in its presentation of

messy and often chaotic human emotions and actions.

Thompson has chosen three writers to represent the

"aftermath of the insurrection" in Irish literature. Yeats,

A.E., and O'Casey, he writes, "were most intimately involved

with that moment in history, and, when taken together, these

three express a full range of experience." Thompson puts

A.E. in charge of the "mystique of the movement," Yeats

takes care of the "more tragic life of an image," and

O'Casey can speak for the "ordinary human beings who make up

the stuff of history" (x). This "full range of experience"

is, however, a drastically abbreviated one. Certainly,

O'Casey is more connected to the realities of looting and

the Dublin working class's experiences during the Rising

than are the other two, but he does not give us much of an

idea of the effects on, say, a person such as Frances in The

Red and the Green: that is, an Anglo-Irish young woman with

a fiance in the British army. Thompson mistakes the "full

range of experience" with its implications of universality

for the inevitably partial range of three male writers.
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It may be useful at thiS stage to point out that the

idea of history implied in Thompson's study is reminiscent

of Yeats' own idea of history. Declan Kiberd, in "The War

Against the Past," asserts that Yeats' view of history is

"not really historical at all, based as it is on a rupture

of chronology by the endlesS repetition of familiar crises,

with no hope of a resolution." Yeats, says Kiberd, "sees

history not as a story of a people creating itself, but as a

series of meetings with remarkable people, who turn out to

be remarkable not for any individual qualities but simply

and solely for their ability to submit, ostentatiously, to

the approved patterns of the past." History, in this

design, "is deemed history only if it exactly repeats

itself" (28).

Thompson's chapter on yeats shows the same idea of

repetition; he says of the rebels: "they march into tragedy

with all the slain Irish patriots of the past" (158). Or

again, "the Rising of 1916 was a resurrection of Cuchulain":

that is, it reiterated the ideal of heroism. Granted,

Thompson may be trying to express what the rising meant to

Yeats. In his preface, however, he writes, "I see the

Rising as a movement led by myth-possessed men who willingly

perish into images, 'that yeti Fresh images beget'" (x).

Again, the stress on a repeated pattern is evident here.

That the critic should adopt the same perceptions as

his subject is nothing new in critical studies that examine
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the work of W. B. Yeats. In his recent study of the Irish

novel, Cahalan points out that Ernest Boyd in 1922 neglected

the novel in his discussion of the literature of the Irish

Literary Renaissance because "like many others, Boyd .

was too much under the sway of Yeats . . . whose blind spot

was the novel" (Irish Novel 86). Thompson's stress on myth

and symbolic moment, his emphasis on repeated pattern and

his critical stance toward Yeats as a "remarkable" person

all strongly suggest that Thompson also is "under the sway"

of the poet, and particularly of the "Yeatsian view of

history."

This kind of discourse has implications for women on

both fronts: literature and life. Thompson's critical

diagram elevates Yeats to the head of the literary canon and

seeks to make symbolic and mystic explanations of Irish

history a prerequisite for entry. Even though he talks of

Q'Casey's "naturalistic image" of the Easter Rising, he does

his best to invest him with symbolic or mythic dimensions.

For instance, his opening remarks to the Q'Casey chapter

read: "in the deadly symbiosis of Ireland and the artist,

the two organisms, like the black and white gyres of Yeats's

system, live one another's death" (202). And he presses on

to a discussion of the significance of the slums to

Q'Casey's artistic vision.

Such explanations, as I have already suggested, are not

popular among Irish women writers, and it is hard to see
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where women can settle into a canon whose entry requirements

are so antithetical to their art. Lady Gregory, for

example, "wrote realistic comedies while Yeats indulged in

fantastic mythological plays" (Cahalan, Irish Novel 205),

and she has consistently been refused inclusion in the

canon. Janet Madden-Simpson notes that Lady Gregory was

excluded by Frank O'Connor from his influential survey of

Irish literature, The Lonely Voice. While O'Connor mentions

her in passing, he nonetheless does not treat her "seriously

as either a writer or an influence" (Madden-Simpson 3).

As for the more general effect on Irish culture of the

"approved patterns of the past" scheme of history designed

by Yeats and woven into Thompson's criticism, Declan Kiberd

laments that "unfortunately, the Yeats ian view of history

inserted itself into the school textbooks" (28). He

describes how what he calls "the obsessive pathology of

repetitiousness" has had profound effects on Irish society.

It is made evident in "the behaviour of the Irish electorate

in the 1930s and 1940s -- which consistently reelected ex

gunmen who talked repeatedly about past gunplay" and in the

"career of Eamon de Valera, the new Yeats ian leader" (28-

29). Kiberd contrasts this behaviour with that of the

English "who unsentimentally disposed of Winston Churchill

after World War Two lest his once-valued martial rhetoric

come between them and the welfare state" (29). There was no

welfare state for the Irish; instead there was the passing
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of the legislation I have already described and the

establishment of "an educational and socializing system

which emphasised the subordinate role of women in society"

(Manning 100).

The other two critical texts I want to examine here are

much broader in their historical scope, and perhaps it is

the greater breadth that makes for a somewhat less intense

version of Irish history than the picture of an enactment of

male literary myths drawn by Thompson in The Imagination of

an Insurrection. Nonetheless, despite a different focus,

and despite the inclusion of texts by women, The Politics of

Irish Literature and The Heart Grown Brutal in different

ways contribute to the particular shape of the Irish

literary canon that I described earlier.

The Politics of Irish Literature does not deal with the

Easter Rising. It concerns itself with nineteenth century

history, ending the "formal history" (352) with the election

of 1895 while carrying on its literary coverage until the

1930s. Malcolm Brown begins his discussion with the

statement that "modern Ireland provides us with the classic

case of an impressive literature brought to birth by

politics" (vii). Interestingly, Peter Costello at the start

of The Heart Grown Brutal suggests that the opposite is

true, that literature gave birth to politics when he

declares his central thesis "that the cultural revival made

possible the political revolution by creating a new ideal of
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Ireland" (xii). In keeping with his idea of literature's

primacy, costello covers much more of it than Brown, who

tells us in his preface that "Irish historical monographs

almost never touch, even lightly, upon Irish literature,"

and who has drawn from "ballads and popular sarcasms, from

the passionate topical responses of hustings and newspaper

office, from old wives' tales, from the savory style of

chance episodes, and from the color of local personalities"

(viii) for his narrative. He calls these sources "felt

history." Brown counsels against taking "one's Irish

history from an uncritical reading of Yeats, Joyce, O'Casey,

and O'Faolain." Instead, he thinks it more "enlightening"

to "assemble the history elsewhere and then to set it

against the poetic version" (ix).

Brown does not seem to be "under the sway" of Yeats.

Indeed, he makes a valedictory remark that "from Countess

Cathleen to Purgatory, one is again and again struck by the

incongruous match of dazzling verbal energy to fables that

miscarry" (384). Brown even notes that "Yeats' opposition"

has established that "abstractly considered as poetry,

Yeats' work was undeniably beautiful, but as nationalism it

was noteworthy for his laughable alienation from the Irish

nation, past or present" (370). Statements like these

certainly serve to dilute Yeats' mystique, so why then cavil

about Brown's critical standpoint?
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I do so because despite Brown's intention to keep the

"poetic version" separate, despite his mention of other

writers, despite his apparent diversity of sources and the

implied acknowledgement that history is diverse, taken as a

whole his text is mostly about W.B. Yeats. A glance at the

index shows that Yeats and his poetry have approximately one

and one-half pages of references. In contrast, Lady Gregory

has four lines, Somerville and Ross two, and a significant

politician such as Parnell less than one column.

It is not simply the quantity of text given over to

discussing Yeats that is significant here; it is the way

Yeats has been insinuated into Brown's recounting of Irish

history. At the outset, when Brown speaks of assembling

"the history elsewhere" he also remarks that "while our

historical re-construction is going forward, poets must he

held mostly under constraint" (ix). Certainly, Somerville

and Ross are kept well-restrained. When chronicling the

land wars at the end of the nineteenth century, Brown gives

their novel The Real Charlotte a one-line tribute but does

not analyse the picture of the Ascendancy in decline and

strapped for cash that it portrays, even though this picture

is clearly relevant to his point that "the urge to get money

or to keep money was the undisguised passion of the

historical episode" (296). Yeats, by constrast, is not

restrained at all and roams over pages that depict events

which occurred even before he was born. Thus, for example,
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when discussing events around the middle of the nineteenth

century, including Archbishop cullen's denunciation of

literature, Brown characterizes what Cullen found disturbing

in literature by using a quotation from Yeats: "and he was

compelled to deplore what Yeats -- an incongruous comrade --

in a later time called: 'The ravens of unresting thought;

/ Flying, crying, to and fro'" (126). When discussing the

"presumptive heirs" to the leadership of the Young

Irelanders after the death of Thomas Davis in 1845, Brown

says of one of them, "he had chosen the popular Irish side

as a deliberate act of honour, 'though free to refuse.' He

is thus the beau ideal of Yeats ian sociology and of Yeats ian

mask-psychology, but no example of Yeats ian gaiety. One

finds no other figure in Irish history quite so painfully

torn by irreconcilable scruples" (87).

Brown's stated intentions are to keep "history" and the

"poetic version" separate, but we cannot let intentionality

blinker us. Although Yeats is humorously undercut at

different points in Brown's text, he reigns supreme. As in

The Imagination of an Insurrection, although without the

trappings of myth and moment, Yeats here emerges once again

as the foremost figure in the Irish literary register. His

only significant rival, in this case, is James Joyce.

Both Thompson and Brown contribute to an overwhelming

trend in Irish literary studies to make Yeats the father of

the national literature. In recent years critics such as
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Declan Kiberd have begun to take a more dispassionate look

at Yeats' cultural ideas and to question the legacy he has

left; however, such critical questionings have not yet

unseated Yeats from the patriarchal position in Irish

literature to which he was first elevated by Ernest Boyd in

1922. Ironically, the work of an Irish feminist critic

confirms that Yeats' status as the Irish literary patriarch

has not yet been seriously challenged. Indeed, it is

evidence of the disempowering capacity of "father-figure"

discourse within Irish literary criticism that a critic such

as Nuala Q'Faolain cannot escape its assumptions. In "Irish

Women and Writing in Modern Ireland" she says:

But to leave it at that, to assert that more and better

literary ammunition fell on the heads of Irish women

than on the heads of any comparable emergent modern

group, and damaged the whole sex, would be almost to

assert that we define ourselves by our literature

alone, that books kept us back. It's almost true.

Those writers were, after all, Irish. Irish statesmen

and ecclesiastics have, after all, oppressed us

uniquely. The official version of great art was

indeed, at least in the cases of Joyce and Yeats, great

art. (130)

This passage is interesting in several ways. Earlier on, I

argued that the Irish canon has been connected to a

militaristic history, and here is a feminist critic using a
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military metaphor to describe the effects of an Irish

literature written by men on Irish women's idea of

themselves. Irish literary discourse does seem unable to

escape the war zone. More directly relevant to my point

here, however, is O'Faolain's agreement with the "official"

judgement that Joyce and Yeats are "great" artists. Such a

statement testifies to the power of the critical attitudes I

have been discussing. O'Faolain can point to the oppressing

effects on women of living in a land of male literary

giants, but she does not begin to dismantle the apparatus

that has deemed them great. She does not question "the

particular notions of literary quality, timelessness,

universality, and other qualities that constitute the

rationale for canonicity" (Robinson 87). In other words,

she does not challenge the concept of canon formation itself

or analyse the particular social and political forces that

helped shape the Irish canon.

The third of the critical texts I want to discuss, The

Heart Grown Brutal, exhibits the same critical tendency to

exalt Yeats, although, as I remarked earlier, costello makes

a much wider survey of Irish literature than either Brown or

Thompson. He begins with a section on society and literature

in the nineteenth century, where the "roots" shared by the

literary revival and the revolution are to be found. He

then discusses the Easter Rising and "the literature

surrounding it," the civil War and its "impact on several
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writers," the literature of the period after the war with

its "sense of exile," and finally, the "magnificently

affirmative poems of the last years of W.B. Yeats and the

later paintings of his brother Jack B. Yeats" (7).

In his chapter on the 1916 Rising, Costello reviews not

only the poetry of Yeats and the plays of O'Casey, but also

Padraic 0 Conaire's short stories in Gaelic, Eimar O'Duffy's

The Wasted Island, Gerald O'Donovan's Conquest, and Liam

O'Flaherty's Insurrection. Costello finds the novel

inferior to the "poetic and dramatic" representations of

Yeats and O'Casey. He tells us that in the fifty years

since the Rising "many best forgotten novels" have been

produced. He does not mention The Red and the Green so it

is not clear whether it too is best forgotten. Costello's

argument against the novel seems to be based on a distaste

for the novelists' tendency to cheapen or sensationalise the

Rising. He writes:

As a political event the Rising is of importance for

what it began; it was not an end in itself. Yet for

some novelists the event provides an easy slightly

exotic background for scenes of violence, torn

loyalties and divided loves. (111)

It is ironic, however, that while Costello loftily disdains

Irish novelists for their tendency to treat the Rising as

"an end in itself," Declan Kiberd charges W. B. Yeats with

exactly the same fault.
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At the beginning of "The War Against the Past" Kiberd

argues that Yeats "seemed to extol the notion of the fight

as a self-sustaining tradition, rather than the more humane

idea of a culture fought for." Kiberd goes on: "It is the

mark of many conservative thinkers to see in sacrifice not

the highest price a man may pay to assert his self, but an

end in its own right" (24). A few pages later, he

reiterates the point: "it is in just such a context that

the fight becomes more important than the thing fought for"

(28) • (The context is the Yeats ian view of history.)

In the last pages of his book, costello himself appears

to deplore the "self-sustaining tradition" of violence in

Ireland. He even identifies as a contributing cause the

songs and stories that perpetuate the image of Ireland as a

woman to be rejuvenated by the sacrifice of men's lives.

His viewpoint, however, seems ambivalent at times. While he

deplores "the madness of a discredited Republicanism" and

its "history of poses and postures and lies" (292), he

appears to want to perpetuate its myths. For example, when

describing the writer James Plunkett's boyhood meeting with

the elderly Maud Gonne, costello reminds us of her role as

Cathleen ni Houlihan and then asks "had that small boy

[Plunkett] seen merely an old woman going down the road, or

'a young girl, and she with the walk of a queen?'" (292).

Or again, in his final paragraph, he draws a picture of "a

column of men moving across the distant skyline in the first
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light of morning." This image, he says, is "redolent of all

the hopes and expectations of the revolution." The idealism

it represents is "retrieved from the sordidness of history

by the dignity of art" (298).

This reads like Costello's own attempt at myth-making.

He appears to want to close his text with an icon that

represents past glory, not the present messiness of a

debased nationalism. His critical project here mirrors one

of Yeats' own literary endeavours for both seem concerned to

re-create in the present heroic images of the past. Yeats

takes Cuchulain from the distant past and turns him into an

image for the early twentieth century; Costello takes an

image from the early twentieth century and projects it into

the present as an icon of past heroism more pure than that

found in contemporary Ireland.

Costello, like Thompson, tends to re-create history

through Yeats ian eyes. It is one thing to declare Yeats the

founder of a movement and the most important figure in the

cultural revival, but it is quite another to construe the

significance of events through the unacknowledged filter of

his vision. From Costello's title, drawn from Yeats's poem

"Meditations in Time of Civil War," to the final words,

"they are enchanted into stones to trouble still the living

stream," paraphrased from his "Easter 1916," Yeats provides

this text's cohesion.
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I must be fair, however, and stress again that Costello

shows us far more Irish literature than either Thompson or

Brown. Although he finds the novels about the 1916 Rising

inferior to the poetry and drama, he spends considerable

time discussing fictions that deal with the events before

and after it. Not only can we read about Frank O'Connor and

Sean O'Faolain, but also about Elizabeth Bowen and

Somerville and Ross. Instead of the one-line mention of The

Real Charlotte we noted in The Politics of Irish Literature,

we have several pages discussing Somerville and Ross's

writings, before and after Easter 1916. His treatment of

their work, however, is suspect.

writing about the early years of the literary

renaissance Costello notes the arrival in Dublin in 1901 of

George Moore, who, in Costello's scheme of things,

represents the other side of the movement from Yeats:

realism, the novel, the "Catholic antithesis" (43). Moore

wanted to do something new with language and perk up the

novel form. costello writes: "if anyone at that time

thought about 'the Irish novel' perhaps only the names of

Somerville and Ross would have come to mind. Though they

were outside the literary revival, in an odd sort of way

their literary career answers back to Yeats's own" (46).

Costello's phrase "outside the literary revival"

suggests that these two extraordinary women were incidental

to the real literature of modern Ireland, and, certainly,
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there appears to be a wide-spread prejudice against them

among Irish literary critics. For example, Richard Fallis

in The Irish Renaissance (1977) displays exactly the same

disinclination to see the Irish novel as part of the

literary revival as did Ernest Boyd in 1922. Somerville and

Ross are eclipsed in both critical texts by the writers of

poetry and drama.

Costello himself admits that "they belong, if anyone

does, to the real world of the revival" because of their

closeness to "the realities of Irish life"(46); however,

this admission does not prevent him from declaring them

"outsiders." Certainly, Somerville and Ross had begun

writing before the revival properly began, and they

continued to write and publish through its course with no

apparent regard to it. It is James M. Cahalan who suggests

the most likely reason for the exclusion of Somerville and

Ross when he writes: "their point of view was much too

realistic and pessimistic to allow them to entertain the

apocalyptic myth-making of yeats that came to dominate the

Dublin literary movement" (Irish Novel 91). Their realism

and pessimism kept them distinct from the "apocalyptic myth

making of Yeats," and guaranteed their neglect by myth

minded critics. The project of magnifying Yeats into a kind

of literary Cuchulain seems to have been more intoxicating

to literary commentators than trying to delineate the whole

picture of modern Irish literature.
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I have been arguing that the Irish literary canon was

given its particular shape partly because of the pursuit by

literary critics of an interconnection between modern Irish

literature and modern Irish history, a pursuit that has

often resulted in the critic adopting W.B. Yeats' vision of

history. In making this argument, I do not mean to suggest

that Yeats' power has been absolute. There are dissenting

voices both in Irish literature and Irish literary and

historical discourses. Sean o'Casey's dramas and Sean

O'Faolain's fictions, for example, manifest a distinct

scepticism towards the revolutionary cause. Rather than

extolling "the notion of the fight as a self-sustaining

tradition," as Kiberd charges Yeats, O'Casey's plays

highlight the devastation caused by "the fight" in the lives

of the urban poor, particularly in the lives of poor women.

In these texts, women are emphatically not rhetorical

devices, not symbols of an enslaved Ireland.

Yeats' vision of Ireland has been questioned also by

commentators who have taken a "less constricted view of

Irish history " (Foster 596) than the tradition-of-rebellion

version encapsulated in cathleen ni Houlihan and paid

hommage to in Thompson's The Imagination of an Insurrection.

Terence Brown's Ireland: A Social and Cultural History

(1985) provides a fuller picture of twentieth-century

Ireland than is to be found in what he refers to as the

"official republican nationalist history" of "an
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indestructible, historic, predestinate nation that had

achieved its apotheosis in the 1916 Rising" (220). In

Modern Ireland 1600-1972 (1988), R.F. Foster also resists

"writing the 'story of Ireland' as a morality tale" (ix)i

however, he acknowledges that despite "new textbooks" and

"new questions" about Ireland's past, the "eight-hundred

years-of-struggle version of Irish history" was still "held

by the public mind" (595) as recently as the 1970s. And as

we have already noted, Declan Kiberd takes issue with

Yeats's mythic explanations of Irish history, as does his

fellow Field Day writer, Richard Kierney.

This study of women writers participates in the

revisionist project of these commentators because it too

questions nationalist mythology. In focussing on women's

experience, more particularly on women's fictions as a locus

of dissent, however, this study adds a new, and necessary

dimension to the re-writing of Irish history: necessary,

because revisionists too can display a gender bias.

While Kiberd and Kierney seek to destabilise the

Yeats ian patriarchy, they are in danger of creating their

own. For example, in his Field Day broadside, Anglo-Irish

Attitudes, Kiberd remarks that writers turned away from

Yeats' "idealised" image of Ireland as "pastoral, mystical,

admirably primitive" and turned "for guidance to that

socialist tradition of Irish writing initiated by Wilde and

Shaw" (14). To illustrate his point, he discusses the work
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of Sean O'Casey and Brendan Behan. Similarly, Richard

Kierney also points out that other writers turned from

Yeats. He gives the example of Beckett who "repudiated

Yeats' mythologising as sanctimonious clap-trap" (15), and

who "promoted a counter-tradition of Irish authors" which

included writers such as "Coffey, Devlin, McGreevy and, by

implication, himself" (16). Although Kiberd and Kierney

muster counter-traditions of different sorts, they do not

grant membership to a single women writer. Even within this

past decade, then, "the equation of Anglo-Irish literature

with a record of masculine perceptions seems to have been

accepted almost without question" (Madden-Simpson 1). This

study of women's historical fictions will question that

equation.

The texts I have been discussing thus far are

predominantly works of literary criticism, albeit literary

criticism that constantly refers back to historical event.

I would like now to look at texts that purport to be

renditions of Irish history: texts whose primary emphasis is

to describe "the making of modern Ireland" (Beckett), or the

development of the country "from colony to nation state"

(McCaffrey), or "the course of Irish history" (Moody and

Martin), either from its beginnings or simply "since the

famine" (Lyons). Such texts, typically, will identify the

literary revival as a factor in the rise of a new
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nationalism at the end of the nineteenth century. They will

not discuss literary works, but usually they will mention

Yeats and sometimes linger on him for a sentence or two.

To differing degrees these texts contribute to what I

described earlier as a major project of Irish literary and

historical discourse, the analysis of cultural difference.

I suggested that in concentrating on race and religion this

project does not adequately portray women's experience, and,

indeed, it is highly instructive to see how a few mainstream

historians deal with women in Ireland.

To put it bluntly, women are ignored. In excluding

women, Irish historiography is no different from any other

mainstream historiography. Discussing American history

writing, for example, Gerda Lerner declares, "as long as

historians held to the traditional view that only the

transmission and exercise of power were worthy of their

interest, women were of necessity ignored" (New Approaches

349). Similarly, Anderson and Zinsser in the introduction to

their history of women in Europe comment on "the almost

total absence of women from the pages of history books"

(xi) .

The omission of women from the Irish historical record

is particularly blatant, however, for not only does it

exclude the historical situation of women who had no

importance within "a male-defined conceptual framework"

(Lerner, Majority 148) being unconnected with "exercise of
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power," but it also forgets or minimises those women who

have played a distinct role within this framework: that is,

women who led the revolt against the landlords in the last

years of the nineteenth century, who fought at Easter 1916,

and who campaigned against conscription in Ireland during

the first world war. Thus, J.C. Beckett in his history The

Making of Modern Ireland (1966) merely notes that Parnell

went to jail in 1881 and a wave of "agrarian violence"

ensued. (392) He makes no mention of Anna Parnell and the

Ladies' Land league taking over and radicalising the

movement so that it became a real threat to the British

government. He passes over Easter 1916 without mention of

Constance Markiewicz, without even commenting on the

historical oddity of having an upper-class woman fighting

for the workers, commanding a fighting post in Dublin, and

being sentenced to death for her part in the Rising.

More recently, in Ireland: From Colony to Nation state

(1979), Lawrence J. McCaffrey also leaves out Anna Parnell

and Constance Markiewicz, although he makes two passing

references to Cumann na mBan, a women's political

organization that played a clearly visible and readily

documentable role in the years from 1916-1923. His

references are very fleeting, however. He tells us in one

line that "Cumann na mBan rallied behind the anti-Treaty war

effort" (153), but there is no preparatory explanations or

analysis of how the organization came into being or the role
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they had played before 1922. On the other hand, he is quite

explicit about the roots of the Irish Republican Brotherhood

and the citizen Army.

T.W. Moody in The Course of Irish History notes that

after Parnell's arrest, "the direction of the movement was

taken over by an auxilliary body, the Ladies' Land League .

. . headed by Anna Parnell, Charles' indomitable sister"

(288). Moody shows a rather contradictory chivalry in his

next statement as he tells us that "the ladies were not able

to control the wilder elements in the agitation" (288). It

would seem that Anna Parnell was not "indomitable" after

all, at least if we accept Moody's characterisation of "the

ladies' inability to control the rent boycott.

While these histories ignore or minimise women in

history, they are scrupulously efficient in documenting the

importance of cultural difference in Ireland and its

continued effects into the contemporary era in Northern

Ireland. Thus Beckett writes that "the religious divisions

that took their rise in the reign of Henry VIII have played

a great and probably dominant part in Irish politics since

the early stuart period" (18). McCaffrey notes that even

though Irish nationalist ideology "has sincerely rejected

any connection between religion and nationality,"

nonetheless, "the Irish historical experience has

contradicted nationalist theory by linking the Irish and

Catholic, British and Protestant identities" (191). To
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refer again to Gerda Lerner's comment on traditional

historiography, "the transmission and exercise of power,"

the habitual subject matter of historians, is very much the

crux of the age-old Protestant-Catholic conflict in Ireland.

I will turn now to the work of F.S.L. Lyons, arguably

the most eminent of Irish historians. Just as Yeats has

been made the patriarch of Irish literature, F.S.L. Lyons

has become the father of Irish historians. Indeed, it is

not without significance that the Yeats family chose Lyons

to write the authorised biography of W.B. Yeats. Lyons'

work appears in all bibliographies of modern Irish history,

and he was invited to deliver the Ford Lectures at the

University of Oxford in 1978: a "unique" honour for an

Irish historian (Culture and Anarchy v). In Lyons' work,

we find the fullest analysis of cultural differences and,

not coincidentally, a clearly stated androcentric bias.

His comments on women in history are reminiscent of

Hogan's comments on modern Irish fiction. When he notices

women at all, he treats them in such a way that one almost

wishes he had remained oblivious to their presence. Two

texts here are of particular importance to my argument:

Ireland Since the Famine (1971) and Culture and Anarchy in

Ireland 1890-1939 (1979). In my brief discussion of the

other historians, I used their treatment of recognizable

historical figures, "notable women," to use Lerner's terms,

as a kind of exclusion index. I argued that Irish
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historiography is particularly unreceptive to women in that

it often takes no note even of these "notable" figures. In

Ireland Since the Famine we find an interesting variation on

the treatment of these women. Thus, when observing the rise

in violence that occurred while Parnell was in jail, Lyons

comments: "much of this, as the Chief Secretary himself

pointed out, was due to the growth or revival of secret

societies, though it may also to some extent have been the

product of the irresponsible behaviour of the Ladies Land

League, organised by Anna Parnell to keep up the running

while her brother was in prison, but regarded by him as so

reprehensible that one of the first things he did on his

release was to suppress it" (175).

No quotation marks are used in this passage so one

presumes that "irresponsible" and "reprehensible" are Lyons'

own terminology. There is no explanation of what this

"irresponsible behaviour" was or why Parnell found it

"reprehensible." The reader is left to speculate whether or

not these late-victorian women went out and murdered people

themselves. Notably, Lyons refrains from using these terms

of moral censure when, much later in his book, he catalogues

the activities of the extreme-Right leader, Ian Paisley.

When describing paisley's campaign in Northern Ireland to

prevent the government granting civil rights to Catholics, a

campaign which often resulted in provocative and violent

confrontation, nowhere does Lyons find Paisley's tactics
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irresponsible or reprehensible. He is a "powerful, if

somewhat unpredictable, figure" (759), a "forceful cleric,"

and a "a very large man with a very large voice" (758).

The fact that Lyons will use such terms of moral

censure when describing Anna Parnell but not when

characterising Ian Paisley leads one to suspect the truth of

Dana Hearne's assertion that "women's possible intrusion

into the male world was considered a dangerous threat . . .

such an incursion into the male arena threatened to turn the

world upside down" (139). Hearne, interestingly, makes this

assertion in an essay on Anna Parnell and the Ladies Land

League in which she observes that "most histories either

omit them entirely or tear them to shreds"(138).

In his treatment of Constance Markiewicz, Lyons takes a

somewhat different line. He introduces her in his chapter

on the growth of organised labour in Dublin in the years

before the Easter Rising, and, unlike Beckett, he remarks on

the incongruity of a person from the Ascendancy becoming a

member of the citizen army when membership in a recognised

trade union was a condition of entry (285). He describes

her as "tall, beautiful, dynamic, eccentric" (286). He does

not make any judgement as to the beauty of James Connolly,

although he describes his role at length in this same

chapter. In fairness, however, I should point out that

Lyons also remarks on Parnell's physical beauty: he is
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"strikingly handsome, with eyes of peculiar intensity"

(156) .

Lyons' most telling remarks about Markiewicz come when

he describes her role in the 1916 Rising. He tells us that

"she had many of the attributes of a soldier and her

fondness for uniform was not mere exhibitionism. She was to

playa man's part in and after 1916" (286). As with his

comments on Anna Parnell, this statement leaves Lyons'

readers unclear, but definitely intrigued, as to which

facets of Markiewicz' behaviour he has in mind. In this

case, however, there is no moral censure; rather, there is

an attempt to explain her fondness for uniform and what we

may take as the ultimate compliment to her: her playing of

a "man's part."

Why Lyons should commend Markiewicz for her work

"providing food for the workers' families" (286) and make no

mention of the fact that Anna Parnell and the Ladies Land

League also had the objective to "support evicted tenants

and relieve all cases of distress" (Hearne 142) is not

easily explained. Certainly, it is only in the 1980s that

feminist historiographers have re-examined the role of Anna

Parnell; nonetheless documents describing the objectives

and work of the Ladies Land League were in existence when

Lyons was writing his text.3 Perhaps his characterisation

of Markiewicz as an honorary man accounts for his

partiality.
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Not surprisingly, given the tenor of Lyons' remarks on

notable women, the presence of the women's organisation

Cumann na mBan on the political scene in Dublin during the

first decades of the twentieth century is literally made

into a mere footnote in Lyons' rendition of Ireland's

history. On page 455, when discussing the split that

occurred over the Treaty question, Lyons footnotes Cumann na

mBan as being "fiercely, even virulently, Republican." Not

only are women relegated to the margins of the text in

Lyons' tale of Irish history, again, as with the Ladies Land

League, they are described in language heavy with moral

judgement. One notes that Ian Paisley is never "virulently"

Protestant in Lyons' account.

Lyons' text, thus, gives us a graphic demonstration of

some of the ways women have been treated by conventional

historiographers. I want to look now at Lyons' analysis of

the "clash of cultures" in Ireland: an analysis which, in

magnifying religious and tribal differences, tends to

obscure possible historical similarities between women from

different heritages. This analysis is woven through Ireland

Since the Famine and is given extended discussion in the

chapter "The Battle of Two civilisations." However, his

later text Culture and Anarchy in Ireland 1890-1939 gives us

his arguments in concentrated form.

The titles of four of the six lectures in this text

hammer home the point that cultural difference is of vital
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importance in Ireland. Thus we have "Unity and Diversity,"

"Irish Ireland versus Anglo-Irish Ireland," "Ulster: the

Roots of Difference," and finally, "At Opposite Poles."

Lyons' thesis is that "the essence of the Irish situation.

. . is the collision of a variety of cultures within an

island whose very smallness makes their juxtaposition

potentially, and often actually, lethal" (2). Culture is to

be interpreted in a broad way to describe "the different

groups in Ireland which either have or have had a distinct

and relatively autonomous existence and whose members have

shared a recognizably common way of life" (3). To identify

the different ways of life, "many different instruments -

language and literature, mythology and folklore, history and

theology, economics and politics" can be used. Lyons uses a

metaphor to describe the extent of "diversity" among Irish

people: "we shall seek our evidence of diversity in all the

manifold circumstances of Irish life from the furniture of

men's kitchens to the furniture of their minds" (3-4). The

gender-sensitive Irish reader can only sigh at this because

it is well known that only Irish women have kitchens and all

of them have minds.

Lyons identifies four distinct cultures: the dominant

English one which is entrenched in law and government; the

native Gaelic, Catholic culture "which at the end of the

nineteenth century accounted for about three-quarters of the

population"; the "Anglo-Irish" descendants of the English
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settlers who "had habitually called themselves simply

Irish," but who were conscious that "they were a privileged

minority, separated by race and religion from those whose

land their ancestors had seized"; and, finally, the

Presbyterians of Ulster (17-24). Lyons then describes the

various jostlings for power that went on among these four

entities between the 1890s and the outbreak of the second

world war.

In Lyons' terms, then, cultural difference is far

reaching and traceable through diversity in all areas of

human existence: language, literature, politics, economics,

folklore. Declan Kiberd acknowledges that much of Lyons'

analysis is valid; however, he points out that much has

happened since 1939, the date at which Lyons closed his

history. Kiberd maintains that Lyons' thesis does not

explain what Catholics and Protestants are fighting about in

modern Northern Ireland. He cites the work of "socialist

analysts" who give an economic rather than cultural

explanation for sectarian violence. Nevertheless, Kiberd

acknowledges the importance of cultural difference: "an

Irish reviewer of the texts spawned by the current crisis

might wonder why they must turn exclusively to culture or to

economics by way of explanation, when it is clear that the

two go hand-in-hand, even if economics is leading the way

(Anglo-Irish Attitudes 24).
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It is, perhaps, indicative of the degree to which the

argument for the importance of cultural difference has been

entrenched in Irish historical studies that two commentators

with such widely divergent political perspectives can share

a belief in its centrality. As I suggested earlier, this

argument is ubiquitous because it is used to explicate the

struggle between the English men who wanted to retain

political power in Ireland and the Irish men who wanted to

wrest it from them. As Gerda Lerner tells us, the male

struggle for political power has remained the primary focus

of historians until very recently.

I shall presently examine some feminist texts that lead

one to question the primacy of cultural difference in the

lives and art of women. Before doing so, however, I want to

return to the point that literary critics, as well as

historians, have contributed to the project of documenting

the extent and effect of cultural variation in Irish

society. Literary analysts, of course, look for and find

evidence of cultural diversity in their society's

literature.

Peter Costello gives a concise statement of the nature

of religious/cultural difference as manifested in literature

at the time of the literary revival:

There is a tendency, especially among admirers of Yeats

and Synge, to see their romantic thesis, with its

warriors and peasants, and latterly its aristocrats, as
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representative of the feeling of the entire movement.

But there was also, in opposition to their Protestant

thesis, a Catholic antithesis. This stream includes

George Moore, James Joyce and other novelists. Though

Catholicism has a large part in their world view, the

contrast is also between imagination and intelligence;

between poetry and the novel; between romanticism and

realism; between the brief glory of the heroic and the

devouring entanglements of social life. (42)

In this analysis, realism and novel-writing seems somehow to

be made the prerogative of Catholics. Protestants get the

poetry. We saw already that Costello tells us about

Somerville and Ross and their writing of realistic novels.

As Protestants, they disrupt costello's design. However, as

we noted, he manages to set them apart and thus discount

them in his text by referring to them as being "outside the

literary revival" (45). When we look at the complete

picture of the Irish novel, as does James M. Cahalan, we

note that there may be a gender rather than a cultural

distinction in the area of realist novels.

Costello's The Heart Grown Brutal was published 1977.

More recently, Gerald Dawe and Edna Longley, in their

introduction to Across a Roaring Hill: The Protestant

Imagination in Modern Ireland (1985), point to the re

inforcement "by separate schooling" of Catholic and

Protestant divisions and they write:
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To this day, crucially shaping experiences remain

distinctive. Thus when it comes to literary expression

-- to put the case crudely -- few Protestants produce

neo-Joycean juvenilia about adolescent sexuality at

odds with Catholic teaching, and few Catholics are

haunted by images of a decaying house or one that shuts

them out . . . Irish cultural Protestantism, like

cultural Catholicism, is a socio-politico-religious

spectrum with many significant shadings. (ii)

Here, "many significant shadings" suggests a rather more

complex state of affairs than Costello's sharp dichotomy

between intelligence and imagination, or romanticism and

realism. Like Costello, though, Dawe and Longley still

insist on the "distinctive" experiences of Catholics and

Protestants manifesting themselves in distinct literatures.

A writer who cuts across the lines laid out by Dawe and

Longley, however, is Val Mulkerns, one of the "few

Catholics" who may be "haunted by images of a decaying

house." Her novel The Summerhouse (1984) has been described

by James Cahalan as a "Catholic Big House novel" that

"blends five different narrators to expose the nasty

interactions of a genteel family" (Irish Novel 293). I

think it noteworthy that it is a Catholic woman writer whose

novel portrays what Dawe and Longley characterise as a

Protestant theme. I suggested that the stress on cultural

difference in Irish studies has the concomitant effect of
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minimising similarities in the experiences of women across

those cultures. It seems fitting, therefore, that a woman

writer should, by her choice of subject, blur the

demarcation lines in the literary argument for cultural

difference.

In contrast to the analyses of these historians and

literary critics, some feminist writers have argued that

gender, not class, nationality or historical era, is the

most significant factor in determining the nature of women's

lives. Anderson and Zinsser, for example, write that

because they were "trained in traditional European history,"

they assumed that "differences between eras, between

classes, and between nations would be as important for women

as they were for men." Their investigations into the lives

of European women from "prehistory to the present" showed

them they were wrong. Era, nation, and class "have

signficance for women," they found, but these "are

outweighed by the similarities decreed by gender." These

historians contend that "being born female . . . gives a

commonality to the lives of all European women, (xii)" and

so they are unlikely to subscribe to the argument that being

born Protestant or Catholic in one small country at the

extreme western end of Europe can obliterate such

commonality.

Perhaps not unexpectedly, however, Irish feminist

historians are not so ready to override the importance of
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cultural difference in women's lives. In the introduction

to Women Surviving: Studies in Irish Women's History in the

19th and 20th centuries (1989), Maria Luddy and Cliona

Murphy write:

Women's experience has differed in each century, and

has been shaped by class, culture, religion, marital

status, opportunities to work, prevailing patriarchal

beliefs about women's "nature" and so on. Not only has

women's experience differed markedly from men's but

women themselves do not form a homogeneous,

undifferentiated mass and groups and individuals must

be studied separately. (5-6)

Here, gender is one factor among many. A similar divergence

in viewpoint can be seen in the arguments of feminist

literary critics. Ann Owens Weekes in her dissertation

Beginning a Tradition: Irish Women's Writing 1800-1984

(1986) believes that "women's lot, unlike men's, in both

Irish cultures,4 their economic, social, and legal status,

those important determinants of personality and perspective,

was different in degree rather than in kind" (22). And she

argues that women's literary "inheritance" spans "class,

political, and religious divides" (49). Joan Tantum Kelly,

on the other hand, in a dissertation on four women writers

from the Protestant Ascendancy (Edgeworth, Somerville,

Martin, and Lady Gregory) finds them "united in seeking

class and gender identity" and "loyal to their class and
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their families." They have been successful, Kelly argues,

in developing strategies that permit them "to create a

feminist literature which blends myth and metaphor into the

realistic portrayal of an Irish nation perpetually divided

by a people living together yet rendered separate because of

religious loyalty which creates separate national loyalties"

(abs. ) .

As before, one critic puts the emphasis on the primacy

of gender and sees it as having the ability to span "class,

political, and religious divides"; the other includes

gender identity with class, religious, and "separate

national loyalities." I agree with Luddy and Murphy that

"it would be naive to maintain that some great 'sisterhood'

of women existed in either the nineteenth or the twentieth

centuries" (8) in Ireland. Indeed, their point that class

is one of the many factors that shape women's experiences is

borne out in the fictions we will examine. All have been

written from an obvious middle or upper-class perspective,

and in some, Bowen's and Johnston's for example, there are

distinct indications of class bias in their portrayal of

women outside their own social stratum. Nonetheless, while

accepting Luddy and Murphy's point about differences between

women, it is impossible to deny the existence of certain

gender-defined similarities. After all, Catholic and

Protestant women of all classes were excluded from public
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life after the establishment of an independent government in

Ireland.

In Culture and Anarchy in Ireland Lyons wants to awaken

his readers (who include, Declan Kiberd maintains, "British

politicians of all parties and . . . British journalists of

all papers" (24» to the complexity of the Irish cultural

mix. Lyons is very much the Irish historian explaining that

things in Ireland are not as simple as his readers supposed.

The feminist historian, however, might well tell Lyons that

things are even more complex than he supposed. In a 1982

issue of the New Left Review, Elizabeth Fox-Genovese

characterised history-writing in this way:

The history we know has been written primarily from the

perspective of the authoritative male subject -- the

single, triumphant consciousness. Much history has, in

fact, rested upon the determination to deny ambiguity,

conflict and uncertainty. It has served to provide

worthy pedigrees for individuals, rising classes,

nations, cultures and ideologies. (29)

Such texts as Culture and Anarchy in Ireland seem to want to

accept and explain Ilambiguity, conflict and uncertainty."

However, they try to do so "from the perspective of the

authoritative male subject. II In that sense, imposing an

unambiguous, uncomplicated, male perspective on their

subject, they militate against the very ideas of complexity

and ambiguity they seek to explain.
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Fox-Genovese ends her essay with a concise statement of

how gender complicates historiography:

Whatever their differences, women share the experience

of having been denied access to an authoritative self

as women. The twoness of which DuBois wrote permeates

women's experience. In this sense, women's history

challenges mainstream history not to substitute the

chronicle of the female subject for that of the male,

but rather to restore conflict, ambiguity and tragedy

to the centre of historical process: to explore the

varied and unequal terms upon which genders, classes

and races participate in the forging of a common

destiny. (29)

The "twoness" is defined by DuBois when describing the

consciousness of "a black male intellectual -- within a

white world." He inhabits "a world which yields him no true

self-consciousness, but only lets him see himself through

the revelation of the other world." He has, thus, a

"double-consciousness . . . a sense of always looking at

one's self through the eyes of others" (Fox-Genovese 5).

This "twoness," "double-consciousness," or lack of an

"authoritative self," Fox-Genovese argues, is what women

share. In the Irish context, I suggest, it is the

commonality that cuts across Protestant-Catholic demarcation

lines. It is also, I think, the common ground where the

feminist theorists I have discussed can connect. For
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example, writers such as Luddy and Murphy may assert that

women "do not form a homogeneous, undifferentiated mass"

(7), but at the same time they recognise that women's

experience "is different and distinct from that of men" and

that "traditional historical, mostly male, perceptions of

what exactly that experience was differed from the realities

of women's lives" (6). In this description of a disruption

between male perceptions of female experience and female

perceptions of the realities of their own lives is surely an

implicit reiteration of the double-consciousness described

by Fox-Genovese.

One reason why a gender-sensitive study of Irish

literature is particularly interesting is that the idea of a

double-consciousness has already been embedded in Irish

literary criticism. It has been called variously "double

vision in Anglo-Irish literature" (Carpenter 173) or

"simultaneity of point-of-view" or "divided consciousness"

(Dunleavy 70-71). It does not allude to the denial to women

of an authoritative self but refers rather to the Irish who

are English speakers but not English, and who, as a

colonised people, perhaps share some of the same experiences

as American blacks in a white culture. Seeking the evidence

of a gender-caused double-consciousness in a literature that

has already been described as containing the double vision

Of a divided people could be a search for dualities within

dualities.
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We have observed, then, that just as women have been

excluded from mainstream literary discourse in Irish

studies, they have been ignored in mainstream Irish

historiography. I do not mean to suggest that there has

been a concerted male conspiracy to keep women out, but the

absence of women from male-defined texts is, as Dana Hearne

argues, "an inevitable philosphical bias based on centuries

of excluding women from the arena of power" (138-9).

In recent years, women have started to "restore

conflict, ambiguity and tragedy to the centre of the

historical process": they have started to reconstruct an

Irish history that takes account of the lives of women, and

they have produced texts which show that women have not been

passive bystanders in Irish history, but have been "active

agents in the historical process" (Luddy and Murphy 1).

Margaret Ward's Unmanageable Revolutionaries, for example,

describes the roles women played in nationalist politics

from the 1880s onwards. Luddy and Murphy's Women Surviving

is a collection of essays showing how women's lives in

Ireland "are firmly connected to, and dictated by, the

political, social, demographic, and economic happenings of

the time" (8).

These histories do not, as Fox-Genovese cautions,

merely "substitute the chronicle of the female subject for

that of the male." Rather, they show that history is a
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complicated process in which "genders, classes and races

participate in the forging of a common destiny." History

is not the simple tale of glorious deeds that "official

republican nationalist history" tells (Brown T, 221). At

the same time, neither is it F. S. L. Lyons' rendition of

cultural struggles from the perspective of the authoritative

male subject.

I would like now to relocate this idea of complexity

and ambiguity in history within the literary realm. Earlier

I quoted James M. Cahalan's remark: "the Irish historical

novelist has explored his history in order to understand it

and to define a mature, contemporary nationalism according

to which modern Irish history is seen as the story of the

struggle to overcome British domination" (Great Hatred 19).

This might very well be true of the male historical

novelist in Ireland, I argued, but I do not think it is true

of the female. If this is the project of male historical

novelists, and I think Cahalan is right in this, it seems to

me that the "male-defined conceptual framework" of the Irish

historical novel is very similar to the same framework in

Irish historiography and, indeed, to the framework of

critical texts such as The Imagination of an Insurrection

and The Heart Grown Brutal.

Cahalan tells us that to understand the Irish

historical novel, we must first understand not just the
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"facts" of Irish history, but the "nationalist mythos, "

because it is from this mythos that "the modern Irish writer

has been unable to escape" (18-19). In recreating this

mythos in the novel, in writing the story of Modern Ireland

as the unilateral struggle against Britain, and in defining

"a mature, contemporary nationalism," the male Irish

historical novel tells the same story of struggles for power

that we noted in the texts of Irish historians. But

equally, by writing to this paradigm, male novelists do also

what Elizabeth Fox-Genovese has charged male historians

with: writing from "the single, triumphant consciousness"

of the "authoritative male subject" and, hence, denying

"ambiguity, conflict and uncertainty."

The texts of female historical novelists inscribe a

different view of Irish history and perhaps also a different

view of the relation between history and the present. Not

only do they create a different picture from those of male

writers, but they display similarities among themselves

that, according to the literary and historical discourse I

have examined, they should not have. In other words, no

matter whether the authors are Catholic or Protestant there

are similarities, harmonies, and congruences in the fictions

that are, perhaps, a manifestation of shared gender.

Moreover, in some cases and to different degrees these texts

participate in a shared project of "confrontation with the

dominant tradition."
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Elizabeth Abel has set out the parameters of this

project in her introduction to the "Writing and Sexual

Difference" issue of critical Inquiry:

Feminist critical attention has shifted from recovering

a lost tradition to discovering the terms of

confrontation with the dominant tradition. Aware that

women writers inevitably engage a literary history and

system of conventions shaped primarily by men, feminist

critics now often strive to elucidate the acts of

revision, appropriation, and subversion that constitute

a female text. The analysis of female talent grappling

with a male tradition translates sexual difference into

literary differences of genre, structure, voice, and

plot. (174)

This passage not only makes clear that women writers engage

and possibly subvert the "system of conventions shaped

primarily by men," it also directs the feminist critic where

to look in the text for evidence of subversion: in "genre,

structure, voice, and plot." To return to my opening

paragraphs, Murdoch's disempowering of Yeats' mythic image

of Cathleen ni Houlihan by the device of ironic displacement

is one instance of textual subversion in women's writing.

I believe I have shown the particular nature of the

"dominant tradition" in Irish literary history that women

confront. I would like now to examine historical fictions

by both Catholic and Protestant women writers and, by
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comparing them, try to make visible an "invisible intertext"

(Miller 37) that challenges that tradition.
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NOTES

1. See Margaret Ward, Unmanageable Revolutionaries: Women and

Irish Nationalism (London: Pluto Press, 1983).

2. See, for example, Lillian S. Robinson, "Treason Our Text:

Feminist Challenges to the Literary Canon," Tulsa Studies in

Women's Literature 2.1 (1983): 83-98; Susan Hardy Aiken, "Women

and the Question of Canonicity," College English 48.3 (1986) :288-

301; and the December 1983 issue of Critical Inquiry which is

devoted to a discussion of literary canons.

3. See, for example Michael Cashman, Life of Michael Davitt,

1883. Quoted in Hearne, page 142.

4. Owens Weekes discusses the conflict between an indigenous

Catholic Gaelic culture and the descendants of the original English

settlers in Ireland rather than the collision of four cultures that

Lyons identifies.
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CHAPTER 2

"THE GARRISON GUNNERS DANCE BETTER."

The historical fictions I will discuss all look back to

the Irish "Troubles" of 1916-1923, the period described as

"the last great chapter in the story of Irish nationalism"

(Cahalan, Great Hatred 40). Elizabeth Bowen's The Last

September and Jennifer Johnston's The Old Jest and Fool's

Sanctuary are set during the years of the Anglo-Irish War,

1919-1921. Iris Murdoch's The Red and the Green describes

events in the week prior to the Easter Rising of 1916.

Eilis Dillon's Blood Relations covers the entire period of

the "Troubles" from 1916 to the end of the civil War in

1923. And Julia O'Faolain's No Country for Young Men

centres on the lives of a "Republican" family in the brief

interlude between the end of the Anglo-Irish War and the

beginning of the civil War. A chronological examination of

these fictions will reveal a pattern of structural and

thematic similarities, the hidden intertext I posited in

chapter one.

The earliest of the fictions, Elizabeth Bowen's The

Last September, is not discussed in Cahalan's study of the

Irish historical novel. In fact, only two of the texts I

shall examine here are identified by him as "historical
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novels": Dillon's Blood Relations and Murdoch's The Red and

the Green. My term, "historical fictions" is rather more

inclusive than Cahalan's term "historical novel."

For the purposes of his study, Cahalan defines the

Irish historical novel as "one dealing with political events

in modern Irish history prior to the author's own experience

usually a major upheaval or revolution." To this basic

definition he adds one more characteristic suggested by

Avrom Fleishman in The English Historical Novel: the

presence of one "real historical personage" in the action.

This definition permits Cahalan to exclude novels about

"contemporaneous politics," as well as novels that are "set

in a past generation but lacking a public, political focus."

Cahalan explains that it is necessary to have a definition

"because if every Irish novel with history in it were to be

included, just about every Irish novel ever written would

have to be examined" (Great Hatred xiii).

I can easily accept this point. The Irish

preoccupation with history has been well-noted and, indeed,

collections of essays and conference proceedings have been

given over to discussion of "the tenacious grip of the past

upon the contemporary Irish imagination" (Ayler and Garratt

7). At the same time, I can see a middle ground in Irish

literature where history plays a significant role in the

action of a novel, but the novel does not conform to the

definition put forward by Cahalan. This middle ground is
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visible in the fictions I shall examine here. Not all

incorporate real historical personages and, in the case of

Bowen, the political events her fiction describes are not

"prior to the author's own experience." Moreover, in

several texts, Julia O'Faolain's and Jennifer Johnston's for

example, the action is not confined to the past but moves

between past and present throughout their novels.

Nonetheless, the events of Irish history are more than a

colourful backdrop in these fictions by women; they are an

integral part of each text's import.

I believe that Cahalan's definition tends to be

unfairly exclusive. By attempting to gather texts into a

critical space whose boundaries are strictly set, he poses

himself a task that is analogous to a similarly restricting

endeavour in historiography. I refer to the corner-stone of

the traditional methodology of history-writing, the staking

out of time into historical periods such as the Middle Ages,

the Renaissance and so forth. Feminist historians have

pointed out that the concept of periodisation in history has

contributed to the erasure of women from the pages of

historical texts. For example, Joan Kelly in her article

"Did Women Have a Renaissance?" argues that, in fact, they

did not, and Maria Luddy and Cliona Murphy demonstrate that

the nineteenth century, the period of "democratisation," was

"progressive only for men and generally imposed greater

restraints on women" (3).
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If historiography must adopt a less regimented

methodology and become more inclusive to deal fairly with

all "genders, classes and races," then critical theory must

also learn to cope with variety and ambiguity. The fictions

I have chosen to examine do not lack the "public, political

focus" of which Cahalan speaks, but they also tend to have

more of the "private and fictional" than he would like,

perhaps because they were written by women. Although these

fictions do not all fit neatly into his definition, they all

are about Irish history, Irish history from a female

perspective.

Most readings of Elizabeth Bowen's The Last September

centre on the predicament of the heroine Lois. She is

usually seen as a prototype of a typical Bowen heroine,

teetering between late adolescence and early adulthood. Her

journey from childhood to maturity parallels the journey of

Sydney in the earlier novel The Hotel, (1927) and Portia in

a later work The Death of the Heart (1938). At the end of

each novel, the heroine has learned a few of the ways of the

world and the complications caused by the existence of men.

To some critics, the "background" for the heroine's journey

to experience, whether Italy (The Hotel), London (The Death

of the Heart), or a large country house in the Ireland of

the 1920s, is almost incidental. All that is required of

background is that it provide symbolism when required and
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enough potential for the kind of complications that will

serve to teach the heroine something about life.

On the other hand, a critic such as Edwin J. Kenney

argues that the Irish setting of The Last September has its

own significance. For him, the "adolescent crisis" of Lois

is complemented by "the cultural and political crisis of the

Anglo-Irish in 1920." The Anglo-Irish are suspended

"between being English and being Irish" just as Lois is

suspended between childhood and maturity (32). Indeed, in

Kenney's view, Lois can remain suspended in an adolescent

limbo for as long as she does because the isolated existence

of the Anglo-Irish is able to support and protect her.

Other critics expand on this reading of the novel as a

portrayal of the plight of the Anglo-Irish. William Heath's

discussion in Elizabeth Bowen: An Introduction to Her Novels

exemplifies an approach that interprets The Last September

as a fictional counterpart to Bowen's expository text

Bowen's Court in which Bowen traces her family's history in

Ireland and analyses the anomalous situation of the Anglo

Irish.

More recently, a feminist critic has read The Last

September as an indictment of the patriarchal values the

Anglo-Irish epitomise. Ann Owens Weekes sees the Big House

as the symbol of the original English colonisation of

Ireland, a patriarchal structure "imposed on the unwilling

bosom of mother nature" (130). In this scheme, Gaelic
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Ireland is "the avenging Goddess" who finally regains her

supremacy when the house is burned at the end of the novel.

Weekes claims that in the novel Bowen "celebrates the

triumph of the repressed country, the 'unwilling bosom,'

maternal Ireland" (150).

This analysis is somewhat heavy-handed. It is hard to

detect a note of triumph anywhere in The Last September.

Moreover, the "avenging goddess" of Gaelic Ireland is rather

oddly represented in the novel by the brief appearance of

the man in the mill who looks at Marda and Lois "with

calculating intentness, like a monkey" (181), and by the

three armed men who take Laurence's shoes and wristwatch and

leave him with horse-flies biting him through his socks

(277). Weekes' reading ignores the humour of the novel. I

will argue that, certainly, the novel is about the Anglo

Irish, and, obviously, it is about the particular

circumstances of Lois, but the key to comprehending the full

force of the novel and the view of Irish history it

inscribes is an understanding of Bowen's use of humour, both

ironic and comic, for this is an integral part of its

design.

The historical event around which The Last September is

organised is the Anglo-Irish War of 1919-1921. There is

some discussion in the novel about whether this conflict

really is a war. If anyone would call it a war, the young

soldier Gerald maintains to the apparently unmarriageable
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Hartigan girls, then "we would clear these beggars out in a

week!" (49). As it is, the British army has to deal with

guerrilla attacks and is never able to launch a full-scale

attack on the Irish rebels. They "feel a little rotten" as

a consequence of their inability to protect their fellow

law-keepers, the Royal Irish Constabulary. After several of

these policemen are killed in their barracks and the event

is discussed at the Naylors' tennis party, the subject

"rasped" on the "sensibilities" of the British soldiers.

From this vocabulary, we can easily deduce that it is not

Bowen's concern to instill in her readers a sense of the

heady emotions felt by men in the white heat of battle. The

rasping of sensibilities suggests a rather different

literary arena, far-removed from the novel of war.

At a later point in the novel, another British officer,

Mr. Daventry, speaks more intensely about the army's

predicament in not being allowed to wage all-out war against

the Irish. But even though Daventry speaks "with violence,"

the narrator's comments tend to dilute the emotional force

of the scene: "The Miss Raltes, unaccustomed to swearing,

looked down their noses. There was a moment of slight

discomfort, of national consciousness" (209). The

narratorial commentary selects the social embarrassment of

the swearing on which to concentrate rather than Daventry's

wish for greater powers for the military. The narrator then

equates national consciousness with a "slight discomfort,"
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which tends to downgrade its seriousness. As before, the

potential gravity of the scene is undermined.

Most of the confrontations of the opposing sides, in

fact, occur "off-stage" and are only reported to the reader,

either through discussions between characters after the

event, such as the one at the Naylors' tennis party, or by

narratorial reporting, as when we are shown the reactions of

different characters to the news that Gerald has been killed

in an ambush. Bowen's text removes the reader from the

action of war, unlike, for example, Frank O'Connor's

fictions of this period which involve the reader directly in

the business of the English and Irish shooting each other.

This distancing of the reader from physical violence is

not a narrative strategy employed all the time by all the

female authors I shall discuss; however, it is something

most of them use at different points in their fictions.

Thus, the news of Gerald's death is brought to Lois in The

Last September just as the news of the death of Sam Flaherty

is brought to Molly Gould in Dillon's Blood Relations;

Gerald is killed offstage as is Cathal in Johnston's Fools

of Fortune. Gerald is an English man shot by the Irish, Sam

is an Irish man killed by the English, and Catha I is an

Irish man killed by his own countrymen. When we take these

deaths together outside the context of their particular

plots, however, the significance of who actually perpetrates

the killings pales and what emerges is a narrative pattern
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that underlines the powerlessness of women who are condemned

to wait for bad news in war-time.

In Bowen's novel, with one significant exception, the

technique of distancing the reader from the events of war is

sustained throughout. This technique is intensified,

moreover, by the ironic and even comic mode in which events

are reported. We have just noted the "inappropriate"

vocabulary used by the narrator when describing a martial

subject. The tennis party scene abounds with similar ironic

dislocations. For example, the English officer's wife, Mrs.

Vermont, maintains vehemently to her Irish listeners "we're

here to take care of you" (63) just before the narrator

describes an event that demonstrates her husband's

inadequacy as a protector: the killing of the Irish police

officers in the barracks.

There is irony also in the fact that the English and

the Irish seem fated to misunderstand each other. Thus, the

Irish cannot understand why the English officers are not

"appalled and interested" by the barracks incident, while,

in fact, the officers are agitated by the affair and are

wondering why the Irish are not wondering what possible use

they (the English) are to them. But the most trenchant

,
.

irony is, arguably, the narrator s summlng up of what would

appear to be the soldiers' most useful role: "But the party

would indeed have been dull without them, there would have

been no young men. Nobody wished them elsewhere." (64)
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This is, perhaps, the most pronounced example of Bowen's

technique of defusing the drama of war. with this

summation, the narrator firmly and satirically places the

violent events of Irish history in a position of secondary

importance to the smooth running of the tennis party.

The tennis party is the most fully worked out instance

of the technique I have been describing, but other scenes

reinforce its effect. Thus, the raid of "the boys" on the

Black and Tans at Brittas somehow becomes primarily

significant because the skirmish has caused the telephone

wires to come down and has thus saved the Naylors from the

embarrassment of having to make a phone-call. This is

"quite a relief" to them because the use of the telephone

makes "excessive demands upon the sympathy and attentions of

the postmistress" (112). The descent of the wires has solved

the sticky problem of reconciling the needs of their guest

with their obligations to the local populace. Again, the

potential for drama is undermined by comedy; again, we have

the event reported to us rather than seeing the raid for

ourselves; and, in this case, even the reporting by the

postman is presented in indirect speech rather than through

the more immediate medium of dialogue:

It had been a great raid, the postman said; if the

boys had not fled it would have been almost a battle.

What times, said Francie, looking at Marda doubtfully,

they did live in! But other times, said Marda, other
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disadvantages! Nobody hurt, they hoped? Well, said

the postman, the Black and Tans had been fired on, but

why would they not be and then themselves firing to the

left and the right continually? It seemed two of them

ones had pitched from the lorry the way you would think

they'd be killed and the boys had bolted, leaving the

two lying. (112-113)

The narrator's adoption of the idiom of the postman adds to

the humour of this description of a singularly chaotic

military affair, characterised by frenetic activity and lack

of direction. This is almost Keystone Cops warfare. The

comic haphazardness of it all reinforces an earlier

description of the conduct of the war given by another local

inhabitant. The farmer Michael Connor tells Lois: "And the

military from Clonmore have the hearts torn out of us

nightly, and we stretched for sleep, chasing and charging
about in the lorries they have. Sure you cannot go a step

above in the mountains without them ones lepping out from

your feet like rabbits" (90). Again, charging about in

lorries and leaping about like rabbits suggests a singularly

brainless operation.

The examples I have jUst given are indicative of the

predominant tone of Bowen's portrayal of the Anglo-Irish

war. I do not mean to say that this tone is absolutely

uniform. For instance, when Lois and Gerald walk together

inside the army's barracks, we are told that "the country
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When Lois and Marda find

the gunman hiding in the deserted mill, there is an element

of danger when he threatens them. But here, as before, the

narrator's mode of reporting detracts from the

confrontation. Thus, when the gunman tells them that they

should stop walking about and "keep within the house while

y'have it," the narrator promptly remarks that although

Marda remained unmoved, "Lois could not but agree with him"

(181). The narratorial focus then shifts away from the

scene to describe the fretful Hugo who is waiting outside,

making mental comparisons between his wife, Francie, and

Marda.

When the novel is read as being primarily a tale of

Lois' development, the consistency of its satiric portrayal

of the war tends to be eclipsed. I shall presently

demonstrate that the fortunes of Lois are indeed linked both

structurally and thematically to the war theme, but not in a

way that has been generally discussed by other commentators.

Before doing so, however, I want to show that this treatment

of military endeavours is not confined to the portrayal of

the British Army and their auxiliaries, the Black and Tans.

The Irish revolutionaries are undercut also, and here Bowen

uses a technique that reflects more directly on male

literary enterprises.

Lois stumbles upon a man in a trench-coat when she is

out taking an evening walk. Properly speaking, this is
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hardly a confrontation at all, given that the man passes by

oblivious to Lois' presence. Indeed, the near-meeting seems

to be presented in a deliberately undramatic way. Lois

cannot decide whether she should be hospitably polite (and

say, "It's a fine night"), chummily revolutionary (and say,

"Up Dublin!"), or careful of her rights as the niece of the

property-owner (and ask, "What do you want?") (42). While

Lois dithers, the man passes on. The humour of this, I

suggest, deliberately defuses the potentiality for drama.

The "fellah in a trench-coat" has been identified by

critics such as Peter Costello as "a symbolic figure for the

years between 1919 and 1923." According to Costello, for

some he was "the hero of a desperate struggle," while for

others he was "a shabby mindless threat to order and human

decency" (158-159). As Costello notes, he made an

appearance in Sean O'casey's Juno and the Paycock (1924).

When Captain Boyle looks out his window and declares "It's a

fellah in a trench-coat," the comedy of the earlier scenes

is overshadowed by a sinister presence and a threat of

violent action. While O'Casey uses this symbolic figure for

serious purpose, Bowen presents him to her readers in a

humorous light. Certainly, there is a serious note struck

in the description of this figure: "His intentness burnt on

the dark an almost visible trail; he might have been a

murderer, he seemed so inspired" (43). Nevertheless, the

very juxtaposing of the image of the man in the trench-coat
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with Lois' mental dithering tends to detract from him as a

serious symbol of a revolutionary struggle.

I suggest, moreover, that Bowen deliberately draws

attention to him as a symbol to enhance our awareness of her

undermining of that symbol. Thus her sentence reads: "Then

steps smooth on the smooth earth; branches slipping against

a trench-coat. The trench-coat rustled across the path

ahead to the swing of a steady walker" (42). By beginning

with disembodied steps and effacing the walker, and by

placing the coat syntactically ahead of the person in it,

Bowen draws our attention to the coat and away from its

wearer. The coat, thus, is invested with the weight of

symbolism which is tQen undercut by the humour of Lois'

reaction. The point is reinforced a few paragraphs later

when her Aunt's probable reaction to the "adventure" is

described: "at a touch from Aunt Myra adventure became

literary." Ostensibly, this testifies to her Aunt's

irritation with anything out of the ordinary. In the

context of Bowen's deliberate signalling of the presence of

a symbol, however, this sentence serves to highlight its

literariness.

Critics have suggested that when the man passes and the

narrator reports Lois' thoughts, "It must be because of

Ireland he was in such a hurry," we are meant to notice

Lois' Anglo-Irish detachment from her country. If we accept

the argument I have just presented of the textual
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undercutting of the dramatic symbol of the man in the

trench-coat, then the phrase "because of Ireland" has a

further ironic significance. In O'Casey's play when the two

men in trench-coats come to kill Johnny for having informed

on his comrade, he cries "look at me arm, I lost it for

Ireland." One of the men responds "Commandant Tancred lost

his life for Ireland" (69). The phrase "for Ireland" is

both the battle-cry of the revolutionaries and their

rationale for the violent acts they perpetrate. In Bowen's

text "Ireland" is presented through the consciousness of

Lois for whom it has no magical powers of invocation and for

whom, therefore, it is only a tag. Bowen's different

phrasing is also significant. "Because of Ireland" has none

of the resonating fervour of "for Ireland." The reader

apprehends the invocation of "Ireland" through Lois'

detached perspective and sees it to be mere rhetoric.

In this scene, then, Bowen subverts both the male

symbol of the Irish freedom fighter and the male battle

rhetoric by which he invokes loyalty to the cause. Her

method of doing this, juxtaposition of the male icon with

humorous dialogue, is similar to the technique Murdoch used

to achieve the undercutting of Yeats' symbol that I remarked

on earlier. Whether other women writers employ similar

methods we will discover in due course. For now, we can

simply note that these two have found an effective way of
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incorporating an ironic commentary on male martial emblems

and literary methods into their texts.

I have been arguing that The Last September encodes a

systematic diminishing of the status of an historical event

through the techniques I have just described. The novel, it

seems to me, poses a question about the ultimate

significance of the war in the life of its main character,

the young Anglo-Irish woman Lois Farquhar.

Historians and critics generally agree that for the

Anglo-Irish, the struggle for independence was of great

significance: it spelt the end of their way-of-life. As

Costello writes: "Bereft of their land, they now faced the

complete loss of their position. For the war being fought

around them was not merely to throw out the British, but to

topple a dominant class, to replace the feudal with the

democratic" (140). I have shown already that for women this

new democracy under an Irish government did nothing to widen

the choices available to them in life. In other words, in

the male-defined framework of Irish history that we noted

already, the Anglo-Irish war may be seen as a decisive event

that ushered in great change for the Ascendancy, but in the

lives of its women there was probably no such decisive break

in the continuum of their existence.

Certainly, with the arrival of independence the Anglo

Irish did lose the last vestiges of the privilege that came

to them through their connection with Britain; however, for
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women, this break in the connection may not have been so

traumatic as it was for men. After all, Anglo-Irish men

were elected to the British parliament to represent the

interests of their class, and for them, therefore, political

change had an immediate effect. Interestingly, in Bowen's

1952 preface to this novel, when she talks of the link

between the Anglo-Irish and England, the connection is

described with reference only to male activites: "
...

inherited loyalty to England -- where their sons went to

school, in whose wars their sons were killed, and to whom

they owed in the first place their lands and power -- pulled

them one way; their own latent blood-and-bone 'Irishness,'

the other" (ix-x). The meaning of the link with England for

women does not seem to spring so readily to mind as does its

meaning for men.

My reading of the novel as a questioning of the

relevance of this political upheaval in the lives of Irish

women can be sUbstantiated by an examination of the way the

military/public and romantic/private dimensions of the text

have been interconnected. This interconnection occurs at

the level of genre and plot, and at this fundamental level,

I contend, Bowen has written in her revision of Irish

history: a revision that challenges the prevailing view of

the significance of this period.

The technique of ironic undercutting remarked on

earlier relies mainly on the vehicle of the social gathering
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for its workability. It is at one of the Naylors' tennis

parties that we see the English and the Irish so socially

close but so nationally isolated from each other. Social

gatherings abound in The Last September. People are either

playing tennis, having dinner, dancing, eating lunch, or

taking tea for most of the action of the novel. The sheer

number of these events alerts us to the genre Bowen has

appropriated here. The social gathering where assignations

are planned, personalities are discussed, complications

presented, love affairs are moved on apace, and scandals are

hatched is the mainstay scene of the comedy of manners, a

dramatic form in vogue during the Restoration and made

popular again at the end of the nineteenth century by such

writers as Oscar Wilde and George Bernard Shaw. The

inviolable rule of this genre is, of course, that the action

concern itself only with romance and intrigue. Nothing of

the real world of poverty, crime, or commerce can intrude.

The requisite happy ending of the drama invariably involves

the enactment of one or more marriages.

Not just the plethora of social occasions in The Last

September suggests that this is the genre that Bowen has

appropriated; she weaves other subtle but insistent

indicators into the text. Thus, on the second page while

the Naylors greet their visitors, the Montmorencys, the

narrator signals the idea of a drama as the two couples

stand "shaking hands and laughing in the yellow theatrical
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sunshine" (4). Hard on this, the narrator describes the

ante-room with its circle of chairs and four rooms opening

off it. People pass through this room continually and any

of the four doors might be opened at any moment. Lois

"always seemed to be talking there" and "her life was very

much complicated by not knowing how much of what she said

had been overheard, or by whom, or how far it would go" (6-

7). This physical description of the doors and chairs

suggests a stage, while the to-and-froing and the danger of

being overheard emphasize the idea of complication and

intrigue, the stuff of the comedy of manners. A little

later, when the family gathers in the drawing room before

dinner, there is a paragraph-long description of the

darkness outside. Lois looks out and then is surprised when

she turns back into the room to see how light it is: "the

room still shone" (26). In the context of what has gone

before, this scene again suggests the idea of a darkened

theatre with the family as the characters on a lighted

stage. As a final example, the idea of the theatrical and

of role-playing is articulated directly in the decriptions

of Lois' meditations upon her youth: "she could not hope to

explain that her youth seemed to her also rather theatrical

and that she was only young in that way because grown-up

people expected it. She had never refused a role" (40).

Taken together, these indicators suggest the dramatic

form. Of course, in appropriating the comedy of manners
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genre, Bowen ruptures its conventions. She breaks the

inviolable dictate that the action be concerned only with

intrigue and sexual relations. In this novel, the public

event of war has not only been allowed to intrude into the

action, it has been infiltrated into the text alongside the

romantic interest so that the two continually playoff each

other, creating new significances.

What occurs, in fact, is that the romance aspect of the

novel renders the military aspect into a kind of social

comedy while the military dimension makes the social plot

seem like martial manoeuvres. This is evident, for example,

in the textual parallelling of the two spheres of action.

Thus, Gerald's abortive lunch at Danielstown, when he comes

primed for romantic action but is trapped making farcical

conversation with the Naylors all afternoon, parallels his

abortive attempts as a British soldier to find and sUbdue

the rebels. Indeed, when he arrives at Danielstown, the

narratorial method of reporting linkS both spheres directly
and undercuts his prowess in both:

Early about? -- he had been out all night, he told

them. Oh yes -- feeling Mr. Montmorency glance at his

chin interrogatively -- he had shaved by the road; he

had brought his tackle with him, he often did. Bere

no, that Was his pistol: the other pocket. (120)
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His comic mixing-up of the implement of the soldier (the

pistol) with that of the lover come to court (the shaving

tackle) suggests a degree of incompetence in both arenas.

Ultimately, he will be ambushed by Lady Naylor and

forced to give up his attempt to win Lois just as he will be

ambushed by the Irish rebels. Indeed, the scene in which

Lady Naylor circumvents his ardour is quite openly invested

with the martial. Thus, when she comes to Fogartys' and

finds Gerald has arrived before her, she is annoyed because

"she had now, instead of being discovered, to manoeuvre more

or less openly for position" (262). When she has made him

understand the impossibility of his marrying Lois, he is

"stubborn but indecisive." The narrator comments: "and

love, meanwhile, did not so much lie bleeding as sit back

stunned, bruised, a little craven from shock" (266). Lady

Naylor has struck this blow.

One final example of the textual parallelling of social

comedy and war is the method of presenting Gerald's death.

The first two sections of The Last September are entitled

"The Arrival of Mr. and Mrs Montmorency" and "The Visit of

Miss Norton." These are headings that draw attention to the

normal social comings and goings of guests at a country

house. The final of the three sections is called "The

Departure of Gerald." Gerald's removal from the scene,

although by ambush and death, is thus made to seem a mere

social perambulation. Again, the describing of an event
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from one sphere using the mode of expression from another

builds in its own implicit commentary. In the internal

logic of the novel, Gerald's death is given only as much

significance as Miss Norton's departure for England.

The comedy of manners is indisputably a comic form.

Susanne K. Langer defines comedy as a celebration of life,

and she argues:

there is no permanent defeat and permanent human

triumph except in tragedy; for nature must go on if

life goes on, and the world that presents all obstacles

also supplies the zest of life. In comedy, therefore,

there is a general trivialization of the human battle.

Its dangers are not real disasters, but embarrassment

and loss of face. (349)

Bowen's use of a genre characterised by an inherent

propensity for "trivialization" to portray the events of war

cannot but detract from the gravity of the subject. Her

novel, thus, encodes a textual questioning of the weight

given to historical events such as war and rebellion in

Irish history.

Of course, I do not mean to argue that the Anglo-Irish

War had no significance for Anglo-Irish women. I am simply

making a case for ambiguity and complexity: the kind

advocated by Elizabeth Fox-Genovese as a necessary part of a

more complete history of human destiny. The predominant

view of this historical event in Irish cultural discourse,
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represented here by my quotation from Costello, is an

example of history told from "the perspective of the

authoritative male subject." It is clear, however, that the

event could not have had the same impact on the lives of

women as it did on the lives of men. We are, after all,

talking about a new loss of political privilege and power,

and women did not have these to lose. I think it

significant that the one act of war which the reader

confronts directly in The Last September is the burning of

the house at the end of the novel. Even if the house is the

symbol of patriarchy that Weekes claims it is, it is also

traditionally "women's sphere" of responsibility, as we may

observe in novels such as Edgeworth's Castle Rackrent and

Somerville and Ross' stories. The burning of the house,

therefore, is a more direct assault on women, and within the

design of the novel it is the one event that breaks the

pattern. It comes with none of the kinds of attendant

narratorial ironies that we have noted. The images of the

fire are vivid and the language evokes a sense of the

cataclysmic:

It seemed, looking from east to west at the sky tall

with scarlet, that the country itself was burning;

while to the north the neck of mountain before Mount

Isabel was frightfully outlined. The roads in

unnatural dusk ran dark with movement, secretive and

terrified; not a tree, brushed pale by wind from
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flames, not a cabin pressed in despair to the bosom of

the night, not a gate too starkly visible but had its

place in the design of order and panic . . . Then the

first wave of a silence that was to be ultimate flowed

back confidently to the steps. (303)

As we noted earlier, Weekes sees this event as the

valedictory triumph of Gaelic Ireland over the symbol of

patriarchal colonisation. I am uneasy with this

interpretation because I can see very little of Gaelic

Ireland in the novel. As an Anglo-Irish woman, Elizabeth

Bowen writes of the world she knows most intimately, and the

novel is about the fortunes of the Anglo-Irish. For Anglo

Irish women, the sense of something finished, something

irrevocably gone, is more likely to have been experienced at

the loss of their house, that is, at the loss of a concrete

part of their lives, than at the removal of an abstract

power enjoyed by their class but really only exercised by

their fathers, husbands, and brothers. Hence, I think we

can note a dramatic change in tone in the description of

this last scene of war. There is a sense of a momentous

finality in the phrase "the first wave of a silence that was

to be ultimate flowed back confidently to the steps."

If the disjunction between a comic genre and a normally

serious subject furthers the project of questioning military

and political events, so the sustained linking of the

niceties of courtship and marriage with the vocabulary of
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the military tends, in turn, to imply its own criticism: a

criticism of the system of cultural conventions that renders

marriage the primary, indeed, the only goal for young women.

I want to argue now that aside from the revision of the

specific event in Irish history that this "female text"

enacts, there is a more general point made in the The Last

September about the lives of women of this class at this

time. Again, the point is revealed to us through another

act of literary sabotage, of jousting with a "system of

conventions shaped primarily by men." (Abel 174).

The "romance plot" has been the basis of many literary

genres, including the comedy of manners. In this, the

principal female character is rewarded for her demonstrated

moral worthiness by winning the most morally-worthwhile male

character as a bridegroom. Marriage, thus, is the ultimate

and the only reward for characteristics in the female that

meet the approval of a male-defined concept of female

virtue. Rachel Blau DuPlessis, in the preface to her study

Writing Beyond the Ending: Narrative strategies of

Twentieth-Century Women Writers, explains that female

writers deploy various narrative strategies "explicitly to

delegitimate romance plots and related narratives" (xi).

Bowen, I think, is just such a woman writer. She ruptures

the conventions of the romance plot just as effectively as

she fractures the generic conventions of the comedy of

manners. And she does so, I suggest, to emphasise how very
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circumscribed the lives of women of the Anglo-Irish

Ascendancy were.

We have already seen something of the ways the romance

plot has been called into question in the novel. The

progress of love is connected to the progress of war

throughout and, for Gerald, neither of these ever goes

completely satisfactorily. The ironic treatment of Gerald

that we noted earlier certainly detracts from any possible

moral stature he may have. As well, the narratorial

commentary on him and the description of Lois's view of him

tend to concentrate on his physical appearance and, as a

consequence, suggest something of an inner deficiency. When

he first arrives on the scene, for example, the description

reads: "Once he put up a hand and touched the back of his

head, but with assurance: it was perfectly smooth and

round" (45). Lois too notes this head: "His head was

pleasant with bumps, that made planes of light and shadow

over his polished hair. And she knew she liked something

about the back of his neck" (70). The vision of an outer

polished perfection to his head unfortunately tends to

suggest that there is not much inside it. This idea of an

intellectual or spiritual insufficiency is borne out by a

brief glance at his conversation with the iconoclastic

Laurence, who asks him for his views on the war. Gerald can

only mutter cliches: "Well, the situation's rotten. But

right is right." And he cannot complete a thought: "Well.
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. . from the point of view of civilisation. Also you see

they don't fight clean." He becomes embarrassed in the

course of this conversation but manages to overcome this

feeling by "recourse again to the back of his head, so

gratifyingly polished" (132-133).

While Bowen signals the presence of the romance plot

throughout the novel (Lois is continually connected to the

idea of love and marriage by other characters, and the

action follows the abortive love affair with Gerald), she

flouts a basic convention of that plot: the necessity of a

male moral centre. There is no such male centre in The Last

September and hence there is no patriarchal marital refuge

for Lois. Consequently the end of the novel has none of the

elements normally expected at the denouement of a romance

plot. There is no resolution of a complication, no sense of

a transforming happiness, and no air of celebration. The

burning of the house in the last scene of the novel is

itself an ironic rupture of the convention in that it is

emphatically not the requisite happy ending.

critics have argued that at the end of the novel there

is an idea of something changed, a kind of development in

Lois. The development is observed in the line" Life, seen

whole for a moment, was one act of apprehension, the

apprehension of death" (297) and in the fact that when the

house is burned she has already taken her "departure into

new realms of experience" (Austin 41). Ann Owens Weekes
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argues for a "new mature, awakened Lois" at the end of the

novel who sees "reverential, romantic marriage as a part of

the paradigm of British colonization" (147).

I suggest that even if there is a hint of Lois's having

become aware of the illusory nature of romance at the end of

The Last September there is no textual support for the

argument for a radical change in her or in her

circumstances. On the contrary, within the internal design

of the text, there is a clear indicator that the pattern of

Lois's life, that is, the severe restricting of

possibilities open to her, remains exactly the same.

Throughout the novel, Lois has looked for something to

do. She has no part to play in the running of the estate,

except to do the flowers in the various rooms. There is no

suggestion that like Laurence she could go to university.

The idea of the art school only comes up after her Aunt Myra

becomes fearful of her friendship with Gerald, and it flies

in the face of a demonstrated lack of talent. When Aunt

Myra and Mrs. Trent discuss the possibility of a career, it

is hardly seen as a sanguine prospect. Mrs. Trent imagines

"all those indoor women with clutched little bags getting

hurriedly into the Dublin trams" (255).

The pursuit of a romantic marriage was one possibility,

yet Lois is never able to immerse herself whole-heartedly in

the project as do her friends Livvy and Viola. When

desperate, she says to Laurence: "But I do want to begin on
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something; I do think, Laurence, you might understand.

There must be some way for me to begin. You keep on looking

into rooms where I am with silent contempt -- what do you

think I am for." He, with "an effort of comprehension,"

realises "there was nothing for her to go on with" and

suggests she should "go on with her German" (236). Later,

Lady Naylor tells her that Italian would be better as German

"still offends so many people" (239). Later still, Hugo

remarks that he hears she is taking up German, to which she

replies "unless Italian might be more practical" (241).

It seems clear from this that the learning of European

languages is not an all-consuming passion with Lois. It is

simply a way to distract herself from an awareness of the

futility of her own existence. The fact that at the end of

the novel she leaves Ireland to go on "tours . . . for her

French, you know" (300) hardly bespeaks an improvement in

her lot. I believe that this throwaway line of Lady

Naylor's encapsulates a bleak view indeed of the lives of

Anglo-Irish women. Like her mother before her, Lois wanders

aimlessly around the rooms at Danielstown. She leaves to go

on a French-improving tour in the same way that her Mother

left abruptly one day to go up North, where she contracted

her unfortunate marriage. At this period in Irish history,

Lois' question "What do you think I am for" does not prompt

an optimistic answer.
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The Last September fulfills Elizabeth Abel's

description of what constitutes a "female text." Through

its subversion of male-shaped literary conventions, it

encodes a revision of the male interpretation of the meaning

of a violent history. The predominant voice in the novel is

an ironic one: sometimes it swings to comedy; sometimes,

to bitterness. I would argue that the kinds of irony

evident in this text are gender-defined and that we should

continue to look for them in the texts to come.

Andrew Carpenter has commented on the predicamant of

Anglo-Irish writers who are chronically discomfited by a

double perspective, a simultaneous apprehension of two sets

of values, philosophies, languages, and cultures (174).

Irony, Carpenter maintains, is the predominant mode of these

writers because irony, by its very nature, involves a dual

perspective. It seems to me, however, that the irony in The

Last September derives from the situation of the heroine, an

Anglo-Irish woman who is essentially powerless within her

privilege, and I would argue, therefore, that in the text of

an Anglo-Irish woman writer, we may detect a gender-based

irony within the cultural irony. After all, the informing

irony of the novel is that although Lois can wander through

seemingly endless rooms in the "Big House," and although she

can physically travel to other countries, in fact, as is the

case with other heroines we will meet, her freedom is

illusory.
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CHAPTER 3

"YOU HAVE ALL THE BIG GUNS"

critics often seem perplexed when dealing with The Red

and the Green. Iris Murdoch's novel about the Easter Rising

of 1916 does not seem to fit the critical framework to which

her other novels obligingly accommodate themselves. Donna

Gerstenberger wants to read it within "the context of

Murdoch's other work" (65), but still finds the ending

uncharacteristically romantic, almost as though Murdoch had

been overtaken by her own Irishness and consequently

misplaced her usual "irony and distance" (70). Cahalan does

not have this kind of contextual difficulty with it. He

does not want to relate The Red and the Green to other

Murdoch novels, but rather to other Irish historical novels.

Considered as an example of that genre, the novel has "more

sex and more talk about sex than any other Irish historical

novel considered herein" (Great Hatred 167). Cahalan offers

no explanation why this should be so.

A feminist reader of The Red and the Green must brace

herself before grappling with the text. According to Judy

Little in Comedy and the Woman Writer, Murdoch considers the

"male point of view, male culture, to be the normal and

'human' one." Murdoch's comment "we want to join the human
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race, not invent a new separatism" is construed by Little to

mean that Murdoch "sees men as the 'human race,' as the

mainstream culture that women should join" (182). My

declared intention to interpret a novel by Murdoch as

representing a challenge to the mainstream, male tradition

of Irish historical fiction may thus seem somewhat

foolhardy. However, as Ann Owens Weekes points out, the

feminist reader claims no "authorial valorization" for her

analysis. Rather, a feminist reading is "based on the

paradigms of women's experiences as described by theorists

and of women's fiction as described by feminist critics"

(48) and not on authorial opinions. The critical method I

shall apply to Murdoch's novel replaces the "author-text

relationship with one between reader and text, one that

situates the locus of textual meaning within the history of

discourse itself" (Hutcheon 7). Murdoch's opinions of the

desirability of joining "male culture" may be somewhat

daunting, but they do not give her a privileged say in how

her text may be read.

The Red and the Green contains much more historical

specificity than The Last September. The latter novel gave

no particularised events from the public record, but in The

Red and the Green we are told, for example, of the abortive

attempt to land guns from a German ship of the Irish coast

immediately prior to the Rising and of the attempt by

MacNeill, MacDonagh, and de Valera to prevent the rebellion
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from taking place. We can also read a kind of analysis of

what went wrong. Through Pat's contemplations we learn that

the military mind of the revolutionary leadership was "old

fashioned in cast." Guerrilla tactics would probably have

been much more effective than the attempt to maintain

strongholds against British artillery and superior manpower

(85) •

While there are "historical facts" in the novel,

however, there are also a few inaccuracies. Cahalan

identifies Murdoch's faulty dating of Cathal's death in the

civil War in 1921 (the civil War did not begin until 1922),

but he does not note the inaccuracy of having Millie go to

fight at Boland's Mills. In her chapter on the 1916 Rising

in Unmanageable Revolutionaries, Margaret Ward comments on

the difficulty women had in gaining access to some of the

fighting posts to offer their assistance. Only after

Pearse, Connolly, and Clarke were made aware of these

difficulties was a mobilisation order sent out "so that by

the evening of the first day women were established in most

of the major outposts." But at Boland's Mills, the

commandant Eamon de Valera "steadfastly refused to have any

woman under his command" (110). As the architect of the

Irish Constitution of 1937 which enshrined a domestic ideal

for women, de Valera may be presumed to have had views on

their proper role.
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When Murdoch published The Red and the Green in 1965

there were no feminist reconstructions of Irish history such

as Ward's. Murdoch herself is certainly not a feminist

historian. If her research was done with the aid of the

kinds of histories we examined earlier, then this inaccuracy

is not really surprising. De Valera's exclusion of women

from Boland's Mills is simply not the kind of "fact"

historians concern themselves with in their analyses of the

Easter Rising. Edgar Holt, for example, in a history

published five years before Murdoch's novel, describes

Boland's Mills, introduces Eamon De Valera as the

commandant, sketches in his past history, describes his

education, and then remarks that it was through De Valera's

"Gaelic studies that he met a pretty blond teacher, Janie

O'Flanagan, whom he married in 1910" (96)!

Even if Murdoch makes an error that suggests she has no

interest in challenging mainstream historiography from a

feminist standpoint, nonetheless The Red and the Green

encodes a questioning of the dominant paradigm of history

conveyed in Irish literary and historical discourse. The

novel was published almost contemporaneously with William

Irwin Thompson's The Imagination of an Insurrection, a

critical work that, as we saw earlier, articUlates the idea

of the Rising as an inescapable consequence of the coming

together of "myth" and "moment." Thompson's text, thus, is

one of those that fosters a "vision of an indestructible,
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historic, predestinate nation that had achieved its

apotheosis in the 1916 Rising" (Brown, T 220). As Fox

Genovese maintains, however, such arguments reduce history

to a tale told from a single, dominant consciousness and

leave much out of the telling.

Interestingly, an Irish historian, Francis Shaw,

prepared an article in 1966 which decried this vision and

argued that the canonical version of Irish history honoured

only a few and ignored the many. Terence Brown writes that

"implicit" throughout Shaw's article is a "humane

repugnance" that "canonical historical understanding in

Ireland should have cast aside as irrelevant to the nation's

story so many Irishmen and women." Shaw seems to want to

write these men and women back into Irish history and thus

give it more texture and complexity than is to be found in

the usual unilateral tale of struggle against England. As

Brown notes, however, this article was withheld from

publication until 1972, until six years after the 1966

commemoration of the Easter Rising (220-221). I shall argue

that Murdoch's text, published seven years prior to Shaw's

article, inscribes a view of Irish history that has escaped

the "nationalist mythos" (Cahalan 19) and that it too

challenges the canonical view of modern Irish history.

I have been greatly helped in my reading of The Red and

the Green by Linda Hutcheon's chapter, "Historiographic

Metafiction: Parody and the Intertextuality of History,"
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published in a recent full-length study on intertextuality

and contemporary American fiction. Hutcheon uses the term

"historiographic metafiction" to distinguish "fiction that

is at once metafictional and historical in its echoes of the

texts and contexts of the past" from "traditional historical

fiction" (3). Historical metafictions are characterised by

their self-reflexivity and by their intertextuality, their

"continual play of referentiality between and within texts"

(O'Donnell and Davis ix-x).

Hutcheon goes on to place historical metafiction in the

context of contemporary theoretical discourse. Recent

historiographic theory accepts that history-writing is a

process of narrativization. A written history is simply a

text like any other; it has lost its "privileged status as

a purveyor of truth" (10). As we can only "know" the past

through its texts (contemporary documents) and through texts

written about it (histories), our knowledge of it is

inescapably textualised. Historical metafiction forces the

reader to recognise this "inevitable textuality of the past"

by its "overt inter-textuality," its "echoes of the texts

and contexts of the past." Moreover, the reader is made not

only to recognise the "textualized traces of the literary

and historical past" but also to become aware "of what has

been done -- through irony -- to those traces." Thus, the

ironic parodying of earlier texts is the hallmark of

historical metafiction and the means by which the reader
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comes to acknowledge "both the value and limitation of that

inescapably discursive form of knowledge" (8-9).

The Red and the Green can be read as an historiographic

metafiction. Its ironic parodying of literary and

historical texts underlines the "inevitable textuality of

the past" and, through ironic revision, calls into question

the predominant version of that past. That the novel is

historiographic rather than simply historical is signalled

early and reiterated throughout by an abundance of

references to history and, more particularly, to different

views of history.

Barney Drumm, a medieval scholar who "perceived that

the mystic beauty of Ireland resided in the Catholic Church"

(92), is putatively "writing a history of the Irish saints"

(15); in fact, he is spending his time in Dublin's pubs and

working on his "Memoir." Pat Dumay, the revolutionary,

feels a "nearness to history" when he hears that Pearse has

been appointed President of the Irish Republic (151). At

the end of the novel, in an epilogue set in 1938, Frances'

husband and son discuss the 1916 Rising and the Spanish

civil War. Her husband finally declares: "there is no such

thing as European history . . . Each country tells a

selective story creditable to itself" (276). Christopher

Bellman, the "expert on the antiquities of Ireland" (26), at

afternoon tea expounds a view of Ireland's "real" history as

the Ascendancy: "Ireland should turn back to the eighteenth
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century, not to the Middle Ages." This view is immediately

challenged by his daughter Frances who tells him he seems

"to be talking as if Ireland were just the grand people" and

she reminds him of the extreme poverty of the mass of the

population (35). While he maintains the superiority of the

Anglo-Irish past, however, Christopher still has "a strong

romantic sympathy with the whole tradition of rebellion in

Ireland and with Sinn Fein ... he lovers] the history of

Ireland as if it were a personal possession" (202).

A novel that consistently draws attention to the co

existence of different interpretations of history must

ultimately signal its own status as an interpretation.

Through such self-reflexivity the text encodes the idea that

Ireland's history is a rather more complex business than any

one of these interpretations can convey. The novel also

enacts the idea of complexity in its structure. Each

chapter describing Pat's preparations for the Rising is

counterpointed by one delineating the selfish and

complicated motives that inform the actions of the other

characters as they try to form romantic, marital, sexual,

and/or exploitive relationships with each other. Indeed,

this design creates its own ironies. Those chapters that

deal with Pat's consciousness use words such as "pure,"

"purified," "distilled essence," "refined," "sacred and

holy" to describe his idea of his relationship with Ireland

and his involvement with the revolutionary army. This
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vocabulary contrasts sharply and ironically with the

decidedly impure, complicated, and unrefined emotions and

behaviours documented in the counterpointing chapters.

critics have suggested that Pat represents the

historical figure of Patrick Pearse in his "messianic

attachment to the cause as passionate fulfillment" (for

example, Cahalan 166). For just this single-minded

messianic view of history Francis Shaw attacks Pearse in the

article "The Canon of Irish History -- A Challenge." The

Red and the Green also calls such an exclusionist, rarefied

interpretation of Irish history into question by the ironic

contrast between Pat's attempts to enact a "sacred and holy"

vision and the messy interactions of the other members of

his family: interaction which Pat cannot ultimately escape.

In fact, even as he prepares to go to the General Post

Office to fight he becomes entangled with Cathal, Millie,

and Andrew, all of whom have emotional claims on him of one

sort or another. The romanticised view of Ireland's

struggle, embodied in Pat's character, is thus undercut and

made to seem a somewhat untenable position. Through ironic

contrast, then, The Red and the Green questions the

"canonical historical understanding" of Easter, 1916. I

want to turn now to the ways in which the novel echoes the

"texts and contexts" of the Irish past because this "overt

intertextuality" furthers its re-vision of Irish history.
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There are numerous historical documents of the Irish

past written into Murdoch's novel: newspaper articles, such

as George Bernard Shaw's "Irish Nonsense about Ireland"

which Barney reads and ponders; the written order

rescinding the Rising signed by MacNeill, MacDonagh, and de

Valera, published in the Sunday Independent, and which in

the novel causes Pat such disappointment that he goes off to

seek solace from the despised Millie; quotations from the

Government Commission that found the "Irish worker . . . the

worst fed and the worst housed in the British Isles"; the

tag quoted in most histories of Ireland, "England's

difficulty is Ireland's opportunity"; and the first lines

of the Proclamation of the Irish Republic which Pearse read

in front of the General Post Office. These are what

Hutcheon calls the "textualized traces" of the past in

historiographic metafiction. Most of these texts have been

incorporated into The Red and the Green with ironic effect.

When Pearse reads the Proclamation, for example, its

poetical and metaphorical words are juxtaposed with the

presentation of the crowd's response:

"Why didn't the English take a pot shot at him while he

was out there?"

"Sure, that lot have no guns."
, , bl' whatever the

"He's after declarlng the Irlsh RepU lC,

hell that is."
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"Isn't it the like of the bloody sinn Feiners to do

this on the day of the races, and it fine for once."

"The murderin' idjuts, they've killed a horse." (268)

The vocabulary of the everyday contrasts sharply with the

metaphorical language of the call-to-arms spoken by Pearse.

For the watching crowd, the event is insignificant. They

would have preferred, it seems, that Sinn Fein had waited

for a rainy day before declaring Ireland's independence so

as not to spoil a good day at the races. The killing of the

British horse, taken in conjunction with the unfortunate

timing, implies further incompetence.

We might usefully compare this scene with a similar one

in Liam O'Flaherty's novel Insurrection. As Pearse reads

the Proclamation in that novel, the response of the hero,

Bartly Madden, is described. Words and phrases such as

"stared in rapture," "exalted," "enchantment," "longed for

the beauty" (32-34) are strewn liberally through the pages.

After Pearse finishes reading and goes inside the Post

Office, the description of those of the crowd who react

unsympathetically is couched in metaphorical language:

The great majority, however, gave voice to hatred of

what the poet had said. sticks and fists were raised,

like waves bursting into foam on the surface of a

turbulent sea that had been calmed for a little while

by the pouring of oil. (34)
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This is a more dramatic and passionate response than the

mere annoyance expressed in Murdoch's text and suggests that

the Dubliners of the time were at least interested in the

question of Irish independence, and not just in horse

racing. Q'Flaherty incorporates the text of the

Proclamation into his text with a use of language that

mirrors its elevated vocabulary. The call-to-arms of the

Proclamation is answered in Madden's response and there is

no ironic distance between them. In The Red and the Green,

the pragmatic response of the crowd is rendered in demotic

language that reflects ironically on the Proclamation and

undercuts the sense of historical moment it seeks to embody.

Just as Pat's "sacred and holy" moment is continually

undercut by the unholy machinations of his relatives, the

historical text that embodies the sacred and holy vision of

the struggle for Irish independence is undercut by the

crowd's response to it. In Hutcheon's terms, Murdoch's text

gives us a "parodic reworking of the textual past" (4), and

in doing so challenges the historical significance with

which this document has been invested as the embodiment of

the myths and martyrdom of 1916.

The same kind of ironic discrepancy, but in reverse,

is evident in the scene where Barney reads Bernard Shaw's

article deriding Irish nationalism. Shaw uses rational,

measured language to cut through romanticised ideas about an

independent Ireland. This language is immediately
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juxtaposed with the narratorial description of Barney's see

saw thought processes. First, Barney thinks, "Of course,

Shaw was right," and decides rationally that the dreams of

which Pat and Cathal speak are "not worth shedding men's

blood." But next, he asks himself, "And yet was Shaw

entirely right?" As he begins to feel "what it was like to

belong to the persecuted and broken "the language becomes

more metaphorical: "The history of Ireland was such a tale

of misery and wretchedness, enough to make the angels howl

and stamp their golden feet." Finally, he asks himself,

"What could he do?" to set Ireland free. Sadly, he realises

that his battles are "battles of the spirit" and that he is

not capable of fighting.

He then decides that "the thing he could do for

Kathleen" is to sacrifice his rifle (190-91): another

textual poke at Yeats' Cathleen who wants men to take arms

not surrender them. It is necessary to note that Barney had

previously decided he had to make up for his past spiritual

weakness by doing something for his wife, Kathleen. In the

first flush of repentance, he had thought to stop seeing

Millie and to destroy his memoir. These self-sacrifices had

proved rather difficult to make. Luckily, Shaw's article

has precipitated his discovery that he is able only "to

endorse the fighting of others" (191) and, hence, has no

need for a rifle. Sacrificing the rifle which Kathleen

dislikes so much enables him to make the gesture of
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atonement without much pain to himself. These rather

contorted mental perambulations seem a long way removed from

the reaction we may suppose Shaw's article was intended to

produce.

Again, we are given a re-working of Ireland's textual

past. Shaw's article was written to attack the very

thinking that Barney demonstrates when he reads it. As soon

as he starts to contemplate Ireland's wrongs, Barney reveals

a sort of emotional, hyperbolic patriotism that gets in the

way of an intellectual consideration of the realities of

Ireland's position as a small country next door to England.

And of course, there is a further irony in the fact that

while Shaw talks of the national, his article ultimately

leads Barney to think only of the self-indulgently personal.

The Red and the Green's intertextuality is not confined

to a reworking of historical texts. The novel also provides

an ironic parodying of Ireland's literary texts, and I think

here readers can discern a challenge to Ireland's male

dominated literary history. Hutcheon makes the point that

"intertextual parody of canonical texts is one mode of

reappropriating and reformulating with significant

changes -- the dominant white, male, middle-class, European

culture" (12). The canonical texts incorporated and

"modified" in Murdoch's novel are those of the literary

giants of Ireland: W.B. Yeats and James Joyce. The ironic

reappropriation of such texts undercuts the "truth" of the
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vision of Ireland and the Irish they contain. This "truth"

after all is really only "a record of masculine perceptions"

(Madden-Simpson 3), an expression of "the dominant white,

middle-class . culture." The "reformulating" of male

texts in The Red and the Green is, I suggest, an act of

literary subversion similar to the one found in Bowen's The

Last September, where male-defined genres are appropriated

with ironic effect.

The echoes of Yeats' poem "Easter 1916" in The Red and

the Green have already been noted by critics such as Cahalan

and Gerstenberger; however, this echoing has been read as

an attempt to write a novelistic equivalent of a great Irish

poem rather than to create an ironic re-vision of it. Donna

Gerstenberger notes that the novel "seems to mirror Yeats's

poem in its general form, beginning as it does with the

assembling of the local cast of characters of the (not

always) 'casual comedy' and running through the roll, as

does Yeats, of those public characters who are to take their

parts in the transformation of sacrifice" (60). For

Gerstenberger, in accepting his role as "Irish rhymer,"

Yeats "takes his place at their side" (62). As she seems

here to grant him honorary participation in the event, it is

small wonder that she finds that "the feeling and the

involvement Yeats embodies in his poem are never achieved in

the novel" (59).
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Both Cahalan and Gerstenberger remark that Frances'

perception of beauty in sacrifice at the end of the novel is

a reiteration of Yeats' proclamation "a terrible beauty is

born." Gerstenberger finds this ending problematic, given

that it runs counter to the novel's earlier ironies.

"Easter 1916" is certainly a vindication, perhaps a

glorification of the rebels' act. The poem articulates the

idea that self-sacrifice for the cause generates the power

to transform the mundane and everyday into the momentous.

This transformation is all-consuming. It happens to all

involved, even to a dastardly individual such as the

"drunken, vainglorious lout," John MacBride. In fact, it

even happens to women (although there is a sense in the poem

that Yeats would have preferred that Constance Markiewicz

had stayed "young and beautiful" and mounted on a horse,

rather than allowing her voice to grow "shrill" in political

activity). The transformation is also for all time:

Now and in time to be,

Wherever green is worn,

Are changed, changed utterly:

A terrible beauty is born. (394)

In lauding the ideal of self-sacrifice, in stressing

its transforming power, and in declaring the historical

momentousness of the rebellion, the poem presents Easter

1916 as an apotheosis of the sort that Francis Shaw decries.

Indeed, we have already noted the influence Yeats has had on
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the writing of Irish history, and we may safely assume that

the poem has helped shape the canonical view of the

historical significance of the event. I have been arguing

that through a variety of narrative strategies, The Red and

the Green disputes this view. Its challenge is furthered by

the ironic re-working of one of the canonical texts of Irish

literature.

The rhetorical force of the poem builds to the final

declaration of the transmutative power of the gesture of

rebellion. In the novel, on the contrary, there is a kind

of dying-away towards the end. Thus, we do not follow Pat

into the Post Office to join the battle. We are left

outside with the crowd whose reaction to the event, as we

have just noted, works to defuse any sense of drama and

historical moment.

The characters who become involved in the Rising are

not transformed by it. On his way to fight, Barney shoots

himself in the foot with his customary ineptitude.

Christopher Bellman, the antiquarian torn between the Anglo

Irish and the revolutionary Fenian view of history, is shot

in the street trying to make his way to the Post Office.

Fittingly, he is between the English soldiers outside and

the Irish rebels inside and it is never clear where the

bullet comes from. Millie degenerates into a social

embarrassment who talks too loudly in public. She is all

too sadly changed at the end of the novel: "I took her out
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to lunch the other day at Jammet's and a waiter recognized

her and said she hadn't changed a bit and that pleased her

so much, poor thing, though God knows it isn't true" (272).

The Yeats ian idea of "changed utterly" is rejected by

Kathleen when she tells Pat "you may be killed yourself or

maimed for life. That's what it will be. And what for?

Think about later on, think when people will look back and

see that nothing has been changed. You cannot change

Ireland by firing a few shots" (200). Murdoch's Kathleen

thus contradicts cathleen Ni Houlihan's assertion that armed

force can bring change. And, indeed, history seems to

support the Kathleen of The Red and the Green. Years later,

when she writes to Frances describing life in an independent

Ireland, all that seems to have changed is the name of the

town: the British "Kingstown" has become the Gaelic "Dun

Laoghaire" (273).

Even Frances' valedictory recognition of the beauty of

those who have died, the passage which Gerstenberger

construes as a clear articulation of Yeats' poem,

represents, I think, a reformulation of the predominant idea

of "Easter 1916." In England, more than twenty years after

the Rising, Frances thinks of her "Irish family":

They, those others, had a beauty which could not be

eclipsed or rivalled. They had been made young and

perfect forever, safe from the corruption of time and

from those ambiguous second thoughts which dim the
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brightest face of youth. In the undivided strength of

their first loves they had died, and their mothers had

wept for them, and had it been for nothing? Because of

their perfection she could not bring herself to say so.

They had died for glorious things, for justice, for

freedom, for Ireland. (279-80)

This passage certainly echoes the final stanza of Yeats'

poem in its questioning "had it been for nothing?" ("Was it

needless death after all?"), its mention of love, and, of

course, in its image of transmuted beauty. However, it

seems to me that the whole thrust of Yeats' poem is the

declaration of the public significance of the rebels' act.

Yeats is not concerned to portray private emotions such as

the grief of bereaved families. The birth of a "terrible

beauty" through death is a paradoxical metaphor for a public

event that changed history. Frances' thoughts are the

antithesis of this. The passage depicts the private emotion

of grief and articulates the transmutative power of human

memory to temper grief by beautifying what is gone and by

finding a purpose for what otherwise must be felt as an

unbearable waste of young life. The words "she could not

bring herself to say" that "it was for nothing" are somewhat

ambivalent. They allow for the possibility that Frances

does not wholeheartedly believe they died for "glorious

things"; rather, she believes that they believed in those

glorious things and were ready to die for them.
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What comes immediately after these thoughts helps to

sUbstantiate my suggestion that in its presentation of the

private consequences of violent public death, The Red and

the Green revises rather than reiterates "Easter 1916."

Frances' son says: "Yes, I do muddle them up though." A

militant part in a violent history has obviously not made

those who fought clearly identifiable or memorable for all

time. Of course, Frances' son is speaking of his own dead

relatives and not the leaders of the rebellion, but this in

itself helps align the novel's view of Irish history with

Shaw's condemnation of the event and sets it apart from

Yeats' celebration of it.

The novel closes with a metaphor that stresses again

the pain of personal grief: "and she heard drumming in her

ears, heard, as she had heard it all through that dreadful

week in nineteen sixteen, battering and breaking her heart,

the thunder of the English guns" (280). Yeats' poem is an

abstracting after the event. The violent moment is over,

and the poet need only deduce and declare the historical

significance of it. The reader and the poet are distanced

from the realities of violent confrontation. In The Red and

the Green, the sheer physicality of the image of the guns

battering and breaking Frances' heart makes the reader

confront the agony of the moment for those who had to watch

and wait. In forcing this confrontation, the novel writes

back into history those who have been forgotten in the
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"narrative of sacred . . . events" told by official

nationalist historiography (Brown, T 221).

To write back into the record those who do not share

the single-mindedness of Patrick Pearse or Pat Dumay and who

suffer because of them is a consistent endeavour of the

novel. As we have remarked already, the "purified,"

"sanctified" vision of Ireland subscribed to by Pat/Pearse

is itself called into question by the technique of ironic

juxtaposition. Thus, in the form of an historical fiction

The Red and the Green fulfills the desiderata of history

writing as described by feminist historiographers. It tells

the story of those concerned with the public event, with the

"transmission and exercise of power," but as only one

possible narrative among the many. The Red and the Green

gives us the complexity, diversity, and ambiguity that

feminist historigraphers maintain are required to create a

fuller picture of a common destiny.

When we begin the examination of the echoes of other

Irish literary texts in the novel, we turn from political

history to literary history. This novel mounts a challenge

to Ireland's literary history by its ironic reappropriating

of canonical works by James Joyce and its parodying of some

of the facets of Joyce's art that literary historians have

all but sanctified in their attempt to crown him the most

important Irish fiction writer of all time. As I suggested
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earlier, in a very real sense the view of Irish experience

portrayed in a novel such as A Portrait of the Artist as a

Young Man is understood as the truth of Irish life; a

tortured male Catholic consciousness is seen as the Irish

consciousness. However, just as The Red and the Green

disputes the dominant historical understanding of Easter

1916 as an event of historical momentousness, so it also

questions the dominant assumption of the literary

establishment that Joyce's fictions capture the definitive

Irishness.

The first echo of Joyce comes on the first page of

Murdoch's text in the description of Christopher Bellman's

house. The house is situated in Sandycove and from its

windows one can see the Martello tower on the headland.

Granted it is difficult to describe the Dublin coast road

without mentioning the Martello tower; however, the tower

is referred to here as the "Acropolis Of the village" (7).

The linking of the tower with an allusion to Greece reminds

us forcefully that Dublin is Joyce's city and that the

Martello tower was his own residence fo� a time as well as

the location of the first scene of Ulysses, Joyce's

Grecian/Irish novel.

We have already noted that in the second chapter of The

Red and the Green, Yeats' exploitation of the symbolic

female figure Cathleen Ni Houlihan is identified and mocked.

It is only to be expected that the devices of Ireland's
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other literary giant should suffer a similar fate. In this

same chapter, Hilda is pursuing "some train of thought

concerned with the enormities of the modern world" and is

moved to denounce the "mixed bathing at the Kingstown

baths" :

I cannot approve. Not with the bathing costumes people

wear nowadays. Frances and I saw a girl at the Ladies

Bathing Place at Sandycove who was showing nearly the

whole of her legs. Do you remember, Frances?

Frances smiled. "She had very pretty legs."

I'm sure you have very pretty legs, my dear, but

they're nobody's business but your own. (33)

Thanks to A Portrait of the Artist and the mass of literary

criticism generated by it, young women in novels who show

their legs while standing in water anywhere near Dublin are

inevitably identified with the "bird girl" described at the

end of the fourth chapter of Joyce's autobiographical novel:

"her long slender bare legs were delicate as a crane's and

pure save where an emerald trail of seaweed had fashioned

itself as a sign upon the flesh. Her thighs, fuller and

softhued as ivory, were bared almost to the hips" (195).

This "visionary scene" (Ellmann 234) bursts upon Stephen

Dedalus as "an image of the beauty of the world" (306) and

"vindicates his choice of life and art" (55) above the

priesthood and the cloister. The girl as sYmbol of earthly

beauty, a Joycean epiphany, has been discussed ad infinitum
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in Irish literary criticism. She has become almost as

ubiquitous as that other symbolic woman, Cathleen. In The

Red and the Green, Hilda's tart comment about "nobody's

business" on one level merely seems to indicate her

disapproval of the modern habit of showing one's legs.

However, it also reflects ironically on Joyce's having made

a symbolic business of female legs and on Joycean critics'

having made a critical business out of them. As I commented

earlier, this chapter of The Red and the Green gives ironic

comeuppance to Irish male writers for their literary

practice of rendering women into symbols.

The characterisation of Barney represents an extended

parody of the very ethos of Portrait. Joyce's novel is

certainly the most celebrated autobiographical bildungsroman

in Irish literature. Stephen Dedalus' wrestlings with his

spirituality and sexuality, his alienation from parents,

country, and church, and his eventual discovery of his own

aesthetic credo are consistently discussed in tandem with

biographical details from Joyce's own life. The image of

James Joyce writing steadily through the years, forging

great art out of the events of an Irish childhood, is itself

a kind of icon of Irish culture. In The Red and the Green,

the entire literary endeavour of fictionalising from life is

parodied in the tribulations of Barney Drumm.

Barney is supposed to be writing a history of the Irish

saints. In fact, he spends his time drinking and working on
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his Memoir. Drink helps him forget his troubles, and in his

Memoir he can manipulate reality to create a version of

events that allows him to cut a nobler figure than he does

in life. In the novel, drinking and writing fictionalised

autobiography are equated as clandestine, obsessive, and

seedy pursuits, a rather different ambience from that

surrounding Joyce's endeavours.

The Portrait has the same kind of rhetorical pattern as

Yeats' poem in that it builds to a climactic, revelationary

ending. Each section of Portrait, in fact, closes with a

significant, intense experience as the protagonist develops

to his final declaration: "Welcome, 0 life! I go to

encounter for the millionth time the reality of experience

and to forge in the smithy of my soul the uncreated

conscience of my race" (288). Thus, stephen Dedalus always

progresses, never regresses, and the stages of his

progression are depicted with suitably climactic language.

This pattern is copied but humorously reformulated in

The Red and the Green. Barney Drumm is middle-aged and not

on the threshold of life like the young Stephen. In the

course of the novel, he stumbles into several revelationary

or decisive experiences (at least, what he perceives to be

revelationary experience), but he never progresses.

Typically, he has some moments of epiphanic intensity, he

resolves to make a new beginning, gradually his resolution

erodes in the face of day-to-day middle-class Irish reality,
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and finally he returns to his starting-point only to begin

the cycle again. For example, he has a "moment of

illumination" in the Dominican chapel and feels empowered to

mend his ways, "give up Millie," "tear up his Memoir," and

"make everything simple and innocent once again" (176).

Unfortunately, while the moment of illumination gives him a

sense "that if he were simply to lift a finger he would gain

a great success of spiritual strength," he does not foresee

"how difficult the lifting of his finger would prove to be"

(186). He cannot bear to give up Millie, and as for the

Memoir, "it was so dashedly well-written ... it seemed a

pity just to tear it up, in fact it seemed rather a crime"

(188) .

While the language of Barney's climactic moments is of

the same order as the language in Portrait (illumination,

spiritual, rapture, intensity), the diction of his

regression is contrastingly mundane. When he tries to find

ways not to destroy his Memoir, for example, he thinks: "he

would stop writing it of course. Well, it was almost

finished anyway. Perhaps he would just quickly finish it

and put it away. And in case anyone ever found it he would

write at the bottom in large letters ALL THIS IS NOT QUITE

TRUE. Or perhaps he might change all the names and turn it

into a novel" (188). "All this is not quite true" and

"change all the names and turn it into a novel" ironically

minimise what has been accepted as one of Joyce's great
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literary achievements: transforming autobiographical detail

into art.

The shuffling, bumbling, kindly Barney in his very

inconsequentiality is the parodic antithesis of Stephen

Dedalus. Barney continues to wrestle with religious,

national, and sexual complications throughout the novel,

never managing to resolve anything. His newly forged ideals

and philosophies retain their purity and simplicity only

until he has to interact with any of the other members of

his family. Stephen, on the other hand, moves purposefully

forwards casting off family and friends, country, and

religion until he achieves the state of isolation necessary

for his art. Despite these differences, however, in the

domain of Irish literature should a character be male,

obsessively introspective, caught up in inner struggles

about religion, spirituality, and family, and be so firmly

connected to the act of writing autobiography/fiction, as is

Barney, then he inevitably echoes James Joyce and Stephen

Dedalus.

I suggest that the parody of Joyce's novel parallels in

the literary realm the project of the historical dimension

of Murdoch's text. Pat Dumay wants to cast off all human

ties and obligations to pursue his sacred and holy vision of

Ireland. As we have observed, however, this idea of a

splendid isolation is consistently undermined throughout the

novel. Stephen Dedalus believes the artist should be
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"refined out of existence, indifferent, paring his

fingernails" (245), and he welcomes personal isolation in

furtherance of his art (281-282). This philosophy of

alienation and devotion to a higher ideal bears a marked

resemblance to Pat's. The ironic re-working of Portrait

thus serves to undermine the artistic ideal of detachment

from the rest of humanity; the ironic re-working of history

undercuts the uncompromising, blinkered attachment to the

nationalist cause.

Considered as an historical metafiction, then, The Red

and the Green yields an ironic commentary on particular

facets of mainstream Irish literary and historical

discourse. I argued earlier that the reappropriation and

ironic revision of particular texts in this novel was an

activity comparable to the reappropriation and ironic

reformulation of genres found in Bowen's The Last September.

As well as these acts of literary subversion, there are

other interesting similarites between the two novels that

lend credence to the hypothesis of an undisclosed intertext

of Irish women's writing.

One notable similarity, for instance, is the distancing

of the reader from the arena of war. As in The Last

September, we are never actually shown the Irish and English

killing one another. In The Red and the Green, we arrive at

the scene of the fighting after a few wounded British

soldiers have been taken away. After this, the narrative
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moves ahead in time to 1938 to talk of Frances in England

remembering the week of 1916. The only image of violence

here is the metaphor of the British guns battering her

heart, an image that expresses the emotional anguish of

women not the excitement of warfare. This technique of

ironic distancing, employed by both narratives, serves to

defuse any sense of drama or historical gravity, such as are

created, for example, in the novel Insurrection, where the

main character is instantly caught up in the excitement of

violent action.

Another significant point of resemblance between the

two novels is the linking in each of the sexual with the

martial. In The Red and the Green, this interconnection is

not so extensively worked through the text as in Last

September, but when it appears the link is explicitly

between sex and Irish martial history. Thus when

Christopher ponders the morality of forcing Millie to marry

him to save herself from her debtors, a revised form of an

historical epigram that encapsulates Ireland's military

tactics appears in the narrative: "Millie's difficulty

would be Christopher's opportunity" (68-69).

The rebellion of Easter 1916, which occurred when

English attention was focused on the events of the First

World War, is a twentieth-century manifestation of Ireland's

age-old opportunistic tendency to rise in rebellion at the

very moment that England is preoccupied with a crisis: a
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tendency summed up in the phrase "England's difficulty is

Ireland's opportunity." This phrase is quoted by

Christopher early on in the novel, and its modified

reiteration in the description of sexual relations

inevitably drags along some connotations of the martial.

Sexual relations are thus presented as a struggle for power.

When Millie accepts Christopher, again the martial note

is struck: "Yes, I give in, I surrender. I'm coming out

with the white flag. You have all the big guns" (124).

Although this is spoken humorously, it lays bare the real

nature of the relationship between them because, in having

the money she needs, he does have the "big guns."

Ironically, this surrender to superior weaponry is what

happened to the rebels after several days of fighting.

Indeed, Millie herself draws a close connection between her

own history and Ireland's. When she questions Christopher

about the likelihood of a rebellion and he assures her it

cannot happen, she laments: "It's so sad. I always thought

something wonderful would come out of Ireland. Some great

glittering event that would change everything, some great

act ... Well, perhaps it was just something in my own life

I was waiting for, some golden thing which never came"

(123) .

with the mention of an event that would "change

everything" this passage echoes Yeats' declaration of the

absolute transformation brought about by the single act of
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rebellion. However, Millie's confusion of the public with

the private, the suggestion that she is really looking for a

spectacular liberation in her own life once again highlights

what historical interpretations such as Yeats' leave out:

the plight of the Anglo-Irish woman whose choices in life

are few. This reading is sUbstantiated by the depiction of

Millie's subsequent fate. She quite desperately manoeuvres

to have a role in the Rising. She plays a brave part in the

public event, but her participation avails her nothing. At

the end of the novel, her youth and beauty gone, she no

longer has the luxury of choosing between marriage and

affairs, and, ironically, her life has become even more

circumscribed than it was before she took part in the

struggle for national liberation.

The Red and the Green and The Last September both

depict the restrictive situation of the "privileged" women

of the Ascendancy and the comparative irrelevance of the

struggle for national freedom to their lives. In Murdoch's

novel we can read this commentary on the situation of Anglo

Irish women at this period in Irish history, not only in the

plight of Millie, but also in the story of Frances, the

younger woman.

Throughout the novel, it is assumed that she is to

marry Andrew, even though he is a rather lack-lustre lover,

constantly prodded by his romantically-inclined mother to

make a "formal proposal" (56). When he finally does come to
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propose, armed with a sonnet and a ring, Frances rejects

him. Romance in this novel fares no better than it did in

Bowen's. Frances, like Lois, seems to realise that a

romantic marriage is not what she wants. At the same time,

she has difficulty articulating what she does want, or

rather, within the contemporary system of cultural

conventions, what it is possible for her to have.

For the major part of the novel, we never see inside

Frances' consciousness, but there are suggestions made all

through that there is more to her than the stock figure of

the girl awaiting a formal proposal. Her father knows she

has a "ferocious will" and is made aware of some intense

unhappiness or fear in her when he sees her wandering alone

in the garden in the early morning (121); when she rejects

Andrew, he feels as if "the real Frances had just broken

through a screen upon which a picture of her had been

painted" (147); and Barney is aware of a "Frances with a

new vocabulary, a Frances who could talk in a cynical way,

who could assess and sentence him" (234). It is Frances

who asks the significant question, "what will Home Rule do

for that woman begging in the street?" (106), and who, as

she struggles to understand what is happening in Ireland

says bitterly, "How I wish I'd had some proper education.

I'm so muddled" (107). This cry from the heart is a

reiteration, I suggest, of Lois' cry "But I do want to

begin on something ... what do you think I am for." It is



a cry that has been drowned out in Irish history by the

clamour of male voices and by the noise that closes this

novel, the thunder of guns.

124
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CHAPTER 4

"WHO ARE WE FIGHTING FOR ANYWAY?

Unlike The Last September and The Red and the Green,

Eilis Dillon's Blood Relations (1977) recounts Irish history

from what appears to be, on one level, an unreservedly

nationalist point of view. with the exception of the

heroine Molly, all the major characters who enjoy

authorial/narratorial approval are committed to the cause of

Irish freedom and convinced of the need to fight for it.

The sustained ironies that in novels by Bowen and Murdoch

constitute a critique of orthodox historiography are almost

completely absent from Dillon's text. While Bowen and

Murdoch keep their readers at a distance from the military

arena, Dillon ushers hers in to pitched battles between the

Irish rebels and the Black and Tans, to small villages where

people are terrorised and young men shot indiscriminately by

the English forces, and to Kilmainham prison where the

survivors of Easter 1916 are treated brutally and condemned

to death as traitors.

As no woman takes part in the fighting in Dillon's

novel, we become embroiled in these events in the company of

male characters. In his study of the Irish historical

novel, Cahalan notes that Dillon's fictions "provide in
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their narrative perspective a valuable counterpoint to the

rest of Irish historical fiction." While acknowledging the

existence of a gender-defined difference in perspective,

however, Cahalan nonetheless implies an incompetence in

Dillon's handling of the violent events of Irish history

when he says: "the heroes of other Irish historical novels

travel, and the reader travels with them. Dillon's heroines

stay at home, for the most part, and her reader stays there

with them. Her male characters are simple, flat creations"

(Great Hatred 195).

It is certainly not my intention to argue that Dillon

is as good as any male writer in her depiction of violence

and the male characters actively involved in it. That would

tend to defeat one purpose of this study, which is to

demonstrate that Irish female novelists recount a different

tale of Irish history than do male writers. When a female

writer does describe the events of war, however, it hardly

seems fair to imply she should stick to writing about the

domestic backdrop to history because it is only there that

she can create characters "full of confusion and complexity"

(195). In her description of the preparations for a battle

with the Black and Tans and the shooting of the constable

who can identify the rebels, Dillon captures in a perfectly

competent manner the curious blend of humour and the macabre

that often characterises the life-and-death events of war:
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I'd like to know what I'm to do now, MacKeon," Father

Markey said loudly. "Frank Davis here just shot

Constable Cooney dead, right in front of my house

I brought him the last sacraments . .

"We're in the middle of a war, Father" .

"What do I do now? Tell me that, if you can. There's

a dead man, one of my parishioners, lying on the road

in front of my house. I know his soul is gone to

heaven, but his body is there, all the same."

"I'm sorry it turned out like this, " MacKeon said,

"though it was a piece of luck for Cooney, to be shot

outside the priest's door." (378)

Moments of dark humour aside, in Blood Relations the

predominantly serious treatment of "the cause" is markedly

different from what we have discerned so far in Irish

women's writing. At times Dillon strikes an undeniably

didactic note as she lectures her readers on the events of

Irish history. Thus, in the scene where the released

prisoners are returned to Ireland and are greeted with

enthusiasm and sentiment by the Dublin crowd that had jeered

at them during Easter week, we are taught something of

revolutionary history through the consciousness of Nicholas:

"one can't spring an armed rebellion on a city and expect

the people to rush to the barricades. They never do.

Robert Emmet had found that out to his cost, more than a

hundred years ago. Pearse had known it, and had expected
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nothing" (165). When a man in the crowd sings a song about

"The brave who've gone to linger on / Beneath the tyrant's

heel," the narrator remarks: "cheers greeted this piece of

doggerel, whose impact was never meant to be artistic in any

case" (166).

Such comments draw the reader up short. They also

attest to Dillon's concern that her readers should

appreciate the minutiae of Irish history, including the folk

history of Ireland, its songs and stories. Indeed, it is on

this very point, the significance of songs in Ireland's

struggle for independence, that Dillon comes close to

fitting precisely Cahalan's description of the modern Irish

(male) writer who cannot escape the "nationalist mythos"

created by and communicated through rebel ballads.

Revolutionary songs are written, sung, and listened to

throughout Blood Relations. The heroine, Molly, who suffers

the familar, two-pronged fate of the Irish woman -- having a

lover killed in the fight against the English and then

giving birth to a poor fatherless child -- has a ballad

written to her within weeks of her lover's demise.

Moreover, the novel explicitly states the formative power of

the rebel ballad in the creation of a revolutionary

consciousness when, in response to the English officer's

awed comment -- "I've never seen such brave men in all my

life. They've gone to the boats singing. What is it that

makes them so sure of themselves" -- Thomas Flaherty
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replies: "History ... History and songs. It's bred in

their bones" (111).

This dialogue does not make very comforting reading for

a feminist commentator who wants to argue that the

revolutionary ballad does not have the same mystique for

female writers as it does, according to Cahalan, for Irish

male historical novelists. On this evidence, Dillon does

indeed seem to be a wholehearted subscriber to the

unilateral view of modern Irish history as "the story of the

struggle to overcome British domination" (Cahalan Great

Hatred 19).

Dillon's occasional didacticism, her lack of ironic

distance from the events she describes, and her apparent

conviction of the rightness of nationalist ideology all

serve to distinguish her novel from the texts we have

already examined. As Dillon is a Catholic, and Bowen and

Murdoch are Protestants, the fact that their respective

texts are so dissimilar lends credence to F.S.L. Lyons'

argument for culturally distinct world-views and literatures

co-existing in Irish society. However, although Blood

Relations contains a rhetorical declaration that seems the

very quintessence of the nationalist world-view ("History

and songs. It's bred in their bones") and the absolute

antithesis of the ironic remoteness of The Last September or

The Red and the Green, nonethless, there are gender-defined

similarities among all three novels. While Dillon's novel
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appears to inscribe the ideology of an uncomplicated

nationalism, in fact her text encodes a collision of values

that ultimately serves to challenge rather than support what

Margaret Ward calls "the rigidly masculine tradition of

Irish nationalism" (248).

In Blood Relations only male characters take part in

the organising and enacting of insurrection, although there

is one brief mention of a daughter sent to jail for her part

in the Rising. with the exception of Aunt Jack, moreover,

only the male characters articulate the rationale for

rebellion. Thus Samuel Flaherty urges his fiancee Molly:

"Look around you. The people are starving. No one will

ever do anything for them until we have a government of our

own" (31). For Peter Morrow, pity for the people's poverty,

for "the transparent, hungry faces of children" drives him

to fight for them (152). The historical figure Michael

Collins, who appears frequently in this fiction, appears to

reiterate their concern for the poor when at the illegal

first meeting of the Irish Parliament he argues, "Get the

English out of Ireland ... and we'll settle everything

else after that. Why do you think we're in this at all?

Who are we fighting for, anyway, if not for the poor

bastards that never get a decent bite to eat?" (289). When

Aunt Jack is asked about her opinion of the rebellion, she

replies, "I'm all in favor of anything that will finish off

people like my brother" (118). Significantly, her support
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for the nationalist struggle is not given in the same

general terms of concern for "the poor" articulated by the

male characters; rather it is expressed as an indictment of

a particular person whose abuse of power she has personally

suffered: one of the landlord class, her brother.

Ward's unmanageable Revolutionaries documents a fairly

active, although mostly subordinate role for women during

the Easter Rising and records the fact that at least twenty

two of them were sent to Kilmainham jail for their

activities (107-116), activities that are generally

undervalued and underplayed in the "rigidly masculine"

histories of the period. In Blood Relations Dillon could

easily have created female characters who were actively

involved in the rebellion. She could have written a larger

part for the historical figure Constance Markiewicz; after

all, Michael Collins and De Valera both get speaking parts.

But she does neither of these things. Instead, her novel

paints a picture of Irish nationalism as a "rigidly

masculine" affair.

I suggest that if Dillon had written her novel in 1922

she might well have portrayed a greater female involvement

in the revolution and in the political upheaval of the

period from 1916 until the end of the civil War. As Maurice

Manning notes, the "short" but "vigorous" tradition of

women's involvement in Irish military and political history

had, by 1922, given rise to hopes that Irish women would
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have a "significant and growing" contribution to make to the

new state (92). After 1922, however, "social caution"

reasserted itself and women were eased out of their

political role and back into their domestic one. Thus, by

the time Blood Relations was written, the vigorous tradition

of active female participation in the political struggles of

the early years of the century was a very distant memory,

and in Dillon's fictional text it is completely overlooked.

Interpreted one way, Dillon's complete disregard of

women's part in Ireland's political history from 1916 to

1922 would seem to mark her as a male-identified

nationalist, certainly not a feminist. Iris Murdoch's

factual mistake about where women actually served during

Easter 1916 suggested a disinclination to mount a feminist

challenge to mainstream historiography. By the same token,

Eilis Dillon's failure to acknowledge the active role played

by women, even while she scrupulously records the most

minute of historical facts, could suggest the same lack of

enthusiasm for a feminist analysis of Irish history. As I

maintained in my discussion of The Red and the Green,

however, an author may not think of herself as a feminist,

but her text may yet encode a critique of the dominant

ideology under which she lives: in Dillon's case, the

ideology of Irish nationalism. Blood Relations does not

portray an active revolutionary role for women in the years

of the final struggle against England. The very sharpness
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of the distinction it makes between the lives of women and

of men during this period embodies an implicit critique of

the fundamental assumption of the nationalist movement:

that independence from British domination necessarily

brought freedom for all Irish people.

That assumption is challenged in several ways in the

novel. The comments made by Michael Collins that I quoted

above, for example, do not exactly reiterate Samuel

Flaherty's declaration that "the people are starving" and

"no one will ever do anything for them until we have a

government of our own; rather, they are a subtle inversion

of it. Rhetorically, Flaherty's statement places the plight

of the poor foremost and suggests that the neglect of Irish

people by a foreign government is the primary reason for

fighting. When Collins says, "get the English out of

Ireland ... and we'll settle everything else after that,"

the "everything else" is the "social program" by which "the

state would concern itself with the welfare of the poor and

the aged and the infirm and especially with children" (292).

Collins makes his comments in order to persuade the newly

elected Irish members of parliament not to waste time

talking about social issues but to stick to the business at

hand, declaring an independent Ireland. In his statement,

the plight of the poor does not have the same rhetorical

position or force. The poor are placed in a secondary

position to the abstraction "Ireland," the country not the
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people, and their plight is presented in interrogative not

indicative mood: "Who are we fighting for anyway, if not

for the poor bastards ... " as opposed to Flaherty's "the

people are starving" (31). The cynical answer to the

question, "Who are we fighting for?" might well be "for

yourselves: to keep your power as leaders."

The textual inversion of the two statements, I suggest,

enacts in rhetorical form a phenomenon that can occur during

a political upheaval when those who seize power develop an

interest in keeping it which runs counter to the original

objectives of the struggle. Interestingly, when Margaret

Ward sums up the relationship between feminists and

nationalists through the course of modern Irish history, she

describes a conflict reminiscent of the one I have been

discussing: "The nationalists maintained that to place the

needs of women before those of 'the nation' (which was

little more than an idealised abstraction, devoid of any

social content) would be divisive, and from this perspective

they criticised feminism for its implicit lack of commitment

to the nationalist cause" (248-49). This certainly echoes

"get the English out first" and hence underlines the idea of

deferral of concrete social issues for the sake of an

abstraction. Women and the poor, of course, share a mutual

exclusion from power.

The social program is read despite Collins' comments

because "if James Connolly were alive, he would demand it"
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(289). The narrator remarks that it describes a "wild

utopia," that it is "rank sedition," and that it will "drive

the bishops into a fit" (292). As Peter Morrow listens to

it, however, he realises it is simply a repetition in

different words of the original declaration of independence

read by Pearse outside the General Post Office.

Significantly, this is the last sUbstantive reference made

to the poverty of the Irish people and the need to alleviate

their problems. In the design of the novel, this point

marks a break with what has gone before. The revolutionary

history described thereafter is almost all to do with the

events of war. Like the rhetorical contrast between the

arguments of Flaherty and Collins, the structural contrast

between the two parts of the novel (the disappearance in the

second part of the revolutionary rationale articulated in

the first) encodes the idea of a distance developing between

those who direct the struggle and the supposed beneficiaries

of their efforts.

These subtle underwritings in an historical fiction

help characterise Blood Relations as a perfect example of

the type of novel discussed by Ann Owens Weekes in her study

Beginning a Tradition: Irish Women's writing 1800-1984.

Weekes discerns two kinds of plot in some fictions by women:

"on the overt level the plot reifies the values and tenets

of the establishment, but, at the muted level, the plot

often expresses contradictory and subversive values" (vi).
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On the "overt level," then, Blood Relations fulfills

Cahalan's description of the modern Irish historical novel.

It seeks "to define a mature contemporary nationalism

according to which modern Irish history is seen as the story

of the struggle to overcome British domination" (Great

Hatred 19). On the "muted level," however, as we shall

continue to see, it exposes inherent contradictions in that

mature contemporary nationalism.

I want to look now at the way Dillon's novel inscribes

contradictory values concerning one facet of nationalist

history and literature. If the rebels of Easter 1916 are

the basis of the cult of martyrdom in Irish nationalist

ideology, then the antithesis of these sanctified heroes is

the figure of the informer, the anathema in modern Irish

mythology. Historically, Ireland's fight against England

was a clandestine one: rebel organisations operated in

secrecy, springing surprise attacks on British forces. In

this environment, informers could easily cause disaster and

were reviled by all.

Like the "fellah in a trenchcoat" who makes a brief

appearance in Bowen's The Last September, the informer is a

figure from Ireland's troubled history who also enjoys some

literary-notoriety. In Liam O'Flaherty's novel The

Informer, for instance, we are given a graphic picture of

the heinousness of informing and of the ruthlessness of the

punishment meted out. Indeed, as critics have noted, when
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the informer Gypo stumbles into the church in the final

scene of the novel and confesses his crime to the mother

mourning for the son he betrayed, her forgiveness is given

in Christian terms: "I forgive ye ... Ye didn't know what

ye were doin'" (182). In the Irish revolutionary canon,

informing is not just a crime; it is a sin.

Frank O'Connor also depicts the character of the

informer in his fiction, and even in a story that has

nothing to do with war he shows how the informer remains a

despicable figure. In "In the Train," a story published in

1936, we see the townspeople banding together and lying to

the police to protect a woman they believe is guilty. When

she is set free, they shun her, and when one character asks,

"And what the hell did we tell all the lies for?" another

answers, "What else would I do, woman? There was never an

informer in my family" (324).

Examples from fictions by male authors tend to suggest

that the treatment of this figure in literature is

unswervingly serious and sombre, as befits the gravity of

the act in the nationalist canon. On one level, Blood

Relations endorses the social and literary conventions

surrounding the subject. When Peter Morrow and Nicholas De

Lacy argue about the eventual form Home Rule should take,

Morrow advances, against the ideal of a republic, the idea

of a monarchy with a separate parliament. with "his eyes

narrowed with hatred," the staunch republican Nicholas
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responds: "That's a treacherous idea, it's infamous, it's

the idea of a scoundrel, an informer" (429). When the

teacher Joyce is discovered to have informed on the priest

in his village he is tried and shot for his crime in the

manner prescribed by Dillon's literary forebears and

Ireland's revolutionary history (476-77).

The scenes described above, however, are fleeting ones

in the course of the novel. A more protracted treatment of

an informer is the portrayal of Molly's father Henry, an

impoverished member of the Protestant gentry who, with

tenants' rents a thing of the past, can no longer afford to

live the life of an Anglo-Irish gentleman. Henry is by no

means an admirable character, as we shall appreciate more

fully when we examine the portrayal of Molly and the female

members of her family. For him, Easter 1916 has meant the

disappearance of the prospect of economic liberation because

his daughter's wealthy fiance, Samuel Flaherty, is

imprisoned in an English jail for his part in the Rising;

he dies after a brutal beating.

Henry is approached in his club in Galway, where he is

often hard-pressed to find the price of a drink, and agrees

to pass on any information he might glean through his

association with the rebels. (Molly has since married

Samuel's cousin Nicholas De Lacy, another wealthy Catholic

revolutionary.) He then embarks on a rather desperate

period in his life when he tries to feed the British agent
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enough data to keep the supply of sovereigns coming without

delivering any really significant pieces of information that

the rebels could trace back to him.

The portrayal of Henry's plight constitutes a textual

reversal of the kind of treatment of the informer theme that

we have just observed in the dialogue between Nicholas and

Peter and in the execution of the schoolteacher. Instead of

striking the more usual note of doom, the tone verges on the

comic. Henry is a almost a figure of comic relief in a

fiction about the serious events of modern Irish history.

He feels the same fear of discovery as does Gypo in The

Informer; in Henry's case, however, his terrors are

presented in an exaggerated form as he dithers uncertainly,

and the effect is humorous. He makes a spyhole in his

bedroom floor to hear his relatives talking down below, with

the unhappy discovery that the whole family seems to be

involved with the rebels:

As if it belonged to someone else, he carefully

absracted his head from that agonizing hole and rolled

over on his back, holding his head tenderly, like a

melon, between his hands. Why had he made that cursed

spyhole at all? Why hadn't he had the wit to know that

anything he learned would be the end of him, would

destroy him? He was living on a volcano of sedition

Jack, his idiotic sister, was up to her back teeth in

it . . . could he turn in the whole lot of them? It
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was a glorious thought, for about twenty seconds, and

then sanity returned. What would he do without them?

Who would cook and tend the garden? Who would pay the

grocer and the butcher, now at last about to be given

more custom . . . he remembered like the face of a

beloved the long loaves of bread in their soft,

cinnamon-colored tissue-paper wrappers, the juicy

packets of butter from Limerick . . . the aroma of

coffee that breathed luxury into the air . . . That

would all stop if this lot went to jail. (190)

Henry is stymied by the sensuous memory of the pleasures of

the table and the thought of the sheer domestic

inconvenience that would ensue if he informed on his

relatives. While informers are usually motivated by self

interest, that self-interest is not usually depicted in

quite this way.

When Nicholas asks Henry to report anything he might

hear in the club from the officers of the barracks and

thereby help the revolutionary cause, Henry agrees, struck

nevertheless "with pure terror at what was happening to him"

(199). That "terror," however, the usual stuff of the

informer theme, is presented in a sardonically humorous way:

"A double agent, that's what he was. The only difference

was that the British Secret Service expected to pay its

agents, while the Irish one expected its agents to do the

paying, usually with their skins" (199).
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Instead of adhering to the dogma of retribution, Blood

Relations breaks with male-defined literary conventions

again when in the final scene we see a happy and prosperous

Henry enjoying his new life in San Francisco, living on the

proceeds of liquor-smuggling. His sister Jack, who has

suspected him for some time, does not denounce him to his

new wife, Nora, to revenge herself on him, even though "she

had crossed the Atlantic Ocean and the whole American

continent to achieve this end." The novel ends with Jack's

reflection that her inability to "go against Nora's love for

Henry ... must mean that blood is thicker than water,

after all" (479). This final transposition of the public

theme of the informer into the private realm of family

relations, along with the distinctly unconventional comic

treatment that has gone before, causes reverberations of

meaning that militate against the conventional idea of the

subject depicted in O'Flaherty's novel, O'Connor's short

stories, and the "overt level" of this particular fiction.

Investing the serious literary devices, symbols, and

conventions of male Irish writers with comedy or irony is a

narrative strategy we have uncovered in the fictions of all

three female writers so far. In Blood Relations the

humorous depiction of possibly the darkest symbol in the

nationalist literary storehouse has an effect similar to

that of Bowen's humorous portrayal of the trenchcoated

gunman in The Last September: that is, a debunking of deep-
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rooted and insidious tendencies in Irish culture to

mythologise the heroes, villains, glorious deeds, and

grievous wrongs of Ireland's struggle with England. On a

sub-textual level, therefore, Dillon's novel subverts the

tenets that we saw lauded on the "overt level" in the scene

in which Thomas Flaherty declares "History and songs. It's

bred in their bones" (111).

The process of mythologising tends to render complex

figures and issues into black-and-white or one-dimensional

phenomena, such as will fit neatly, for example, into a

stirring ballad. In Blood Relations the unorthodox

treatment of the informer theme re-complicates what has been

made falsely simple by the "nationalist mythos." In the

final scene of the novel, as we have just noted, this

unorthodoxy takes the form of a transposition of the

normally public, political theme of the informer into the

private realm of family relations.

Aunt Jack now has the opportunity to "inform" against

Henry. Although she has suffered for years under his

tyranny, she cannot bring herself to do so, but for what

reason we are not exactly sure. It is not made clear

whether she refrains from denouncing Henry because she feels

pity for him or because she does not want to destroy Nora's

happiness. This very lack of clarity re-humanises or re

complicates the whole issue of informing and betrayal, an

issue that nationalist ideology and its attendant literary
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conventions has reduced to a de-humanised principle. We are

reminded that political betrayal is not the only kind of

betrayal occurring in Irish society, just as political

history does not tell the whole story of all Irish lives.

And indeed, the novel's ending, with its contemplation of

the moral complexities of betrayal, reiterates an idea

introduced very near its beginning when the distraught

Molly, faced with the possible loss of her lover and

economic saviour, forms her secret plan to save Sam's life

by going to the police and offering them "information in

return for his freedom" (38). Surprisingly, in what is

seemingly going to be a nationalist novel, there is no

narratorial censure of Molly for this plan: however, once

we discern the design of subversion in the text, the reason

for the lack of censure becomes clear. In the situation in

which Molly finds herself at this moment, where the abstract

idea of national freedom is going to cost her her newly

acquired economic freedom from the tyranny of her father, we

may apprehend the same conflict in values that is developed

through the course of the novel, a conflict, I have

maintained, that works to challenge not to support the

"rigidly masculine" view of Irish revolutionary history.

When we examine the situations of Molly, her sister

Catherine, and her Aunt Jack, in fact, we see the clearest

evidence of Dillon's subversive sub-text. James M. Cahalan

maintains that "the problem with the history in Dillon's
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novels is not its accuracy but rather its uneven integration

with the private plot. Chapters of love story alternate

with chapters of public history" (Great Hatred 194). This

statement provides enough fuel to power an irate feminist

critic through several more chapters of denunciatory prose -

- it encapsulates the very essence of Irish androcentricity.

In this view, public history (read the history of male

activities) is the only history. The "private plot" (what

women were doing during the period) is not history at all

but some sort of fictional filler, as is the "love story"

(relations between men and women at this time). Cahalan's

dismissive "love story" is itself a misreading of the novel

for the love chapters are as much about economic relations

as they are about sexual ones.

Far from being a narratorial fault, as Cahalan

suggests, this separation between the public activities of

men engaged in revolution and the private activities of

women engaged in surviving provides a vehicle to capture and

convey that very complexity and ambiguity in history which

unilateral explanations, such as the nationalist one, write

out. As I argued earlier, the very sharpness of the divide

carries an implicit critique of the assumption that

revolutionary activities were necessarily of much benefit to

Irish women. Moreover, this structural division between two

stories builds its own informing irony into the text.
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I said at the outset of this discussion of Dillon's

Blood Relations that there are few of the kinds of ironies

here that we saw in the novels of Bowen and Murdoch.

However, there is one basic irony at the level of structure

in Dillon's text that has a fundamental significance to the

interpretation of the text. While the "male chapters" talk

mostly in the abstract of the hunger, privation, poverty,

neglect, and powerlessness of the Irish, the "female

chapters" document graphically those same ills in the lives

of the female members of the impoverished Irish gentry;

while the male chapters talk of freedom, the female chapters

depict an economic and emotional enslavement of women to

their male relatives.

Thus, Henry's sister and his daughters have learned to

take "prevarication for granted" (27) in order to survive

the meannesses and occasional brutalities of Henry's

household. The economic dimension of Molly's engagement to

Sam is made clear in the first chapter when it is described

as a "tremendous piece of good fortune" and when Henry

congratulates Aunt Jack on having brought Molly up as a

lady: "Flaherty's kind," he says "would naturally go for

one" (13). In Henry's parlance, Molly has been made into

the right kind of commodity to attract the customer.

Women's economic dependency is hammered home in the scene

where Catherine strikes out against Molly for having

involved them with a rebel family:
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And Molly, so full of herself -- she brought us in with

them •.. she has everything she wants, Nicholas and

her babies, and plenty of money, and we have to pay for

it. Thomas says it's going to get worse .... Why

should we have to put up with it? Why should we have

to risk it? We don't believe in any of it ....

Where can we go to get away from them? What can we do?

(329-30)

Catherine's declaration that she has "to pay" for Molly's

economic security by endangering her own life takes no

account of the fact that Molly too has to pay the same

price. In fact, it is only Molly's economic security that

gives any protection at all to Catherine because, as a woman

with no male provider of her own, Catherine truly, as she

says in this same scene, has "no place to go" (330). The

sheer desperation of this cry contrasts ironically with the

male chapter of "public history" in which the declaration of

independence is read: "whereas the Irish people is by right

a free people .
" (290).

The ironic contrast between the idea of freedom

brandished rhetorically in the male chapters and the actual

enslavement portrayed in the female chapters is at its

sharpest when the revolutionary world of Irish men cOllides

most violently with the victimised world of Irish women, and

nowhere more sharply than in the scene where Nicholas

prepares to go to fight again. Molly agonises:
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The wave was sweeping over them, as it did over

helpless people allover the world. We do nothing of

ourselves: things happen to us, plagues and

earthquakes and volcanic eruptions, love and hatred,

marriage and children; it was all a dreadful,

haphazard business arranged by a callous God . . . What

would happen now if she were to go downstairs and say

this to the two men waiting below? They would pity

her; they would say it was a pity her nerve had

broken, that she had had too much to bear. She had

heard them talk like this about other women, with a

suggestion underlying their words that they couldn't

afford to associate with such weak people. That would

be the worst fate of all. (343)

Equating marriage and children with plagues and earthquakes

may seem extreme, but perhaps it can be read as a testament

to the extremity of women's feelings of powerlessness and

exclusion in a society whose military ideology instantly

judges the articulation of dissent to be a display of

weakness. Through the course of the novel, Molly gains

strength, but not the sort that the rebels would recognise.

In the face of the all-consuming feeling of helplessness

described in this passage, Molly nonetheless realises that

to her children she represents strength and normality and

will do so "for the rest of her life . . . no matter how

frightened or desperate she might be" (350). In creating
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the illusion of normality, and shielding her children from a

realisation of the horror of the war going on around them,

Molly can exert her will and survive.

Like Lois in The Last September and Frances and Millie

in The Red and the Green, Molly is a member of the

"privileged" Anglo-Irish class, although she certainly finds

herself in far more straitened circumstances than any of

these other characters, even the increasingly insolvent

Millie. It is interesting in itself that Dillon, a

Catholic, creates a Protestant heroine and then marries her

into a Catholic, rebel family. One might argue that this

narrative strategy enables Dillon to show the situation of

the Protestant gentry at the period in history when their

last privileges were about to go. By including the Anglo

Irish in her fiction, she can thus paint the widest possible

picture of Irish life in this era. Whatever Dillon's

intention, this narrative device serves to heighten the

contrast I have just been describing between the male and

female chapters of the novel. The fact that the heroines

are members of the beleaguered and isolated Anglo-Irish

class greatly intensifies the sense of isolation and

desperation in the chapters of "private" history.

Like Elizabeth Bowen's The Last September and Iris

Murdoch's The Red and the Green, Eilis Dillon's Blood

Relations challenges the male paradigm of Irish

revolutionary history by uncovering the forgotten voices and
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stories of Irish women. Dillon's "muted" plot undermines

her "overt" tale of Ireland's struggle for national

liberation by recounting modern Irish history as the story

of a political powerlessness that remains unaltered when

government moves from London to Dublin.
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CHAPTER 5

"NO COUNTRY" FOR WOMEN.

Julia O'Faolain's No Country for Young Men (1980) does

not merely challenge the canonical view of modern Irish

revolutionary history as a sacred, ennobling struggle for

freedom from tyrannical masters; it deals it a fatal blow.

Published only three years after Dillon's Blood Relations,

O'Faolain's novel manifests none of the earlier work's

apparent endorsement of nationalist ideology, even though

O'Faolain, like Dillon, is a Catholic whose family played an

active part during "the last great chapter in the story of

Irish nationalism" (Cahalan, Great Hatred 40). While Blood

Relations uses a technique of ironic contrast between the

depiction of the lives of women and of men during the years

1916 to 1923 to encode an implicit critique of the

nationalists' failure to free women, No Country for Young

Men transmits an explicit and vigorous condemnation not only

of the exclusion of women from the supposed "social

revolution" but also of their victimisation by the very

forces that decreed Ireland's right to freedom. The most

vehemently explicit text we shall examine in this study,

O'Faolain's novel demonstrates that Irish women have been
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the victims of a massive and enduring oppression by the

Irish church and state throughout history.

A reading of the novel leaves little doubt that the

title incorporates not a single but a double irony. The

ironic parody of Yeats' line, "That is no country for old

men," serves to imply that Ireland has become stagnant in

the hands of the old order and so the young must leave.

But this is certainly not the major irony of the novel's

title. O'Faolain's appropriation of the first line of

"sailing to Byzantium" (which mentions only men) to entitle

a text that is essentially about the exclusion of women is

an ironic underlining of her theme: that Irish women are

crushed by the religious and political ideologies of their

country and are ultimately written out of Irish history.

Ireland is no country for women, young or old, and their

textual absence from the title reflects their disappearance

from history.

The employment of irony links O'Faolain's text with the

novels already examined in this study. That she dares to

tinker with the words of an Irish literary master, moreover,

suggests a particularly close connection with Iris Murdoch's

The Red and the Green in that both texts contain an ironic

revision of Irish canonical literature. As we noted,

Murdoch defuses the dramatic force of Yeats' symbolic figure

Cathleen ni Houlihan by transporting the final apocalyptic

lines from his play into her text and encapsulating them in
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the occasionally witty conversation of an Anglo-Irish tea

party. In No Country for Young Men, the American James

Duffy muses on possible differences between the Irish and

the American capacities for deep emotion, and Yeats springs

into the text as an illustrative example: "Certainly the

poet, Yeats, had managed to get a remarkable high out of his

failures with women" (144). This casting of a cold, prosaic

eye on the reams of romantic poetry in which Yeats laments

his inability to win Maud Gonne is, in essence, the same

technique we discerned in The Red and the Green, and in

O'Faolain's novel it produces a similar effect. The demotic

prose in the realistic novels tends to undermine Yeats'

literary grandeur and challenge his tendency to romanticise,

whether on the national or the sexual level.

O'Faolain takes her ironic intertextuality almost to

the point of ridicule when, two pages after this reference

to Yeats, the novel's heroine, Grainne, remembers her short

affair with her cousin Owen Roe O'Malley. Apart from three

"vigorous" even "brutal" physical encounters, "there had

scarcely been time to do more than recite some verses of

early Yeats. 'I would that we were, my beloved, / White

birrrds [sic] on the foam of the sea' "(146). That Owen

Roe with his "jutting genitals," brute strength, and

ambiance of horses could be transformed by love into one of

Yeats' fragile birds perched on foam is a metamorphosis too

staggering to contemplate. The echo in the text of the
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poet's unfortunate manner of reading his own poetry,

suggested by the spelling of "birrrds," adds another

humorous note to the image by contrasting the overly

esoteric with the harshly physical. In this instance, the

presence of the poem in the novel serves not only to

demonstrate the untenability of an overly-romanticised idea

of sexual relations but to underline the brutality and self

absorption of the character Owen Roe O'Malley, an aspect of

the novel to which we will return later.

The ironic undercutting of Irish romantic poetry is

only one small part of a sustained attack in O'Faolain's

novel on myth-making of various kinds, an attack that makes

its main foci those myths that throughout history have

characterised and constrained women and those that promote

the glory of the nationalist cause -- often one and the

same. Indeed, while the earlier novels in this study have

all incorporated a critique of the Irish predilection for

romanticising or mythologising certain aspects of Irish

history, in No Country for Young Men deconstructing the

various myths that shape Irish culture becomes a central

endeavour.

The novel's concern with the power of nationalist myth

is made clear, for example, in its graphic commentary on the

rebel ballad as a dangerous device for exciting patriotic

ardour. The rebel ballad does not tell an unassailable

truth: "style was on the side of subversion and could 160k
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like truth. So could anything put to ballad music" (86);

yet its power persists, as Grainne realises when she sees

her son Cormac falling prey to the mystique of the Irish

Republican Army: "when he was five or six, she had told him

stories of patriot heroes and sung him ballads which had

seemed sage, being defused by the decades-old peace which

had looked like lasting forever . . Well, maybe those

tales were bearing their fruit now" (235). Attention is

also drawn to the ubiquitous revolutionary mythos in Irish

society when we are told that Owen Roe's father, a famous

revolutionary who fought on the Republican side in the civil

war, has an "almost mythic reputation" (86), and that in his

grandson's school "a fresco of the guerrilla leaders of the

Twenties -- Grandad to the fore ... faced an effeminate

image of Christ the King" (44). At this early point in the

novel, the twin mythologies of Irish society, revolutionary

and religious, are presented as matched icons, and it is

these mythologies that the text proceeds to dissect. In the

case of O'Faolain the female writer's fiction becomes the

very antithesis of Irish historical fiction as defined by

James M. Cahalan. For him, the modern Irish writer cannot

escape "a history reverberating within a nationalist mythos"

(19); as we shall discover, O'Faolain effectively detaches

herself from that mythos and exposes it as a cause of

entrapment in the lives of Irish women.
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That O'Faolain is primarily concerned with the

disempowering effects of myth-making on women's lives is

signalled early in the novel with the first appearance of

Judith. When her dog starts to uncover something buried in

the backyard, Judith is fearful of being discovered, but her

curiosity gets the better of her and she digs up a cache of

American dollars. In her consciousness, her own curiosity

is characterised as "evil," and, significantly, it is she

who names this evil in herself as "Eve's and Pandora's"

(13). In other words, Judith's idea of herself, her

emotions, her psyche has been shaped and defined by myths

about the essential nature of women as the original cause of

evil and the downfall of men. Pandora, after all, is sent

by the Gods as a punishment to men, and it is she who, like

Judith opening the problematic box buried in the back yard,

opens a box that releases evil into the world.

These myths that characterise Judith's impulses and

inclinations as evil are imposed on her consciousness by her

education. The novel is explicit in its delineation of the

catastrophic effects of an Irish education on female lives.

The senior girls at Judith's school are congratulated on

their "innocence" by a visiting priest. He warns them

against "the dangers of desiring knowledge -- Eve's sin

and naming things" (302). Ostensibly, he denies them only

the "knowledge" of their own sexuality; however, such

sexual repression is but one facet of the larger social,
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political, and psychological oppression of women. The

imposition of ignorance, a forced inability to "name

things," renders women powerless and pliant to authority.

Judith ensures her own powerlessness by her attempt to

retain her "innocence," by her refusal to "name things."

She does not want to know what Sparky tells her about the

world outside war-torn Ireland. She does not want to hear

about freedom for women in America, and she most certainly

does not want to think about political ideas that challenge

Owen O'Malley's unbending republicanism. She perceives

Sparky as a threat as much for his politics as for his

sexuality, or, rather, for his awareness of her sexuality.

Judith's acceptance of the myth-shaped definition of

her fallen, female nature imposed on her by her own culture

translates in the political sphere into an acceptance of the

nationalist myth enunciated by her brother-in-law Owen

O'Malley, a myth that incorporates both a copious spillage

of "Irish blood" and the "ancestral virtue" of "maidenly

modesty . . . which he hoped would flourish in the new free

and Gaelic Ireland to which all should be committed" (317).

The superimposition of the male myth on Judith's

consciousness is textually marked by her adoption of a

vocabulary that is not her own. When she finds the cache of

money, her thoughts reiterate revolutionary rhetoric:

"Money was power. Not guilt. . .. It was the slave mind

the English bred in us that thought that way. They didn't
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think money was crass or dirty, you may be sure. Oh, not

they. We'd have to take a leaf out of their book" (14).

In the portrayal of a female consciousness split in two

with a "self" defined by the dominant ideology imposed on a

"self" shaped by experience, O'Faolain's text gives

fictional voice to the assertion by the feminist

historiographer Elizabeth Fox-Genovese that women have

throughout history "been denied access to an authoritative

self as women" (29). Judith is denied a "true self

consciousness" and can only see herself "through the

revelation of the other world" (Fox-Genovese 5): in this

case, the other world of Irish revolutionary and religious

mythology.

The price Judith pays for her acceptance of male

defined myths about her nature and role as a woman is her

sanity and, ultimately, her life: she does not die, but she

never really lives. Sparky tries to awaken the female self

that she wants to subdue and to make her admit her own

sexuality. He tells her to "forget heroism" of the kind

preached by Owen O'Malley and settle for "an ordinary,

imperfect happiness" (342). Fearful of Sparky's sexual and

political power, Judith acts to safeguard the status guo;

she acts to preserve those myths that have defined her, and

she kills him. Owen then has her confined to a convent and

eventually given electroconvulsive therapy. Judith thus

literally loses her mind along with her liberty. For the
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major part of the novel, she is chasing memory and, as "your

memory was you" (9), in effect she is chasing that "self"

she has always been denied.

The textual silence concerning the years between the

early 1920s and the late 1970s enacts the silence to which

Judith is condemned. She exists in the scheme of the novel

only as a young woman and as an old one. The gap in the

text is the life she has never had, the time when she might

have achieved the "ordinary, imperfect happiness" Sparky

urged her to find. In acting in accordance with Owen's

principles, antithetical as they are to Sparky's idea of

what is important in human existence, Judith entraps herself

literally and metaphorically: in the convent and in a male

defined mythology.

Through its dismantling of such male-defined

mythologies, No Country for Young Men rewrites Irish history

to expose the realities of female experience in the "social

revolution." O'Faolain employs a technique of mythic

shadowing so that the three female characters, Judith, her

sister Kathleen, and her great-niece Grainne, are

counterpointed with their mythic ancestors, and, through

ironic contrast between the lives of the characters and the

plot of the myth, a critique of women's historical

entrapment emerges.

Judith, for example, is Judith Clancy, a young Irish

woman living through her country's last struggle for its
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independence from England. Her mythic counterpart is the

Judith of the Apocrypha whose presence in the text is

signalled by Sparky when he says, "What a severe creature

you can be! . . . . You're well named. Do you know the

story of your namesake, the sacrificial Judith of the

bible?" (258). The biblical Judith, a beautiful widow,

saved her people from conquest by the Assyrian general

Holofernes by entering the enemy camp and disarming him,

metaphorically, with her beauty. While he slept, she

beheaded him with his own sword and brought his head back to

her people who were inspired by her action to fight and win

a battle against the enemy forces. The biblical story

characterises Judith as a woman of great self-sacrifice who

is lauded for actions that have brought freedom to her

people.

There are, however, all sorts of ironic discrepancies

between this story and the story of Judith Clancy. sparky

is not the enemy of all the Irish people. He is only the

enemy of Owen O'Malley who wants to continue the fight at

whatever cost in lives so that his political faction can

emerge victorious. Judith's killing of Sparky is not a

liberating action for anyone but Owen, who now needs not

fear exposure of the secret Sparky has discovered about him

(340). Her action enslaves her sister Kathleen by taking

away her hope of freedom in America with Sparky as her

sponsor, condemning her to a marriage with a man she does
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not love and whose complacent conviction of his own

political importance goes hand-in-hand with a complete

disregard for the needs of other human beings. And, of

course, as we noted earlier, it causes her own loss of

freedom. Instead of public recognition and adulation, the

only praise for Judith's action comes from Owen O'Malley,

who utters the demotic and demeaning "plucky wee thing,

isn't she?" (331). He then repays her loyalty to his cause

by having her locked up, thereby ensuring her action does

not become public knowledge to interfere with his own agenda

by alienating the American fund-raisers Sparky represents.

Ironically, Judith Clancy mistakes her enemy; it is Owen,

not Sparky, who robs her of her future.

The ironic contrast between the stories of the two

Judiths serves to heighten our apprehension of Judith Clancy

as a victim of Irish history. Blinded by Owen's paradigm of

the way history must proceed, Judith kills the would-be

peacemaker and allows the warmonger to survive. In the

Irish context, the act of violence by a woman inspired by a

male ideology brings war not peace: imprisonment, not

freedom, for herself and other women.

In the pairing of the other female characters with

their mythic counterparts, O'Faolain concentrates on Irish

mythology, and the ironic discrepancies between myth and

reality here are all the more significant to the novel's

critique of Ireland's revolutionary history. Judith's
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sister Kathleen, by her name, evokes the image of Cathleen

ni Houlihan, the symbolic Mother Ireland transformed from an

old to a young woman by the blood sacrifice of young Irish

men fighting for her freedom. Like the Kathleen in

Murdoch's The Red and the Green, however, Kathleen Clancy, a

female-authored character, has values different from the

male symbolic Cathleen and is appalled by the death and

destruction of war. As Sparky tells Judith when he wants

her to disavow Owen's "wading through Irish blood" model of

history, "Kathleen has seen dead men. She had to help

smuggle your brother's corpse out of the police morgue.

That's why she's disgusted with war" (342). O'Faolain's

portrayal of Kathleen Clancy is the ironic antithesis of the

mythic Cathleen. Cathleen ni Houlihan is made young again

by the death of Irish men; Kathleen Clancy is made

prematurely old by the stress of the Anglo-Irish war. She

says:

"Well, I don't want a hero. I want a man. . . . I

want to be ordinary, Judith. I want to settle down,

marry and live my life without people pointing their

fingers at me for a man-eater. I'm not a man-eater.

God knows ... I'd be a good wife ... I would. But

I'm twenty-four. I'm losing my looks. It's the

nerves. My hair is falling out. It'll be too late for

me soon I'm trapped. (323-24)
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Kathleen's dialogue constitutes an all-out attack on

Cathleen Ni Houlihan. Kathleen wants to be ordinary (not a

symbol), she wants a husband not a hero (Cathleen wants only

heroes not husbands), and she is not a "man-eater" who toys

with more than one man's affections (Cathleen is a man-eater

in her taste for death) .

Sadly, Kathleen Clancy does not escape from the land

that breeds heroes not husbands. She becomes a victim of

the very history that her antithetical namesake symbolises.

When Judith kills Sparky, her means to freedom is gone and

she has to marry the man who is as "cold as ice. A machine

run on will-power" (323). Her husband, Owen O'Malley, the

revolutionary hero who becomes a cabinet minister, confines

her within marriage and motherhood as effectively as he

confines Judith in the convent and, as in Judith's case, a

textual gap marks the fact that she has been silenced,

written out of history. As Ann Owens Weekes remarks in her

chapter on No Country for Young Men, after her marriage "no

trace of Kathleen arises . . . but those registered by her

male relatives" (Beginning 286).

The Bibilical Judith and the Irish Cathleen ni Houlihan

are mythic figures of decidedly military aspect, revered for

their characteristics and actions. The mythic Grainne, on

the other hand, is a kind of Irish Eve, associated with

female sexuality and danger to the male. Needless to say,

she is not so well-venerated as her warlike sisters. The
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fabled Grainne is paired with Judith's great-niece Grainne

O'Malley who, in the patterning of the novel, is a young

woman at the beginning of the second cycle of Irish

"troubles" in the twentieth century, just as Judith was a

young woman during the first. While there are several

similarities between the young Judith and Grainne -- similar

appearance, red hair, oppression by a male relative called

Owen O'Malley (father and son) -- there are also great

differences between them, not least their respective

associations with different mythologies.

Grainne O'Malley sums up the Grainne myth for James

Duffy when she tries to explain her name to him:

It's the name of one of the love heroines of pre

Christian Irish saga. She was betrothed to the ageing

warrior-leader, Finn Macool, but forced one of his

fighting men to run off with her. Apparently, it was

an offer the chap couldn't refuse without loss of

honour, but he was done for anyway because Finn's army

chased the pair of them through the length and breadth

of Ireland. (170)

In her article "Diarmuid and Grainne Again," Ann Owens

Weekes elaborates on this summary and explains that during

the chase "much land was destroyed and many lives were

lost ... After Diarmuid (the lover) is killed, Finn tarries

away from his army to try to persuade Grainne to return with

him. She agrees "for the sake of her children," but Finn's
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son Oisin, "bitter at the destruction," blames Grainne not

his father "for what he had wrought" (91). Eoin Neeson's

account of the myth in The Second Book of Irish Myths and

Legends makes it even clearer that Grainne is blamed by the

Fianna (the fighting men) for Finn's actions and for

destroying the comradeship of the army: "Fionn took her

hand and led her into the great hall of his castle at Allen.

But there was never the same spirit abroad in the Fianna

after that, even though Fionn and Grainne lived together

with mutual support until one of them died" (109). Neeson's

telling of the myth also suggests that "for the sake of the

children" in fact means for the sake of her sons' future in

the Fianna: "At first Graine would not listen to him and

turned away in disdain. But after some persuasion, when he

pointed out the benefits it would be to her sons to get high

places in the Fianna, her interest quickened" (109).

Distilled to its essence, the myth teaches that

renegade female sexuality interferes with military cohesion

and manly comaraderie, that it causes death and destruction

of property, and that a female is to blame for whatever

foolhardy action a male may commit when in her sexual

thrall. In the logic of the novel, Grainne O'Malley is a

sexual renegade for seeking sexual fulfillment outside her

marriage. Unlike Judith, she has not attempted to stifle

her own sexuality, and she has been able to think

objectively about reasons for her failure to find a
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satisfying relationship with her husband or her Irish lover,

Owen Roe O'Malley. Significantly, remembering that it was a

religious education that forced Judith to think of herself

as flawed by her own sexuality, Grainne finds the fault in

the way Irish men are educated:

Men in this country had been educated by clerics and,

though they might react for a while against these

mentors, sooner or later they could be relied on to

start talking about love-making the way he just had.

Whether they were passionate men like Owen Roe, or

frigid ones like Michael, either way, they needed the

tongs of humour to pick up the subject at all. Monastic

tradition described woman as a bag of shit and it

followed that sexual release into such a receptacle was

a topic about as fit for sober discussion as a bowel

movement. (155)

Comments that Grainne's husband Michael O'Malley make to her

lover James Duffy tend to bear out Grainne's analysis. He

maintains that "women are bred to masquerade, being ashamed

of their essential function" (204); "essential function"

certainly has more of a ring of the scatological than the

sexual.

Ironically, given that the teaching of the church

renders men incapable of balanced, reciprocal sexual

relations, Grainne has discovered her desire for a close

physical relationship has also been shaped by her childhood
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religious experiences: "Cleave to her. Be of one flesh

with her. Why had she ever thought he might? Where had she

even got the notion? From the prayerbook, that was where"

(156). Women in Ireland are trapped in more than one ironic

paradox. Just as national liberation merely brings them

home-grown repression, so an Irish religious education both

promises and denies sexual fulfillment.

Grainne's sexual relationship with the American James

Duffy is a fulfilling one, helping to free her from the

psychological and emotional restraints that life with the

Irish monastic males has imposed upon her: an ironic

reversal of Judith's story where her violent denial of the

sexuality awakened by the American Sparky Driscoll

ultimately leads to her imprisonment by an Irish monastic

male. And, whereas Judith strikes Sparky down in part to

prevent his challenge to the male myths she has let herself

be defined by, Grainne eventually accepts the validity of

James' argument that she too has let herself be defined by

men: '''You fight it, and the way you do so is by telling me

about your son and husband and grandfather, who define you

to yourself as a responsible figure: mother, wife, civic

entity, and not,' said James, sticking his palm over the

dripping hair of her pudenda, 'this, or,' he ran his tongue

under her armpit, 'this sweating crevice'" (254). James

himself seems to want to define Grainne here, and, what is

more, purely in terms of her sexuality. However,
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recognising women's sexuality without debasing it is

something no other male in the novel can do, and James'

argument that Grainne should define herself in sexual terms

does something to right the balance.

In the manner prescribed by the myth, female sexuality

becomes a disruptive and dangerous threat to male military

and political interests when Grainne's relationship with

James threatens Owen Roe O'Malley, a member of the Irish

parliament and, like his father, an instigator of violence

for his own political ends, in this case, between the Irish

Republican Army and the British government in the North of

Ireland. Together, James and Grainne are trying to help

Judith remember the events of the early 1920s, and Owen Roe

O'Malley fears that she knows something that might

jeopardise his position, which of course she does. Like the

lover in the Grainne myth, James is murdered by the modern

equivalent of the Fianna: the demented ex-warrior in

Ireland's cause, Patsy Flynn, who kills James as much for

his sexual relationship with Grainne as for the political

threat he poses to Patsy's idol, Owen Roe O'Malley.

Ironically, this is the same mixture of motives that caused

Judith to kill Sparky sixty years earlier.

As was the case with the other myths that O'Faolain

imports into her text, a discrepancy arises between the

story of the female character and the plot of the myth.

Although Grainne O'Malley has lost her lover just as the
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mythic Grainne lost hers, the modern Grainne does not end by

returning to a socially sanctioned domesticity so her male

children can "get to high places in the Fianna" (Neeson

109). She has recognised that her son Cormac has already

come under the influence of the modern Fianna, in the

persons of Owen Roe O'Malley and patsy Flynn. She realises

such is the mythic power of the nationalist cause that she

cannot prevent him being caught up in it and, indeed, given

that his great-grandfather was Owen O'Malley, probably

reaching "high places"; however, unlike the mythic Grainne

she does not desire this future for her son. In contrast

to the other Grainne and to her own great-aunt, she has

broken free of the enslavement of the revolutionary mythos

and, in turning her back on her family, all descendants of

Owen O'Malley, she begins to define herself as a woman, not

as an O'Malley. Thus, in the final scenes of the novel when

Owen Roe tries to claim her attention, we are told:

"Grainne wasn't listening. She had left her family mentally

an hour before" (367).

On the last page of the novel she stands alone,

symbolically on the other side of the canal from her husband

and son. There is an ambivalence here, of course, because

once she realises James is dead, she might still return to

her family, or she might go on by herself. However, whether

she returns or not, she is no longer the Grainne defined by

the male-world of Irish revolutionary history and politics.
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In the symbolic structure of the novel, as I shall

demonstrate presently, she has escaped it.

Through a narrative strategy characterised by the use

of ironic parallels and reversals between myth and reality,

past and present, male and female, Julia O'Faolain's text

inscribes its indictment of Irish history and the legacy it

has left. No Country for Young Men concentrates on a

portrayal of the oppression of women by the forces of

freedom, but it makes the same point as Dillon's Blood

Relations about the distancing of the revolutionary

leadership from the people whose interests they are supposed

to represent. Thus, Owen O'Malley, with the assistance of

Aristotle, argues for his right to tell the people what they

need:

The "people" are clay. You can do what you like in

their name but, as Aristotle said of men and women, the

formative idea comes from the male and the clay is

female; passive, mere potentiality. The clay here is

the people who have no self and no aspiration towards

determining anything at all until we infuse it into

them. We are their virile soul. We are they.

(314)

Here, Owen himself draws the parallel between "women" and

the "people." Given his treatment of women, this

proclamation does not bode well for the future of the new

Irish nation he is intent on creating. And indeed, early in
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the novel his grandson Michael O'Malley utters yet one more

irony about an ironic history, when he asks, "How did you

honour a grand-father who, having helped forge change

through violence, ended his days guarding the outcome from

any further change?" (44).

Owen O'Malley's reiteration of Aristotle's pottery

metaphor, "the clay is female," alerts us to a final and

telling ironic reversal of myth in O'Faolain's novel. James

M. Cahalan remarks on "the venerable tradition personifying

the land of Ireland as a sean bhean bhocht, a poor old

woman." He says that Ann Owens Weekes gives this tradition

"a fresh feminist twist" by likening "the victimized Judith

clancy's memory ... to a bog" (Irish Novel 290). There

are many references to "the bog" throughout No Country for

Young Men and Weekes maintains that "a natural palimpsest,

the bog can be read as the repository of a nation's culture

and as an archetypal feminine place" (Beginning 279).

I agree with much of what she says about O"Faolain's

novel, both in Beginning a Tradition and "Diarmuid and

Grainne Again," because Weekes too reads it as a text that

dismantles male myths; however, in her interpretation of

the bog as symbolic of female experience, I think she

mistakes its significance. At times, she has almost to

force the "female" interpretation as, for example, when she

argues that Judith and Grainne "are linked referentially

. to the bog" because Judith's memory has a "bog-like
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power," and Grainne sees "dealing with Owen Roe" as

comparable to "walking across the bog" (Beginning 280). It

seems to me that it is Owen Roe, not Grainne, who is likened

to the bog here and I would argue that it is men, not women,

who are linked more directly with it throughout the novel.

Granted, Judith herself refers to her memory as a bog (12);

however, if we remember that Judith's mind has been defined

by male myths and male ideology and rhetoric that metaphor

takes on a different significance.

No Country for Young Men reverses a fundamental myth of

Irish culture that depicts Ireland, the Irish land, as

female. O'Faolain uses the bog as a symbol for Ireland, or,

more specifically, for Ireland's culture and history, and

shows it to be a male construct. In doing so she subverts a

"venerable tradition" that persists down to the present day.

For example, Seamus Heaney's poetry in North has portrayed

Ireland as a female body raped by a male England. By

enacting such a cultural and literary subversion, O'Faolain

carries forward her attack on a myth-soaked society that, in

its continued attachment to a romanticised militarism,

continues to exclude and oppress women. I think there can

be little doubt that O'Faolain's "bog" is male. We have

already noted that Grainne sees dealing with Owen Roe as

"walking across a bog" (165); this is partly because of his

ability to argue politics and always be a step ahead of any

criticism of himself. Significantly, Judith has also seen
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his father, Owen O'Malley, through an image of the bog, and

for the very same facility: his ability to argue politics

to his own advantage:

... but Owen was unflickering, a sea-green

incorruptible. Judith thought of the years he had

spent learning ancient abstract things in the seminary

surrounded by the bog. She fancied that his eye, by a

double mirror trick, had caught the immobility of

flatland water flooded by the pallor of clouds

She admired the way he answered Seamus, whose

arguments, until now, had seemed to her unanswerable.

(312 )

Owen almost "becomes" the bog in this passage as he takes on

its quality of surface immobility. The male connection is

seen again in Owen Roe's fondness for taking Grainne's son

Cormac for "a ride on Calary Bog" (151). Here,

metaphorically, the older politician/warrior takes his heir

over the territory the O'Malley men control: Irish history.

And even the first reference to the bog at the beginning of

the novel makes a link between it and a male, military

history. A bog surrounds Judith's convent school, as it did

Owen's seminary, and the nuns see it as "pagan ... an

image of fallen nature. It signified mortality, they said,

and the sadness of the flesh, for it had once been the

hunting ground of pre-Christian warriors, a forest which had

fallen, become fossilized and was now dug for fuel" (12).
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The "pre-Christian warriors" echo the Grainne myth.

The Fianna have their modern counterpart in Owen Roe, Owen

Roe O'Malley, Patsy Flynn, and Cormac; moreover the

fossilized forest can be read as a metaphor for the

reappearance in the present of a fossilised past, for a

cyclical history of violence and war. In No Country for

Young Men, then, the bog is first and last male, a symbol

for a country shaped by male myths and values.

Finally, we can return to the last scene of the novel,

where Grainne stands by herself on the opposite bank of the

canal from her family. James is dead. with Judith

watching, he was attacked by Patsy and "sank like a stone"

(367) into the "scummy waters of the canal" (365): by

extension, a kind of bog. Metaphorically, he has been

sucked into the morass of Irish history, a victim of it,

like Sparky before him. Our last view of Grainne is of her

walking along the side of the canal, "her boots [making] a

clumping sound through the mud" (369). This is one small

image, but I think it is a significant one. Grainne is not

being sucked into the mud, the text's final allusion to the

bog. She is able to walk forward despite it. Unlike her

mythic counterpart, she has pulled herself free.
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CHAPTER 6

"ALWAYS AWAY FIGHTING SOWEWHERE."

All eight of Jennifer Johnston's novels are set in

Ireland and all but one, The Christmas Tree, manifest a

concern with Ireland's troubled history. Shadows on Our

Skin (1977), for example, contemplates the legacy that a

violent history has bestowed on contemporary Ireland.

Against the background of the current war between the

British and Irish Republican armies in Derry, Johnston

pictures Irish history as a cyclical recurrence of warfare,

as a revolutionary rhetoric passed on from father to son,

and as a source of oppression for women and children.

Johnston's novel thus reiterates O'Faolain's critique

of Irish revolutionary history and its attendant rhetoric

and ideology; Johnston, however, presents her argument

through the portrayal of the lives of the urban Catholic

working-class. In the Logan family the mother works long

hours to earn barely enough money to feed her young son and

shiftless husband. Her husband sits at home, supposedly

having lost his health in the fight for Irish independence.

He harks back constantly to the glory days when "he was head

of a flying column" (114) and a friend of heroes. When two

young British soldiers are killed and he begins to sing "a
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nation once again," his wife asks the bitter question: "Are

there women down there scrubbing floors to keep the home

together because stupid, useless old men are sitting around

gassing about freedom? Singing their songs about heroes?"

(154). In itself, this question encapsulates the paradox

that several Irish women's texts have revealed: male

revolutionary rhetoric cloaks female economic and

psychological bondage.

While Shadows on our Skin attests both to Johnston's

interest in Irish political history and to her desire to

write the female experience of the revolution back into

Irish cultural discourse, it is not the text I will

concentrate on here because it depicts Ireland in the modern

era only. Instead, I will focus on two novels that portray

the experiences of women at the time of the Anglo-Irish War:

The Old Jest (1979) and Johnston's latest fiction Fool's

Sanctuary (1987).

The modulation in tone between these two suggests that

Johnston is becoming more pessimistic. The Old Jest is

often humorous in its portrayal of the experiences of a

young heroine during the Anglo-Irish War, and despite the

death of one of its major characters in the last few pages

it ends on a note of hope. Fool's Sanctuary, on the other

hand, begins sadly and becomes postively bleak as the final

sentences commend us to the mercy of God: "I have played my

play for the last time. I am so tired. The day Thou givest
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Lord ... , Have pity on us all" (132). If this is

Johnston's last word on Ireland, she seems to have lost

faith in the ability of any human agency to improve matters

there.

In these novels, we return to the situation of the

Anglo-Irish at the moment of their eclipse: "bereft of

their land, they now faced the complete loss of their

position. For the war being fought around them was not

merely to throw out the British, but to topple a dominant

class" (Costello 141). I last quoted this description of

the demise of the Anglo-Irish in my discussion of Elizabeth

Bowen's The Last September and there are many echoes of that

novel in these two by Johnston. All three centre on a young

unmarried heroine poised on the threshold of adulthood.

Each one ends with the violent death of a male character who

has had some significance to this heroine's journey to

maturity and who is, in some way, outside the world she

inhabits: Gerald in The Last september is excluded by his

class and nationality, Angus Barry in The Old Jest has

embraced a radically different political ideology than is

the norm for the Anglo-Irish, and Cathal Dillon of Fool's

Sanctuary is Catholic and one of "the people," not a member

of the Ascendancy. Finally, as befits the portrayal of a

class in the "gathering darkness of their last days"

(Costello 140), the action of each novel takes place in late

summer/early autumn.
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While there are these and other similarities among the

texts, there are also marked differences: for example,

Bowen and Johnston handle the war in very different ways.

Bowen's technique of ironic distancing is an integral part

of her challenge to the orthodox interpretation of the

significance of this period of history to the lives of Irish

women. Equally, Johnston's scenes of direct confrontation

in which the heroine is faced with the realities of warfare

are essential to her overall design. Despite differences

between Johnston's texts and the ones we have discussed thus

far, however, her novels too tell a gender-marked story of

Irish history.

The Old Jest portrays individual revolutionaries in a

sympathetic light. Angus Barry is not only a member of the

Anglo-Irish gentry, he is literary, a stamp of authorial

approval in a Johnston novel. He reads Swift and quotes

Shakespeare. Ironically, his quotation from Shakespeare

foreshadows his own end. When Nancy nicknames him cassius

because of his "lean and hungry look," he quotes Cassius'

line to her: "so often shall the knot of us be called the

men that gave their country liberty" (73). His parallelling

of the Irish revolution with the conspiracy to assassinate

Julius Caesar in defence of the Roman Republic produces an

intertextual reminder of Cassius' death. It also raises a

textual question about the nature and consequences of armed

insurrection. Although Barry says "there are worse things
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than killing going on in the world" (70), the question about

the morality of the use of violence remains and it is the

problem that Nancy must confront.

Johnston's text does not endorse the Irish

revolutionary cause wholesale, even if she does create a

picture of the revolutionary as a well-read gentleman. It

is significant, I think, that when Barry talks of the

revolution and his part in it he does not talk about Ireland

at all. He tells Nancy: "I'm not fighting specifically

against the British, I hope I'm fighting for the people. I

don't want power, I want to see justice for everyone" (70).

This marks him off from the rebels in the novels by

O'Faolain and Dillon. They are quite specifically fighting

the English to force them out of Ireland, and, moreover,

they are more than a little interested in acquiring power.

Barry appears to have become a rebel and to have

divorced himself from his own class because of his

experiences in the first world war. He became convinced

that soldiers were sacrificed to defend the class interests

of their commanders rather than to defend their country.

Thus he tells Nancy that "life isn't full of sweetness and

light and gentlemen standing up when ladies come into the

room. On the contrary, it's full of violence, injustice and

pain" (59). From a feminist viewpoint, it is significant

that the textual metaphor for the illusory world of

sweetness and light is a chivalric one: chivalric
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conventions mask the true nature of power relations between

the sexes just as talk of defending one's country deceives

working-class soldiers into fighting for someone else's

property and power. Barry's cause, then, is not the cause

of Irish independence, and thus his fight will not be over

when national freedom is gained. As he tells Nancy, "My war

. will never end" (60).

This kind of characterisation suggests that perhaps

Johnston sees a limitation in a purely nationalist struggle.

Margaret Ward's point about the split between the

nationalists and the feminists in Irish political history is

relevant here. A battle fought for an "idealised

abstraction," the Irish "nation," ultimately brought no

social progress for women (248). It is tempting to believe

that in The Old Jest the authorially-sanctioned Barry, in

revealing an awareness of the speciousness of chivalry,

reveals also an awareness of the need to include the freedom

of women in his manifesto for human liberation and justice.

In contrast to her portrayal of the Anglo-Irish Barry

as a well-educated and thoroughly competent revolutionary

leader, Johnston's characterisation of the rank-and-file is

almost comic. And here is another echo of Bowen's The Last

September. In that novel, the military endeavours of both

forces, Irish and British, are portrayed with humour: "It

had been a great raid, the postman said; if the boys had

not fled it would have been almost a battle" (112). In The
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Old Jest the Misses Brabazon tell Nancy and her Aunt Mary

how "the Shinners the other night [tried] to pinch the car."

The Shinners were polite: "I beg your pardon, Miss, but we

want your car," but politeness avails them nothing. When

one of the women pulls down the leader's scarf and discovers

his identity, the rebels appear as naughty small boys caught

out by their kindergarten teacher: "and who was it but

Tommy Roche from our back cottages. If you lay one finger

on this car, This Car, I said, I'll tell your mother what

you're up to when she's not looking and she'll tan your

rebel backside for you" (111).

This scene tends to diminish the stature of "the

people" as desirous and capable of self-determination.

Indeed, Miss Brabazon's answer to Mary's question, "Did you

go to the police," recapitulates the historical

paternalistic (maternalistic?) relationship between a kindly

landlord and a worrisome tenant. She says: "Don't be

silly, Mary dear. They might have got into trouble" (111).

This dialogue might certainly be read as revealing an

authorial Anglo-Irish prejudice about the general competence

of the native Irish to govern themselves and it would,

therefore, be somewhat at odds with the ideals declaimed by

Major Barry. On the other hand, this acknowledgement that

certain kinds of human relationships persist, even when the

economic and political basis for them has decayed, serves to

flesh out the reductionist skeleton of Irish nationalist
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historiography. As we noted, Francis Shaw argued that

nationalist historiography "moulds the broad course of Irish

history to a narrow pre-conceived pattern" and honours only

"the Fenians and the separatists" at the expense of

everybody else (117-18). It writes out, for instance, the

kind of complicated human relations portrayed above where

gunmen can be ticked off by whimsical old ladies who will,

in turn, protect them from the police.

If Johnston withholds dignity from the Tommy Roches,

she bestows it on the young revolutionary, Joe Mulhare. He

too comes from "the people," but, tellingly, when Nancy

first meets him, he is reading Hamlet. Like Angus Barry, he

is a competent rebel, if a more lowly one. In the

patterning of the novel, he completes the education of Nancy

that Barry began when he told her about the injustice her

privileged position has prevented her from seeing. Again,

like Barry, he does not mention Ireland when he talks about

his revolutionary rationale and activities. He tells Nancy

he is "fully occupied in reading Hamlet and fighting for

freedom" (121) and it becomes clear when he describes his

father's death in prison during the labour lock-outs that

"freedom" means freedom from class oppression and not

specifically from the colonial oppression of Ireland by

England. When Nancy argues that "everybody's one of the

people," he tells her: "You know it's not true. There are
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some people who just see a lot of other people as animals"

(123) .

Nancy has learned this lesson from two people, both of

whom enjoy authorial approval, and it is significant that

the lesson is about social equality and not about patriotism

or nationalism. Like her textual ancestor Lemuel Gulliver,

Nancy Gulliver is made to acknowledge the shortcomings of a

nationalism divorced from concern for social justice. The

heroine's journey to maturity in a female-authored

historical fiction is thus rather different from the path

travelled by the hero in the historical novel as defined by

James M. Cahalan. In his view, "the Irish hero generally

moves from the middle to the nationalist side" (Great Hatred

18). While "initially naive" like Cahalan's hero, Nancy is

awakened to the pain and sUffering of an unjust world

through the specific example of the anguish suffered by

Joe's mother when her husband dies in prison. Romantic

tales of Ireland's historical wrongs at the hands of

England, identified as potent catalysts in the texts of

Murdoch, Dillon, and O'Faolain, have absolutely nothing to

do with this process. Indeed, it might be said that the

major project of The Old Jest is the denunciation of such

easy paths to violence. The need to be aware of

consequences, to accept personal responsibilty for action,

and to make choices "not just drift" (97) are stressed

throughout the novel. Johnston makes no omniscient,
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authoritative declarations about who or what is right and

the reader, as a result, is often stuck in the same moral

conundrum as Nancy. Thus, while Joe can tell Nancy that he

will keep his mother in ignorance of his involvement in the

war until "it's over" (130), the text silently throws up a

question about his responsibility to her to stay alive and

not to involve himself in dangerous pursuits such as

"fighting for freedom."

As an Anglo-Irish heroine who sees beyond her class

privilege, Nancy recalls Frances in Murdoch's The Red and

the Green. In that novel, the tension between nationalism

and socialism is explicitly expressed by Frances when she

asks Barney: "what will Home Rule do for that woman begging

in the street?" Barney's answer is hardly optimistic:

"Well, [she'll] have the pleasure of being exploited by P.

Flanagan instead of J.Smith" (106-107). Despite her

perspicacity, Frances, like the heroine of the earlier novel

The Last September, is portrayed as a woman for whom there

are very few choices. Ultimately, both heroines in their

separate texts flee the Ireland that is about to be "freed."

For Nancy, however, Johnston produces the hint of a promise

of a brighter future in Ireland.

Nancy is going to university in Dublin to read history.

There is an irony in this choice of subject, of course,

because it is the unchanging history of the Anglo-Irish that

has denied choice to women such as Nancy's Aunt Mary.
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History, tradition, and continuance are stressed in the

novel by the description of the family gravestones dating

back to 1698, by Nancy's own name (her great-grandmother's),

by the image of her grandfather being fed with the spoon he

has had since childhood, and, most forcefully, by his

constant singing of the hymn "Abide with me," an invocation

to "thou who changest not." But, despite history, Nancy is

going to change.

Unlike her Aunt Mary, who has lived in a kindly but

untested way, buffered from too much reality by her Anglo

Irish heritage and community, Nancy has recognised that "the

great thing is you can always choose, and then, as Bridie

says, you've no one to blame but yourself" (167). Nancy's

capacity to accept what she has learned of the world outside

her own privileged corner and to adapt to changing times is

expressed in a mythic reversal of the type we discerned in

O'Faolain's No Country for Young Men. In The Old Jest,

Nancy is associated with the mythic female figure the Old

Woman of Beare whose textual presence is signalled by Angus

Barry's comment "the Hag of Beare ... relocated" (40).

Like the Hag, Nancy "occupies a retreat by the sea"

(Connelly 123), but while the old woman laments the changes

that time has brought and can only look back to the way

things were, Nancy recovers from the loss of the past (the

sale of her family's "Big House"), and looks forward to the
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future. Thus, the novel closes with a hopeful note for the

future: "you can always choose" (167).

Unlike earlier heroines, then, Nancy has been given

choices, a wider world to live in. And, indeed, in this

earlier, more optimistic of Johnston's Anglo-Irish war

novels, there is a strong indication that the wider world

allows for cross-sectarian relationships of a sort not so

far envisioned in the novels we have examined. In Dillon's

Blood Relations the Anglo-Irish, Protestant Molly marries

the Catholic Nicholas. This marriage, however, represents a

lack of choice. Molly marries Nicholas because she is

terribly afraid of life alone, and marriage is the only

action open to her. Besides, as Nicholas is a member of the

small, land-owning, Catholic gentry, the marriage is hardly

as revolutionary as it would have been had she married "the

man of the people," Peter Morrow. In The Old Jest there is

some evidence that the future for Nancy will hold a

friendship with the working-class Joe Mulhare: Joe tells

her, "I'll see you again Nancy ... I'll turn up again,

remember" (131), and Angus Barry commends Joe to her as "a

good young man. Remember that if you meet him again" (143).

In suggesting that a friendship on equal terms between

a daughter of the oppressor and a son of the oppressed in

Ireland is possible and even desirable, Johnston's text

reveals itself to be as radical a re-writing of Irish

nationalist history as O'Faolain's textual slaughter of
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nationalist sacred cows. Of all the heroines we have met

thus far in Irish historical fiction, Grainne and Nancy are

the only ones to throw off their history and make their own

choices. Sadly, however, if Nancy and Grainne can be

compared as myth-breakers, Johnston's later heroine Miranda

becomes, like Judith, a victim of the revolution.

Fool's Sanctuary is a sombre re-writing of The Tempest.

Shakespeare's enchanted island becomes the Irish Big House

and Prospero and Miranda are replaced by the Anglo-Irish

landlord Henry Augustus Martin and his daughter Miranda

Martin. Instead of the romantic comedy in which all

problems are resolved and the heroine finds love and

marriage, the novel tells what is, in effect, a sad tale of

modern Irish history. Johnston's text is full of ironic

reversals of the play, the most significant of which is the

marooning of the Irish Miranda on the island. For this

Miranda, there is no freedom, no new life, no marriage, and

no "brave new world." In direct contrast to Nancy, who

steps away from the Big House, Miranda withdraws more deeply

into it to spend the rest of her life in self-imposed

incarceration.

The larger political question raised by the ironic

contrast with the denouement of The Tempest is whether a

"free" Ireland is in fact a "brave new world." In the

opening pages of the novel, Miranda seems less than sure

that it is: "I am not nostalgic for old times. Things are
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different now, better perhaps in some ways. Yes, yes of

course better. People have freedom. That was what everyone

wanted. I think it was. That was the word they used" (2).

In Miranda's consciousness the word seems to have no context

to give it meaning, suggesting that there is some

discrepancy between what the word represented during the

struggle for independence and what was actually achieved.

Given that I have just described Miranda's subsequent life

as a long imprisonment, the word "freedom" for her can only

signify a cruel and ironic antithesis of her experience.

The meaning of freedom is a major concern of the novel,

just as it is an important theme in the play. In "Jennifer

Johnston's Divided Ireland," Jose Lanters talks about the

ironic relation between "the notion of freedom" in the novel

and Caliban's "triumphant exclamation 'Freedom'" in The

Tempest. Just as Caliban has put himself into "a worse

slavery than before" when he aligns himself with Stephano

against Prospero , so, according to Lanters, Catha I fails to

see "that fighting for freedom is another form of slavery"

(240). certainly, there is evidence for this argument in

Johnston's text. When the gunmen come to kill Cathal for

what they see as his treachery, they use the word "freedom"

as a kind of threat: "he swore an oath. We have to remind

people that oaths cannot be broken. commitment is until we

have Freedom. Don't you think Freedom is a noble cause, Mr

Martin? A cause to die for?" (126). Ironically, catha I is
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going to die at the hands of these men, not in the cause of

national freedom, but for actions Mr. Martin characterises

as "good" and "honourable," but which the gunmen can only

construe as the deeds of an "Informer. Traitor. spy" (125).

The confrontation here between diametrically opposed

values makes this scene the crux of Johnston's re-figuration

of Irish history. In essence, the confrontation is between

two modes of moral judgement. Carol Gilligan has described

these in terms of gender. She has argued that women's moral

judgements are based on different criteria from those of

men. According to Gilligan, women make judgements based on

concern for non-violence, consequence, and context. She

describes what she refers to as "masculine" moral judgement

as a "a progressive freeing of thought from contextual

restraints" (481). As Ann Owens Weekes notes, it is this

male paradigm that has been established as a human model,

and it is a model which "sets jUdgements based on abstract

codes of rights and principles as the highest level of human

moral development" and consequently "disregards the female

process as either deviant or undeveloped" ("Diarmuid" 89).

Fool's Sanctuary encodes the dichotomy between these

modes, between Mr. Martin's ethic of caring and concern for

context and the ethic of abstract codes and principles. As

a man between cultures, culturally distinct from the native

Irish yet not fully embracing the values of his own dominant

class, Mr. Martin does not make the same kind of moral
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judgements as either his own son or the gunmen who come into

his home. (That the Anglo-Irish Andrew and the native Irish

revolutionaries operate on the same value system is

acknowledged by the gunman's words: "Your son knows what's

what all right. There's no denying that" (125).) When Mr.

Martin argues for Cathal's goodness and honour, he is in

fact making his judgement on the female basis of non

violence, context, and concern for consequence. The gunmen,

on the other hand, in naming Cathal as an informer, traitor,

and spy are revealing an adherence to principles that allow

them to act without regard for context or consequence. This

adherence to principle is inscribed in the text through the

repetition of the phrase "a breach of military discipline"

(125-6) as their justification for the execution of Cathal.

In the revolutionary code, there can be no deviation from

the principle that informers have to be executed. But in

the female text, the principle is turned into nonsense:

Cathal has been ordered to act as a spy and to give the

gunmen access to the Martin house so that Andrew can be

killed because he is a spy; however, Cathal is then

executed as a spy by the same people who ordered him to act

as a spy because he let the other spy go. Granted, this is

an exaggerated description of the last stages of the plot of

Fool's Sanctuary and it does not fairly represent the tone

of the novel, but it does expose the sheer ridiculousness of
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strict adherence to a principle in such a muddled military

morality.

with the characterisation of the Irish revolutionaries

as unbending if polite ideologues, and the sympathetic

portrayal of Cathal as a person prepared to sacrifice

himself to protect the life of his friend's son, Johnston's

text voices its dissent. The portrayal of the consequences

of the gunmen's action negates a romanticised interpretation

of the revolution. In Johnston's telling, it is the young,

handsome, idealistic freedom-fighter (the usual hero of the

ballad) who becomes the anathema, the informer. Thus,

history is shown to be more complicated than a simple "story

of the struggle to overcome British domination" (Great

Hatred 19). Ultimately, the text questions whether freedom

gained by the adherence to de-humanised principles can be a

true liberation, and in doing so it reiterates the questions

asked by Dillon's Blood Relations.

Counterpointed with this exploration of the nature of

national freedom is the now familiar focus on the situation

of Irish women during the years of political upheaval. As

with earlier texts, ironies are plentiful. Miranda tells

Harry: "I truly believe that we . . . as a nation . . .

have a future of our own. We do need freedom, even if it's

only, as you and Andrew think, to make a mess of things"

(45). Ironically, it is this very cause of freedom that

costs her her lover and her own future. It is ironic also
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that when Miranda's brother Andrew wants their father to

insist she make a visit to England to meet likely suitors

before she becomes "stunted" and "stifled" in Ireland, their

father berates him for talking in such terms about a country

that "is in a state of evolution." Despite the country's

evolution, however, this is exactly Miranda's fate. Her

self-imposed, lifelong imprisonment in the Irish Big House

is both stunting and stifling, eventually destroying all

emotion. As an old woman waiting for death, she is

frightened by her indifference to the renewal of violence in

modern Ireland and she says: "I suppose I must have

destroyed in myself the power to feel passion, pity, rage"

(132). Again, Johnston gives an ironic portrayal of a

mythic Irish female here. Like Miranda, the Hag of Beare is

an old woman looking back to the past, but the mythic

character retains her capacity for passionate rage: "But

the prayer, 0 Living God, / Wakes a madness in my blood"

(O'Connor, "The Old Woman" 37). Miranda, on the contrary,

has been robbed even of her rage by modern Irish history.

Finally, there is the bitter irony that the national

revolution halted Miranda's personal revolution. Like

Nancy, Miranda tries to break away from the course set out

for her by her Anglo-Irish heritage. In Fool's Sanctuary,

her determination to make her own choices is expressed

through her deliberate severing of a link with her mother.

She has her hair cut off: "I had hair like my mother's
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until I had it cut off that day in Cork. Such freedom that

was, such pleasurable freedom" (36). Her mother was the

archetypal, hard-riding, Anglo-Irish gentlewoman. She cared

little for her husband's sympathies with his tenants or his

plans to improve the land and enrich the country. In

removing the physical likeness to her mother, Miranda thus

dissociates herself from the traditional life of the Anglo

Irish woman and feels "such pleasurable freedom."

Ironically, her first steps on the road to freedom from her

own history are halted by the events of the Irish war for

political freedom, and she retreats back into the Big House.

In this, the most recent of her novels, Johnston does

not allow a cross-sectarian relationship to prosper:

perhaps she now sees no possibility of bridging gaps in

Irish society. In the present day, the older Miranda thinks

of "separations" when she considers how life might have been

had Cathal lived:

"the tentative love we had might have been dissipated

by our separations. He might have moved towards

politics, after the fight was over; shifted into that

grey area where expediency nudges truth out of its way;

where freedom becomes a slogan, rather than a

possibility. I would have hated that." (131)

We have seen this picture of the subsequent life of a

revolutionary before. In O'Faolain's No Country for Young

Men, the rather more unpleasant idealist Owen O'Malley
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becomes just such a politician. Indeed, an irony between

texts becomes visible when we remember that the freedom

fighter Owen O'Malley robbed Judith of her freedom and her

future when, for expediency's sake, he had her locked up in

the convent. Although he cares deeply for Miranda, the

freedom-fighter Cathal Dillon unwittingly passes the same

sentence on her when he acts from purely altruistic motives

to save her brother. Either way, women are imprisoned in

the cause of freedom, entrapped in the paradox of Irish

history: national freedom brought social and political

repression for women.

In withdrawing from life in the new independent Ireland

to her "fool's sanctuary," the Anglo-Irish Big House where

time has stopped, Miranda effectively writes herself out of

history. In the early pages of the novel, when she talks of

her father's achievements, she acknowledges that there will

be no trace of her to be found: "I walked like King

Wenceslas's page, in his footsteps, leaving no trace of my

own" (6). The imperial simile articulates both the obscuring

of the traces of an individual female life and the

disappearance of the history of Anglo-Irish women: their

story has been lost in the larger history of the Protestant

Ascendancy, the representatives of "the king" in Ireland.

Only as she is about to die is Miranda's history given voice

in Johnston's text.
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We have noted before that female historical fictions

uncover the voices that have been lost under the weight of

revolutionary rhetoric. For example, we have heard the cry

for recognition from Lois in The Last September, "But I do

want to begin on something" (236), and from Frances in The

Red and the Green, "How I wish I'd had some proper

education" (107). Fool's Sanctuary recovers Miranda's

history, but it also provides us with a telling image that

expresses the historical obliteration of female experience

by a romanticised male militarism.

In the drawing-room of the Martin house hang portraits

of all the past generations of Martin men. They have all

been soldiers and they have all been painted wearing their

uniforms. Mr. Martin's own father is represented there. A

typical example, he was away most of the time, "fighting

somewhere." Mr. Martin's mother "lived on her own here for

fifty-odd years" and "was the best landlord for miles

around": in other words, she looked after the land and the

people while her husband neglected them. Her son calls her

"a most remarkable woman, for her time"; but her portrait

does not hang with the others. She had such a busy life, he

explains, that she simply "hadn't the time ... to sit

still long enough for her portrait to be painted" (83).

In the gallery of male fighting heroes there is no

visual reminder of the Irish woman who cared for the land

and the people while men were waging war. In these female
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texts of Irish history she is finally remembered.
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CONCLUSION

HISTORY TAKEN BACK.

I began this study by questioning James M. Cahalan's

assumptions about the dominant themes in Irish historical

fiction. I argued that while novels by male writers tell

the story of Irish history as as an age-old, continuing

battle to free Ireland from British domination, the fictions

of female authors inscribe a very different struggle.

Female authors concerned with Irish history must

confront the "unhealthy intersection" of literature and

politics identified by Conor Cruise O'Brien. They struggle

not only against a history that has obliterated them and a

literature that has misrepresented them, but also against a

critical discourse that has excluded them. Their texts are

both re-visionary and metaliterary. They revise and add

complexity to the simplified story of Ireland's history as a

fight for national freedom; and they subvert the literary

devices that have assisted male writers to embed that story

in the nation's literature.

Of all the devices that perpetuate the unhealthy

intersection of literature and a male-defined history,

perhaps it is the symbolic figure Cathleen Ni Houlihan who

has oppressed women most. Yeats introduced her to a new
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century with the first performance of his play in Dublin in

1902 and she haunts Irish women still. Edna Longley's essay

From Cathleen to Anorexia: The Breakdown of Irelands (1990)

argues that an anorexic cathleen should perhaps "personify

Irish women themselves: starved and repressed by

patriarchies like Unionism, Catholicism, Protestantism,

Nationalism. II As Longley acknowledges, however, "not all

Irish women resist these patriarchies," and some fall victim

to the Nationalist mystique. For these women, "mainly from

the North, cathleen flourishes abundantly still" (3).

A novel such as Julia O'Faolain's No Country for Young

Men shouts a warning to female nationalists, but they seem

destined to fall into the same trap as Judith Clancy and

mistake their oppressor. As Longley remarks, "they cling,

like their elder sisters, to the prospective goodwill of

Republican men, and to the fallacy that: 'there can't be

women's liberation until there's national liberation'" (20).

If there is a dominant theme in Irish historical fictions by

women (as Cahalan maintains there is in historical fiction

by men), it is the exposure of that fallacy: women's texts

show that national liberation does not bring freedom for

female citizens.

Cathleen may still flourish among nationalists but, as

Francis Shaw argues, there is more to Irish life than the

ideologies and actions of the "Fenians and separatists"

(118). In 1990, a different woman "has shaken Irish
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political life to its male-dominated foundations." The

Irish electorate voted into office Ireland's first woman

president: a woman who talks of a "pluralist Ireland," who

wants to liberalise the laws on divorce, contraception and

women's rights, and who wishes to extend "the hand of

friendship to Northern Ireland's Protestant community." The

election of Mary Robinson might in fact be the "the

beginning of the end of 'civil war politics,' the Irish

political loyalties shaped by the independence struggles of

the 1920s" (Gray A8).

The choice of a candidate who wants to end sectarian

violence and to deal with social issues is a dramatic

turnabout for Irish society. Robinson herself sees her

election as largely due to the female vote: "the women of

Ireland, instead of rocking the cradle, rocked the system"

(Gray AS). In choosing a woman who places social justice

above nationalism as the president of their country, Irish

women have expelled Cathleen Ni Houlihan, the

personification of that nationalism and one of the symbols

of their oppression. Like the authors of the texts we have

studied here, they have begun to take back their history.
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